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MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
Board Meeting
21 May 2019
Part 1

Order
1.

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

1.1

Apologies

9AM

Ann Chapman, Board Member and Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive.
1.2

Late Items

1.3

Conflicts and/or Register of Interests Update
Pages:

1.4

8 - 10

Minutes of the Previous Meeting
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

11 - 22
minutes of the Board meeting, 9 April 2019
that the minutes of the previous meeting be approved
as a true and correct record.

1.5

Matters Arising

2.

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

2.1

Quality & Safety Walk-Rounds
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

2.2

23 - 36
report from the Acting Manager, Quality Improvement &
Assurance dated 7 May 2019
that the Board:
 note the Quality and Safety walk-rounds progress
report
 note the Quality and Safety walk-rounds evaluation
 endorse the recommendation to reduce the number of
formal walk-rounds for each cluster from 12 to four
per annum and ensure improvements to the process is
carried out by the Clusters and Enablers.

Integrated Service Model and Cluster Implementation Update
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

37 - 49
report from the General Manager, Quality & Innovation
dated 14 May 2019
that the Board endorse the progress towards
implementation of the Integrated Service Model.

9.10am

3
2.3

Development and Use of Consumer Stories
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

50 - 74
report from the Consumer Experience Manager dated 8
May 2019
that the Board:
 endorse the proposals to develop the use of
Consumer Stories as outlined in the report
 endorse that consumer stories should be presented
to HDAC on a quarterly basis
 endorse an annual report on themes from consumer
stories be provided to HDAC.

3.

IWI PARTNERSHIP

3.1

Manawhenua Hauora Minutes
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

3.2

9.40am

75 - 78
minutes of the Manawhenua Hauora meeting held on 25
March 2019
that the minutes be noted.

Manawhenua Hauora & DHB Work Programme 2018-2019 Update
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

79 - 86
report from General Manager, Māori Health dated 9 May
2019
that the Board note the progress report against
priorities from the DHB/MWH Work Programme 20192020 for the period of February to May 2019.

4.

WORKFORCE

4.1

Workforce Strategy
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

5.

PERFORMANCE

5.1

CEO’s Report
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

5.2

9.55am

87 - 88
report from the General Manager, People & Culture
dated 13 May 2019
that the Board note that the DHB wide workforce
strategy will be developed following the development of
a national workforce strategy framework.
10.00am

89 - 101
report from the Chief Executive dated 13 May 2019
that the report be noted.

Regional Digital Health Services - Operating Model
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

102 - 107
report from the Chief Digital Officer dated 9 May 2019
that the Board note the activities to review the
Regional Operating Model, and the Regional Application
and Infrastructure Environments.
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5.3

Board’s Work Programme 2018/19
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

108 - 116
report from the Chief Executive dated 14 May 2019
that progress in the delivery of the 2018/19 work
programme be endorsed.

MORNING TEA

10.20am

6.

FINANCE, RISK & AUDIT

10.35am

6.1

Finance, Risk & Audit Committee
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

6.2

Finance Update Report For MidCentral DHB – April 2019
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

6.3

117 - 127
minutes of the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee
meeting, 23 April 2019
that the minutes of the Finance, Risk & Audit
Committee meeting held on 23 April 2019 be noted.

128 - 134
report from the Financial Planning Manager dated 10
May 2019
that the Board:
 note that this is an update paper and the full April
Finance Update Report will be provided to FRAC's June
2019 meeting.
 note that the operating result for April 2019 was an
operating deficit of $0.587m, which was $1.493m
adverse to the budget. Of this $1.0m is due to the
RMO strike
 note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of
$7.812m being $5.557m adverse to budget
 note that the potential year-end financial forecast
remains for a deficit of $13.320m which is $8.370m
adverse to budget
 observe that total available cash and equivalents is
$47.799m as at 30 April 2019.

Finance Update Report For MidCentral DHB – March 2019
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

135 - 173
report from the Financial Planning Manager dated 6 May
2019
that the Board:
 note that this report was endorsed by the Finance,
Risk and Audit Committee on 23 April 2019 for
consideration by the Board
 note that the result for March 2019 was a surplus of
$0.082m, which was $0.077m adverse to the budget
 note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of
$7.226m being $4.065m adverse to budget
 note that the potential year-end financial forecast is
for a deficit of $12.320m which is $7.370m adverse to
budget

5
 observe that total available cash is $42.598m at 31
March 2019 which is an improvement of $4.669m over
the prior month.
6.4

Finance Update Report For MidCentral DHB – February 2019
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

6.5

174 - 211
report from the Financial Planning Manager dated 6 May
2019
that the Board:
 note that this report was endorsed by the Finance,
Risk and Audit Committee on 23 April 2019 for
consideration by the Board
 note that the result for February 2019 was a surplus
of $1.210m, which was $1.172m adverse to the
budget
 note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of
$7.308m being $3.987m adverse to budget
 note that the potential year-end financial forecast is
for a deficit of $12.320m which is $7.370m adverse to
budget
 observe that total available cash is $37.928m at 28
February 2019.

Enable New Zealand Limited - Annual Reporting Requirements
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

212 - 213
report from the General Manager, Finance & Corporate
Services dated 7 May 2019
that pursuant to section 211(3) of the Companies Act
1993, the annual report of Enable New Zealand Limited
for the year ended 30 June 2019 shall incorporate the
financial statements and auditor’s report thereon and
exclude information specified in any of the paragraphs
(a) and (e) to (j) of subsection (1) of that section.

7.

HEALTH & DISABILITY

7.1

Health & Disability Advisory Committee
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

214 - 222
minutes of the Health & Disability Advisory Committee
meeting, 30 April 2019
that the minutes of the Health & Disability Advisory
Committee meeting held on 30 April 2019 be noted.

8.

GOVERNANCE

8.1

centralAlliance Update
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

10.55am

11am

223 - 224
report from the General Manager, Strategy, Planning &
Performance dated 8 May 2019
that this report be noted and discussed and;
agree that centralAlliance governance occur by way of
an annual joint board workshop as part of the planning
cycle and six-monthly update reports to both Boards.
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8.2

Remuneration Committee Terms of Reference
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

8.3

Election Protocols for MDHB Staff and Members Policy
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

8.4

225 - 231
report from the Chief Executive dated 15 May 2019
that the Remuneration Committee’s amended Terms of
Reference be approved and that they be reviewed in
12 months.

232 - 237
report from the Manager, Administration & Governance
Services dated 1 May 2019
that the Board’s Election Protocols for MDHB Staff and
Members Policy be approved, and that the policy be
reviewed in 36 months.

MDHB Board Members’ Expense Policy
Pages:
Documentation:
Recommendation:

238 - 246
report from the Manager, Administration & Governance
Services dated 6 May 2019
that the amended DHB’s Expense Policy be approved
to enable independent members to be paid travel time
where this exceeds three hours during business hours,
with effect from 1 July 2019, and that the Policy be
reviewed in three years’ time.

9.

LATE ITEMS

10.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

11.35am

25 June 2019, Boardroom MidCentral District Health Board, Gate 2
Heretaunga Street, Palmerston North
11.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC
Recommendation:

that the public be excluded from this meeting in
accordance with the Official Information Act 1992,
section 9 for the following items for the reasons stated:

Item
“In committee” and “board only” minutes
of the previous meeting
Strategy & Planning
 Draft 2019/10 Annual Plan, Statement of
Intent and Statement of Performance
Expectations
 Contract Review and Renewal for
2019/20 - Phase 1
 Low Voltage Sub-Station & 11kV
Network Upgrade
Governance
 Health Partnerships Limited Update

Reason
For the reasons set out in the order
paper of the 9.4.19 meeting held
with the public present
Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Negotiating strategy

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Under negotiation, and, subject to an
obligation of confidence

9(2)(j)
9(2)(ba)
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Committee Minutes
 Finance, Risk & Audit Committee,
23.4.19
o Contract Review & Renewal for
2019/20 - Phase 1
o 2019/20 Annual Planning & Budgeting
Update
o Low Voltage Sub-Station & 11kV
Network Upgrade
 Health & Disability Advisory Committee,
30.4.19
Board only time
 General
 Chief Executive’s 360 Degree Feedback
 Governance evaluation

Negotiating strategy

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

For the reasons set out in the Order
Paper of 30.4.19 meeting held with
the public present
No decision
Contains competitive pricing
information, and subject of
negotiation
To protect personal privacy

9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(j)
9(2)(a)
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Register of Interests: Summary, May 2019
Name
Anderson, Diane
Broad, Adrian

Date
1.7.16
24.6.14

Cameron, Barbara

9.12.13
25.4.13

Company/Organisation
Nil
Manawatu Horowhenua Tararua
Diabetes Trust
Palmerston North City Council
Manawatu District Council

1.11.16
27.2.18
17.12.13
18.5.12
21.12.07
8.3.19

Oranga Tamaki Ministry of Children
Sport Manawatu
Otaki Mail
Otaki Community Health Trust
Gen-i
Spark

29.4.16

Central Region’s Technical Advisory
Service
MITO
Local Government Commission
Electra Trust
Environmental Legal Assistance Fund,
Ministry for the Environment
Business Kapiti Horowhenua Inc (BKH)
Horowhenua District Council
Surgical Educators of the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons
Private Otorhinolaryngology Practice,
Palmerston North
Aroha Ultimate Care
Whanganui DHB

Chapman, Ann

Duffy, Brendan

Feyen, Michael
Manoharan,
Nadarajah

3.8.17
3.8.17
3.8.17
3.8.17
3.8.17
5.12.16
9.12.13
9.12.13

McKinnon, Dot

9.7.17
5.12.16

9.2.17
9.2.17
9.2.17
9.2.17
21.3.17
4.7.17

Naylor, Karen

Paewai, Oriana

19.12.17
21.3.17
19.12.17
6.12.10
22.9.15
9.10.16
1.5.10
1.5.10
1.5.10

13.6.17
13.6.17

NZ DHB Chairs’ National Executive
Health Practitioners Disciplinary
Tribunal
Health Sector Relationship Agreement
Committee
Whanganui Eyecare and Medical Trust
Moore Law & Associates
20 DHBs (Central Region’s Technical
Advisory Service)
Chardonnay Properties Limited
Regional Governance Group
MidCentral DHB
New Zealand Nurses’ Organisation
Palmerston North City Council
Rangitane o Tamaki nui a Rua
Te Runanga o Raukawa Governance
Group
Manawhenua Hauora

13.6.17

Te Whiti ki te Uru
Tararua Hauora Services Charitable
Trust
Central Primary Health Organisation

13.6.17
13.6.17

Feilding Health Care
Manawatu District Council

13.6.17
13.6.17

Te Ohu Auahi Mutunga (TOAM)
Before School Checks (B4SC)
Collective
Nga Kaitiaki o Ngati Kauwhata Inc
Te Tihi o Ruahine Whanau Ora Alliance
Cancer Society Manawatu

13.6.17
13.6.17
30.8.18

Nature of Interest
Trust Manager
Councillor
Councillor
Member & Deputy Chair, Manawatu
District Licensing Committee
Member, Community Response Forum
Board Member
Part Owner
Member
Son is employee
Daughter-in-law is employee - Agile
Coach
Grandson is a contractor to TAS
Board Member
Commissioner
Trustee
Deputy Chair
Chairperson
Mayor
Educator
Owner
Wife is an employee (facility manager)
Chairperson
Cousin of Whanganui DHB General
Manager
Member
Member
Member
Husband is Chair
Legal Executive, Director and
Shareholder
Member, National Health Workforce
Strategy
Board Member, ERSG
Part Owner
Chair
Employee
Member & Workplace Delegate
Board Member
Councillor
CEO
Member
Chair
Member, Child Health Tamariki Ora
District Group
Co-ordinating Chair
Trustee
Member, Alliance Leadership Team
(Central PHO Board)
Member, Clinical Governance Group
Member, Nga Manu Taiko, a standing
committee of the Council
Member, Governance Board
Member
Committee Member
Member
Board Member

Robson, Barbara

Committee
Members
Beagley, Vicki

Hartevelt, Tony

Kolbe, Anne

Waldon, John

19.7.16
10.12.01
31.5.10
Feb 13

Kind Hearts Trust
Federation of Women’s Health
Councils Aotearoa NZ (Inc)
Medicines Review Committee
Ministry of Health

11.10.16

Ernst & Young

5.10.15
5.10.15

Massey University
Arohanui Hospice

5.10.15
11.10.16
14.8.16
14.8.16
14.8.16

Supportlinks/Enable New Zealand
Palmerston North City Council
Otaki Family Medicine Ltd
Merck Sharpe & Dohme (Merck) (NZ
operations for Global Pharmaceutical
Company)
Fairfax Media

22.7.16
22.7.16
22.7.16
22.7.16

Kolbe Medical Services Ltd
Communio, NZ
Whanganui DHB
Health Research Council of NZ

22.7.16

Auckland University

22.7.16

Australian Medical Council

22.7.16

Royal Australasian College of
Physicians

22.7.16

EXCITE International

22.7.16

Medicare Benefits Schedule Review
Taskforce (Australia)

22.7.16
28.8.18
13.3.17
22.11.18
22.11.81
22.11.18

Institute of Environmental Science &
Research (ESR)
Tairawhiti DHB
Siggins Miller, Australia
Churchyard Physiotherapy Ltd
2 Tama Limited
Cancer Society

22.11.18

MidCentral DHB

Management
Cook, Kathryn

1.7.16

Ambridge, Scott
Anjaria, Keyur

20.8.10
17.7.17

Central Region’s Technical Advisory
Services
Nil
MidCentral DHB

Ayling, David

23.5.18
23.5.18
23.5.18
23.5.18

Youth One Stop Shop
MASH Trust
City Doctors/White Cross
Central PHO

Brown, Jeff
Caldwell, Vanessa
Catherwood, Judith
Clark, Kenneth

7.5.18
1.5.18
3.8.10

Nil
Nil
Dr Kenneth Clark Ltd

Davies, Deborah

2015
18.5.18

Central PHO
Central PHO

Board Member
Co-convenor
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Consumer Representative
Member, Electronic Oral Health Record
Design Group.
Daughter is an employee – Business
Advisor

Employee – Research Office
Husband, John Freebairn, is a board
member
Son receives respite care
Member, District Licensing Committee
Independent Director
Elder son is NZ market access
manager
Young son is news director for
Stuff.co.nz
Director and Joint Owner
Senior Consultant & Contractor
Member, Risk & Audit Committee
Husband chairs the clinical trials
advisory committee
Holds an adjunct appointment
(Associate Professor level)
Husband is an employee (Professor of
Medicine, FMHS)
Husband is a member of the Medical
School Advisory Committee, and leads
the Medical Specialties Advisory
Committee Accreditation Team
Husband is a member of the College’s
governance working party, and chairs
the revalidation working party
Board Member, and Chair of Advisory
Council
Senior Advisor/Government taskforce
to review the Medicare Benefits
Schedule
Daughter an employee – forensic
scientist
Consultant (strategic services)
Senior Advisor & Associate
Co-director and co-owner
Co-director and researcher
Manawatu District: President.
Member of Executive Committee.
Central Districts: a Manawatu
representative (one of two reps)
Member, Clinical Board
Director

Wife is a user of the Needs
Assessment & Service Co-ordination
Service
Clinical Director
Trustee
Shareholding (Value less than $10k)
Member, Alliance Leadership Team

Private gynaecology practice,
Palmerston North
TCPHO rust Board Member
Member, Alliance Leadership Team

18.5.18

MidCentral DHB

Eves, Celina

14.5.18

Celina Eves Limited

Fenwick, Sarah
Hansen, Chiquita

14.5.18
13.8.18
9.2.16

Iolanthe Midwifery Trust
Nil
MidCentral DHB

Hardie, Claire

9.2.16
13.8.18

13.8.18
1.5.17
18.5.18
1.5.18
19.2.16
19.4.16

Central PHO
Royal Australian & NZ College of
Radiologists
Palmerston North Hospital Regional
Cancer Treatment Trust Inc
NZ Breast Cancer Foundation
Coronial Services
Central PHO
Nil
Central PHO
MidCentral DHB

18.4.17
26.2.19

Puriri Trust & Puriri Farm Partnerships
Patients First

6.3.19

Central PHO

Nwosu, Andrew

10.8.18

AB Therapy Services

Sapsford, David
Scott, Gabrielle

18.5.18
19.8.16

Nil
MidCentral DHB

Turner, Stephanie
Wanden, Neil
Zaman, Syed
Matthews, Jill
Amoore, Anne
Russell, Greig

17.2.16
Feb 19
1.5.18
1.3.16
23.8.04
3.10.16
3.10.16

Waingawa Ltd
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
City Doctors
NZ Medical Council

27.8.10
1.9.10

Nil
Nil

26.8.10
31.5.18

Nil
Ministry of Health

31.5.18

MidCentral DHB

26.8.10
27.8.10
16.2.16
16.2.16

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

13.8.18

Horgan, Lyn
Lucas, Cushla
Johnston, Craig

Miller, Steve

Andrews, David
Smith, Jo
Nepia-Tule,
Claudine
Bradnock, Barb
Carey, Steve

Ayres, Vivienne
Channing, Chris
Tanner, Steve
Brogden, Greg
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Daughter is an employee and works
within hospital services.
Owner – personal consulting
company, UK
Trustee – midwifery charity in UK
Employed by MDHB and seconded to
Central PHO 8/10ths
CEO
Member
Trustee
Member, Medical Advisory Committee
Sister is Coroner based in Wellington
Member, Alliance Leadership Team
Member, Alliance Leadership Team
Son is an employee and works within
hospital services
Director. Farming business.
Board Member
Member, Conporto Health Board Patient’s First trading arm
Member, Alliance Leadership Team
Member, Information Governance
Group
Director. UK health consulting
company.
Son is a casual employee and works
within various hospital services
Director. Farming business.

Minority shareholder
Member, Education Committee

Brother-in-law an employee within
management
Wife is an employee within hospital
services
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MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
Minutes of the Board Meeting held on 9 April 2019 at 9.00am at
MidCentral District Heath Board, Board Room, Gate 2, Heretaunga Street,
Palmerston North
PART 1
PRESENT
Dot McKinnon (Chair)
Diane Anderson
Adrian Broad
Barbara Cameron
Ann Chapman
Brendan Duffy

Michael Feyen (part meeting)
Nadarajah Manoharan
Karen Naylor
Oriana Paewai
Barbara Robson

IN ATTENDANCE
Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive
Keyur Anjaria, General Manager, People & Culture
Judith Catherwood, General Manager, Quality & Innovation
Craig Johnston, General Manager, Strategy, Planning & Performance
Steve Miller, Chief Digital Officer
Stephanie Turner, General Manager, Māori & Pacific
Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
Jill Matthews, Manager, Administration & Governance Services
Claire Hardie, Clinical Executive, Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support (part meeting)
Cushla Lucas, Clinical Executive, Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support (part meeting)
Liam Greer, Manager, Facilities & Estate Management (part meeting)
John Hannifin, Chairperson, Consumer Council (part meeting)
Janine Stevens, Member, Clinical Council (part meeting)
Jodie Hickey, Committee Administrator (part meeting)
Jonathan Howe, Corporate Communications Manager (part meeting)
Public: 5
Media: 1
1.

BOARD ONLY TIME - EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC

This item was deferred.
2.

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

2.1

Apologies

There were no apologies.
2.2

Late Items

There were no late items.
The Chair noted the confidential paper regarding NZ Health Partnerships Limited
(agenda item 16.2) and advised that additional information regarding this confidential
matter had been tabled.
Unconfirmed Minutes
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2.3

Conflicts and/or Register of Interests Update

Barbara Robson advised her involvement with the Ministry of Health’s National
Workforce Strategy Project had ended. She further advised that the Ministry’s Electronic
Oral Health Record Programme Design Group, of which she was a member, had been
reinstated.
Dot McKinnon advised that she had completed her term with the Four Regions Trust.
2.4

Minutes of the Previous Meeting

It was resolved:
that the minutes of the previous meeting be approved as a true and correct
record. (Moved Dot McKinnon; seconded Brendan Duffy)
2.5

Matters Arising

It was agreed that the Palmerston North Women’s Health Collective’s Māori name be
used within the minutes in line with the Collective’s request.
3.

CONSUMER STORY

Helen Page, Consumer addressed the Board and delivered her presentation entitled,
“Navigating My Breast Cancer Journey”. Her journey had commenced in July 2016.
John Hannifin and Dr Janine Stevens entered the meeting.
Helen Page discussed the three barriers to supportive care which she had encountered:
a.

Lack of communication between the clinician and patient.

b.

Inpatient Ward Environment and Care, including mixed gender rooms, patient
safety, nursing care and consistency in medical and nursing staff.

c.

Lack of information given during or after treatment as to the risks of developing
long-term side effects and where to access follow-up treatments.

Craig Johnston entered the meeting.
Ms Page expressed concern at the lack of lymphedema resources and support and
recommended that MidCentral DHB follow the approach used by Brisbane Hospital
where a lymphedema baseline measurement was taken prior to surgery and all patients
were fitted with compression sleeves post surgery.
Ms Page paid tribute to the dedicated hospital staff involved in her care and treatment.
Jodie Hickey entered the meeting.
Management advised that Helen Page had presented her story to the Cancer Screening,
Treatment & Support Cluster leadership, and this would be further shared within the
Cluster. A review of the DHB’s approach to consumer stories was being undertaken and
this included how the stories were shared within the organisation, how the DHB would
learn from them, and how solutions would be put in place.
Unconfirmed Minutes
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Themes from this and other consumer stories would be reflected in the Cluster Health
and Wellbeing Plans currently under development. The current service improvement
review of outpatient processes would include how information was delivered to the
patient.
It was noted that Helen Page was now receiving copies of all information regarding her
care. This arrangement was not in place for all patients and was a work-in-progress.
On behalf of the Board, the Chairperson thanked Helen Page for sharing her story.
It was resolved:
that the Board notes the Consumer Story from Helen Page.
Stephanie Turner and Liam Greer entered the meeting. Claire Hardie and Cushla Lucas
left the meeting.
4.

PARTNERSHIP

4.1

Clinical Council’s Report

Dr Janine Stevens presented this report on behalf of the Clinical Council’s Chairperson.
She advised that the Council was proud to be involved in the Living with Pain business
case development and it looked forward to the establishment of this service. The
Council was keen to be involved in the development of Cluster Health and Wellbeing
Plans, and had made “equity” a priority for its work. It was also interested in IT
technology, particularly how this could be enhanced to free up clinicians’ time to
connect with patients regarding their care and treatment.
The Clinical Council was encouraged to take a proactive approach on matters of
importance to them.
Management advised that the Living with Pain business case had been endorsed in
general by management. A determination regarding resourcing was now to be made as
part of the 2019/20 budget discussions. A list of priority projects, including Living with
Pain, were being considered, and these would be reported to the Board in due course as
part of the budget process.
It was resolved:
that the Clinical Council Chairman’s report be noted. (Moved Ann Chapman;
seconded Barbara Cameron)
Jodie Hickey left the meeting.
4.2

Consumer Council Report

John Hannifin presented his report. He advised that the Consumer Council was focused
on the patient/clinician partnership and the cultural change required to implement this
within MidCentral DHB. A joint meeting of the Consumer and Clinical Councils had been
held in early April to progress this. Mr Hannifin noted that Helen Page had shared her
story with the Consumer Council and was now a member of the Consumer Panel being
established to provide consumer input to project groups and initiatives within the DHB.
This was part of an initiative to improve consumer participation.

Unconfirmed Minutes
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Mr Hannifin advised that Council supported the move to addressing specialists’ letters
direct to the patient, with a copy to the general practice team. Other areas of focus
were equity, and, expanding the role of hospital volunteers to support patients and
families while in hospital.
The hospital morgue was discussed and the Council Chair said that limited improvement
had occurred. It was noted a lot of work was being done to advance this, and painting
of the area was currently underway. It was further noted that many parties were
involved and it was a complex arrangement. There was a commitment to providing a
better service for families, including the journey from inpatient areas to the morgue.
Michael Feyen left the meeting.
The issue of Health Care Homes was raised and Mr Hannifin advised that the Consumer
Council was currently engaging with primary care. This was an area of work-inprogress.
It was resolved:
that the Consumer Council’s Chairman’s report be noted. (Moved Dot McKinnon;
seconded Karen Naylor)
John Hannifin left the meeting.
5.

IWI PARTNERSHIP

5.1

Manawhenua Hauora Minutes

It was resolved:
that the minutes be noted. (Moved Dot McKinnon; seconded Karen Naylor)
6.

STRATEGY & PLANNING

6.1

Operational Business Plan 2018/19

The relationship between stewardship sections of the organisation and clusters was
raised. The Chief Executive advised that Ernst & Young had led some work in the
planning stage that set out where decision-making should sit, and the role of
stewardship which was responsible for setting the frameworks and expectations within
which clusters worked. A business partnering approach was used.
Access to primary health care was discussed and management advised it was not aware
of any issues with the alternative options being offered such as virtual consultations.
However, it was aware of concerns regarding people’s inability to access their general
practitioner of choice and discussions regarding this would occur as part of the health
and wellbeing plans.
The obstetrics and gynaecology improvement project was raised and the Chief
Executive advised further information on this would be provided via the Healthy
Women, Children & Youth cluster report to the Health & Disability Advisory Committee.
Barbara Robson advised she had a question of an operational nature and it was agreed
this be directed to management outside the meeting process.
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The process for raising questions was discussed. The Chairperson advised in general,
questions should be raised at Board and Committee meetings. If the question was a
more technical nature, it could be sent direct to the Chief Executive, with a copy to the
Chairperson and Manager, Administration & Governance Services. The Chairperson
asked members to be respectful of management’s time in this regard.
The summary of savings initiatives was discussed and management advised these had
been agreed as part of the budget process. It was agreed that progress against these
initiatives be included in future financial reports to the Board and Finance, Risk & Audit
Committee. Reporting of the service impact of savings initiatives was questioned. The
Chief Executive advised the Improving Value Programme, which was reported to the
Health & Disability Advisory Committee, provided information regarding the quality
improvements underway. Further, information was contained in the cluster reports to
the Committee, and would also be included in the Cluster Health and Wellbeing Plans.
The public transparency of financial reporting via FRAC was questioned. The Chief
Executive advised that financial reports submitted to FRAC were then submitted in full
to the Board. The financial reports included high level information regarding savings
initiatives. Management undertook to do an analysis of FRAC papers in this regard.
It was resolved:
that the Operational Business Plan 2018/19 be noted. (Moved Karen Naylor;
seconded Nadarajah Manoharan)
6.2

centralAlliance Update - 2018/19

The Chairperson advised that as board member availability issues had been
experienced with the last two centralAlliance hui, new arrangements for governance
oversight of this programme of work were being explored and a report would be
submitted for the Board’s consideration in due course. Options being considered were
an annual strategic hui, supported by quarterly reviews by a small committee
comprising members of both Boards. Member supported a new approach being taken.
In respect of the proposed priorities for 2019/20, the inclusion of paediatrics care and
child and youth health was raised. These had been identified as potential areas at the
time of the last review. Management advised they had not been suggested for 2019/20
due to resourcing issues.
Management confirmed that the finalisation of Rules of Engagement and working on
Enabler areas would assist the centralAlliance programme of work.
It was resolved:


6.3

that the update on centralAlliance 2018/19 priorities of Urology, Renal,
Laboratory Services, Chemotherapy Services, and Cardiac Health System
Plan be endorsed; and
that the suggested priorities for 2019/20 be noted and discussed. (Moved
Diane Anderson; seconded Nadarajah Manoharan)

Car Parking

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services and Manager, Facilities & Estate
Management presented the paper.
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Management was requested to consider the needs of all community groups, (and not
just Gold Card holders as requested by their Grey Power in their submission to the
Board) in respect of concessionary parking to ensure equity of access, eg low-income
families and rural communities.
Public awareness of the concessions available and the process for obtaining these was
raised. The Manager, Facilities & Estate Management advised that the DHB’s website
provided this information. However, further means of communication were being
considered, such as social media. It was suggested that direct communication with
Grey Power and other groups be considered, including the use of their newsletters. The
Chief Executive advised that internal communication would also be undertaken to
ensure staff were aware of the process.
Management confirmed the average monthly car parking income was $70k. This was
net of concessions and exemptions that averaged around $16.5k per month.
Feedback was provided regarding the difficulty in reading the screens on parking pay
machines, and the position of the payment screen that was considered too low.
Karen Naylor proposed an amendment to the recommendation to provide a concession
for spouses and next-of-kin visiting gold cardholders who were hospital inpatients. The
recommendation was not progressed for the lack of a seconder.
It was resolved:
that the Board:
 note the challenges to implementing the suggestion to provide concessionary
parking to Gold Card holders given the current technology and configuration
of the car parking infrastructure
 agree to readdress all car park feedback and suggestions before the
conclusion of the Wilson Parking contract in February 2021. (Moved Brendan
Duffy; seconded Barbara Cameron)
Liam Greer left the meeting.
7.

WORKFORCE

7.1

Six Monthly Workforce (Organisational Development Plan) Update

The General Manager, People & Culture presented the report. He advised that the
360-degree feedback process for second tier leaders had been delayed. This would be
aligned to the 360-degree feedback process being undertaken for the Chief Executive to
reduce the fixed costs incurred. It was agreed that details of this fixed cost be advised
to the Board.
The likely introduction of an automated recruitment tool was raised. Management
advised that the current process was largely manual. In addition to reducing the
manual component, it was proposed that the new system reflect the principles and
articles of the Treaty of Waitangi.
The absorption of the innovation programme into the Enterprise Programme
Management Office was discussed. The General Manager, Quality & Innovation advised
that a replacement innovation programme was still to be developed and consideration
was being given to linking this with the “reward and recognition” initiative. She
expected this work to be undertaken in the coming financial year.
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The General Manager, People & Culture confirmed that the OD business partner was an
organisational psychologist who was employed full-time by the DHB.
It was resolved:



that the March 2019 workforce update against the Organisation Development
Plan is noted
that updating the Organisational Development Plan in line with the Staff
Survey be endorsed. (Moved Dot McKinnon; seconded Karen Naylor)

8.

PERFORMANCE

8.1

CEO’s Report

The Chief Executive advised that since writing her report, the Resident Doctors’
Association had withdrawn its notice of strike action. However, it was understood that
the RDA was balloting its members regarding the possibility of a five-day strike in May.
Dr Ken Clark, Chief Medical Officer’s pending retirement was noted by the Board and
the Chief Executive confirmed that a suitable occasion was being planned to enable
Board and staff to farewell Dr Clark.
The Chief Executive advised that the meetings with local territorial authorities were
proceeding well. She confirmed that these involved the Board Chairperson, Chief
Executive, and General Manager, Strategy, Planning & Performance. She further
advised that she had received feedback from the Chief Executive’s Office, Horowhenua
District Council that the summary of the meeting did not reflect the positive feedback
provided.
The success of Allied Laundry Services Limited was noted by members, as were the
challenges it was currently experiencing. Management advised that details of the
expected capital expenditure were not yet known. Concern was expressed regarding
the level of the loss/theft of scrubs. The Chief Executive advised that clinical leadership
had been secured for the reusable theatre linen initiative. She further advised that
MidCentral DHB’s Executive Director, Nursing & Midwifery was leading a regional
initiative to standardise nursing uniforms. In respect of the cost of this project, she
advised this was not known at this time but it was not expected to be significant as the
new uniforms would be phased in over time.
The potential cost impact of the Domestic Violence Act was questioned, as well as how
the organisation would provide the right environment to enable people to seek
assistance. Management advised that there was no way of estimating the cost at
present but this would be monitored. The DHB had partnered with Women’s Refuge
and the Warehouse to implement a programme to support staff experiencing domestic
violence.
It was resolved:
that the report be noted. (moved Oriana Paewai; seconded Nadarajah
Manoharan)
8.2

Board’s Work Programme 2018/19

The review of the consumer story process was noted and management confirmed that
these would continue in some form.
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It was resolved:
that progress in the delivery of the 2018/19 work programme be endorsed.
(Moved Dot McKinnon; seconded Brendan Duffy)
9.

FINANCE, RISK & AUDIT

9.1

Finance Update Report for MidCentral DHB - February 2019

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services advised three corrections to the
report. The operating result for February 2019 was a surplus, and the year to date
result was adverse to budget by $3.987m. The potential year-end financial forecast was
a deficit of $12.320m.
Management advised the operating result for March 2019 was an operating deficit of
$185k, being $77k adverse to budget. This brought the year-to-date deficit to
$7.385m.
In respect of the year-end forecast, management advised that with the exception of
matters such as the potential impairment of the National Oracle Solution and the
Holidays Act issue, they expected the result to be in line with this.
The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services advised the result was impacted by
patient flight cost increases, increased demand/volumes, increased prices, and the RMO
strikes, including the impact on elective throughput. Offsetting this, an increase in ACC
revenue had been achieved. The total cost of all strike action was sought and
management undertook to provide this information in the next financial report.
Michael Feyen re-entered the meeting.
It was resolved
that the Board:
 note that this is an update paper and the full February Finance Update Report
will be tabled at FRAC’s April 2019 meeting.
 note that the operating result for February 2019 was an operating surplus of
$1.210m, which was $1.172m adverse to the budget.
 note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.308m being $3.987m
adverse to budget
 note that the potential year-end financial forecast is for a deficit of $12.320m
which is $8.370m adverse to budget
 observe that total available cash is $37.928m at 28 February 2019. (Moved
Dot McKinnon; seconded Brendan Duffy)
9.2

Finance Update Report for MidCentral DHB - January 2019

It was resolved
that the Board:
 note that this report was endorsed by the Finance, Risk and Audit Committee
12 March 2019 for consideration by the Board
 note that the operating result for January 2019 was an operating deficit of
$0.606m, which was $0.455m adverse to the budget.
 note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $8.517m being $2.815m
adverse to budget
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9.3

observe that the potential year-end financial forecast is for a deficit of
$9.250m which is $4.3m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash is $37.875m at 31 January 2019. (Moved
Brendan Duffy; seconded Nadarajah Manoharan)

Finance, Risk & Audit Committee

It was resolved
that the minutes of the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee meeting held on 12
March 2019 be noted. (Moved Brendan Duffy; seconded Karen Naylor)
9.4

Quarterly Health & Safety System Report

Members questioned what changes would be required from a health and safety
perspective following the 15 March 2019 terrorist attack in Christchurch. The General
Manager, People & Culture advised that this was currently under consideration. It was
noted that a quick response had been implemented by the health sector at both a
national and local level following the incident.
The increase in staff incidents was noted. Management advised that the current
reporting system did not enable the identification of themes and this would be a
requirement for the replacement system. It further advised that staff were encouraged
to report incidents and there may have been under reporting in the past.
It was resolved


9.5

the quarterly Health and Safety System report be noted
the approach to develop a strategy and plan to prevent violence in the
workplace be endorsed. (Moved Brendan Duffy; seconded Karen Naylor)

External Audit - Engagement Letter and Audit Plan

It was resolved
that the Board:
 note that this proposal was endorsed by the Finance, Risk and Audit
Committee at their March meeting
 note the audit planning report
 approve the Board Chair signing the audit engagement letter. (Moved
Brendan Duffy; seconded Karen Naylor)
9.6

ACC Audit Report 2018 - Action Plan

Management confirmed that arrangements would be made to ensure the next annual
health and safety board workshop was more interactive.
It was resolved




that the ACC Audit report summary is noted
the action plan is endorsed
that the report has been endorsed by FRAC is noted. (Moved Dot McKinnon;
seconded Brendan Duffy)
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10.

HEALTH & DISABILITY

10.1 Health & Disability Advisory Committee
Management confirmed that cost details of the Speaking Up for Safety Programme
would be reported to the Committee’s next meeting.
It was resolved:
that the minutes of the Health & Disability Advisory Committee meeting held on
19 March 2019 be noted. (Moved Diane Anderson; seconded Adrian Broad)
11.

GOVERNANCE

11.1 Governance Review
The Chief Executive advised that minor corrections had been advised by Barbara
Robson.
It was resolved




the results of the 2018 governance evaluation be noted and discussed by the
Board and future actions agreed
that the governance structure be endorsed, subject to minor corrections
being made.

11.2 Remuneration Committee Terms of Reference
The Chief Executive advised that upon reflection the terms of reference were not as
clear as intended and she proposed changes to items (c) and (d). The intent was the
Remuneration Committee would consider the Remuneration Strategy for staff employed
on individual agreements, as well as any proposed remuneration changes that were
outside the parameters of the Strategy.
It was agreed that as this matter was not urgent the paper be reviewed and
resubmitted for the Board’s consideration at its next meeting.
It was resolved
that the report be noted.
11.3

Treaty of Waitangi Policy

Management proposed that in light of feedback on the Policy, it be further reviewed and
submitted to Manawhenua Hauora and then to the Board.
It was resolved
that the Board note that the Policy will be returned to the Board for consideration
following further consultation with Manawhenua Hauora. (Moved Barbara
Robson; seconded Karen Naylor)
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11.4

Update on DHB Programme for Progressing Te Tiriti Partnership,
Addressing Institutional Racism and Building the Cultural Knowledge
and Competence of our Workforce

The General Manager, Māori presented the report. In respect of implementing Article 2
Tinorangatiratanga (Māori retain rights and management of their own resources), she
advised that the Māori providers were leading the way in this area, however there was
a lot of work to be done to embed Māori concepts, values and understanding into daily
practice.
In respect of other ethnicities, such as Pacific People, and vulnerable population groups,
the General Manager, Māori advised that their needs would be addressed through the
DHB’s equity work programme.
It was resolved
that the Board notes the DHB programme for progressing Te Tiriti partnership,
addressing institutional racism and building the cultural knowledge and
competence of our workforce. (Moved Dot McKinnon; seconded Karen Naylor)
12.

LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
13.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

It was resolved
21 May 2019, Boardroom MidCentral District Health Board, Gate 2 Heretaunga
Street, Palmerston North
14.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC

It was resolved
that the public be excluded from this meeting in accordance with the Official
Information Act 1992, section 9 for the following items for the reasons stated:
Item
“In committee” and “board only” minutes
of the previous meeting
Strategy & Planning
 2019/20 annual planning and budgeting
update
 Chief Executive’s Report - Health
Partnerships Limited
 Low voltage substation and 11kv
network upgrade
Committee Recommended Papers
 External Audit - Deloitte audit proposal
fees
“In committee” minutes of committee
meetings
 Finance, Risk & Audit Committee, 12
March 2019

Reason
For the reasons set out in the order
paper of the 26.2.19 meeting held
with the public present
Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Subject to an obligation of
confidence

9(2)(ba)
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o External audit - Deloitte audit
proposal
o Low voltage substation & 11kv
network upgrade
o Health sector cash offset arrangement
o 2019/20 community contracting
project
o 2019/20 annual planning & budgeting
update
o Financial sustainability project
 Health & Disability Advisory Committee,
19 March 2019
Board and CE only time
 Minutes of previous meeting held on 26
February 2019 with Board & CE only
 Remuneration Committee, 25 March
2019: Chief Executive’s performance
review and 360-degree review feedback
Committee Recommended Papers
 Chief Executive’s performance review,
and, 360-degree review feedback
 Governance evaluation

Subject to an obligation of
confidence
Subject of negotiation

9(2)(ba)

Subject to an obligation of
confidence
Contract negotiations

9(2)(ba)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Contract negotiations
For the reasons set out in the Order
Paper of 19.3.19 meeting held with
the public present
No decision
For the reasons outlined in the
26.2.19 Order Paper held with the
public present
To protect personal privacy

9(2)(j)

To protect personal privacy

9(2)(a)

To protect personal privacy

9(2)(a)

(Moved Dot McKinnon; seconded Brendan Duffy)
Confirmed this 21st day of May 2019.

……………………………………….
Chairperson
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For:
Decision


Endorsement



Noting

To

MidCentral District Health Board

Author

Barbara Ruby
Acting Manager Quality Improvement & Assurance

Endorsed by

Judith Catherwood
General Manager Quality & Innovation

Date

7 May 2019

Subject

Quality and Safety walk-rounds

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended the Board:




note the Quality and Safety walk-rounds progress report
note the Quality and Safety walk-rounds evaluation
endorse the recommendation to reduce the number of formal walk-rounds for
each cluster from 12 to four per annum and ensure improvements to the
process is carried out by the Clusters and Enablers.

Strategic Alignment
This report outlining progress in the Quality and Safety walk-rounds is aligned to
the MDHB Strategy and the strategic imperative Achieve Quality and Excellence
by Design.

COPY TO:

Phone

Quality and Innovation
MidCentral DHB
Heretaunga Street
PO Box 2056
Palmerston North 4440
+64 (6) 350 8543
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Glossary
ACT – Acute Care Team
BSCC – Breast Screen Coast to Coast
CE – Cluster Executives
CEO – Chief Executive Officer
CSB – Clinical Services Block
EA – Executive Assistant
ELT - Executive Leadership Team
MDHB – MidCentral District Health Board
MH – Mental Health
OE – Operations Executive
PA – Personal Assistant
PN – Palmerston North
STAR – Services, Treatment, Assessment and Rehabilitation
MAPU – Medical Assessment and Planning Unit
OLT- Organisational Leadership Team
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1.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to update the Board on progress with implementation
of the Quality and Safety walk-rounds including the results from the first formal
evaluation. The Board is asked to endorse a reduction in the number of walkrounds for each cluster and improvements in the walk-round process.
2.

BACKGROUND

The Quality and Safety walk-rounds involves members of the Executive Leadership
Team (ELT) and Board visiting teams to engage with staff around their concerns for
the quality and safety of patients and staff. The approach and toolkit was approved
in July 2018. This quality tool supports the development of an improved safety
culture by allowing structured conversations around quality and safety with
frontline staff and patients at hospital, community and primary care settings.
The aim of the walk-rounds is to:







Create a culture that puts the quality and safety of patients at the centre of
everything we do
Provide guidance and support to remove barriers to quality care to improve
patient safety
Ensure quality and safety are strategic priorities for MDHB
Engage staff in addressing the health and safety of all staff in the workplace
Share good practices throughout the organisation and beyond.

3.

PROGRESS UPDATE

3.1

Implementation

From May 2018, the six clusters have carried out 38 walk-rounds to the end of
March 2019.
Of the 38 walk-rounds Board members joined one walk-round per Cluster in 2018
and each of the five Cluster walk-rounds in February 2019.
In addition, there are two walk-rounds scheduled for April 2019.
Key:  August to December 2018
 January to March 2019
Cluster

Location

Date

Additional
ELT
Assigned

Uru Arotau Acute and
Elective
Specialist
Services

Emergency
Department - Trial
Operating Theatre
Ambulatory Care
Ward 29
Ward 25
MAPU
Radiology

25 May 2018

2

11 September
8 October
10 December
10 December
21 February
14 March

2
2
2
2
2
2

Ward 23 Trial

26 June

2

Board
members
Assigned*

2

2

Action Plan
developed
No action
plan
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No action
plan
required
Yes

Action Plan
Completed
N/A
In
In
In
In
In

progress
progress
progress
progress
progress
N/A

In progress
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Uru Matai Cancer
Screening,
Treatment and
Support

Uru Kiri Ora Primary, Public
and Community
Health

Uru Rauhi Mental Health
and Addictions

Ura Pa
Harakeke Women,
Children’s
Health

Ura
Whakamauora Healthy Ageing
and
Rehabilitation

Clinical
Haematology
Radiation
Treatment
Oncology Day
Ward
Radiation Oncology
CT & Nursing
BSCC

29 August

2

Yes

In progress

12 September

2

Yes

In progress

2 October

2

Yes

In progress

14 November

1

2

Yes

In progress

12 December

2

Physics
Department,
Radiation Oncology
Clinical Trials

13 February

2

2

Awaiting
action plan
Yes

In progress

13 March

2

Health on Main Trial
Ross Intermediate
Dental Clinic
District Nursing
Public Health

25 July

2

Awaiting
action plan
Yes

In progress

29 August

2

Yes

In progress

19 September
18 October

2
2

Yes
Yes

In progress
In progress

The Palms Dental
Clinic
Sexual Health
Feilding Health
Centre
PN Community MH
(ACT) Trial
Oranga HinengaroPN Community
Alcohol and Drug
Child and
Adolescent Family
Services
Ward 21
Older Aged Mental
Health
Children’s ward
Horowhenua
Maternity
Neonatal Unit
Women’s Health
Out Patients
Postnatal and
Antenatal Wards
Children’s Clinic &
Homecare Team
STAR 2
STAR Centre
Physiotherapy &
Occupational
Therapy
STAR Centre
Outpatient clinics

12 December

1

Yes

In progress

12 February
20 March

2
1

In progress

23 July

2

Yes
Awaiting
action plan
Yes

25 September
31 October
7 November
29 November

2
2
1
2

19 December
19 February

2
2

24 September
23 October

2
2

26 November
17 December

2
2

25 February

2

25 March

2

11 September
13 November

2
2

11 December

1

2

2

In progress

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

In
In
In
In

2

Yes
Yes

In progress
In progress

2

Yes
Yes

In progress
In progress

Yes
Yes

In progress
In progress

Awaiting
action plan
Yes

In progress

Yes
Yes

In progress
In progress

Yes

In progress

2

2

2

The scheduling is currently being confirmed to end of June 2019.

progress
progress
progress
progress
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3.2

Action Plans

A critical step in the walk-rounds is the agreement of plans for improvement work
for the location visited. These are recorded by the Cluster in the Quality Module of
RiskMan to document, track and monitor progress with these actions.
Of the 38 walk-rounds that have been undertaken, 32 action plans have been
developed and the following themes continue to be identified:






Major facility issues which will not be addressed until the Clinical Service Block
(CSB) rebuild
Service provision to meet Maori and Pasifika needs
Facilities opportunities for improvement such as adding blinds, air conditioning
units, rearranging rooms
Electronic systems which assist with patient visibility and management for both
internal and external interfaces
Security for patients, staff and equipment.
The percentage of action plans that have yet to be finalised following the walkround is eleven percent.
The process of developing action plans requires further refinement. It has been
identified that the current process is too time consuming and an administrative
burden on Clusters and the Quality Improvement and Assurance Team. By reducing
the number of walk-rounds but continuing to focus on quality conversations and
improvement opportunities, and the actions post walk-round that this burden will
reduce. It is also important the action plan is achievable and delivers visible
improvement to staff in the area. Currently the plans can focus on actions such as
facility improvements relating to the hospital rebuild which are some time off from
being delivered.
3.3

Evaluation

An evaluation of the implementation of the quality and safety walk-rounds has
been undertaken through a combination of quantitative and qualitative
methodologies to review the process and outcomes. A summary of the surveys are
contained in Appendix 1.
There was variation in the response rate from the different roles and this should be
considered in light of engagement in the process at various levels in the
organisation. MDHB is going through considerable change that may also be
influencing the level of current engagement to the walk-rounds. Staff have
commented that the walk-round process feels a bit like a tourist excursion. Staff
report they have been walked passed and there is no quick pop in to say ‘Hi’.
Feedback tells us the group most engaged with the process are Board Members,
who see these as valuable to narrow the gap between the Board and those on the
front line. Enabler and Cluster Executive Leads also see it as a great initiative
which is important to progress, but with refinements, to assist in the move to a
more self-managing and empowered workforce.
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3.4

Coordination of walk-rounds

From pilot stage to the end of March 2019, there have been a total of 38 walkrounds. Of the 38 completed walk-rounds, five dates were changed and two were
cancelled.
Coordination of the walk-rounds is facilitated from the Quality Improvement &
Assurance team, the EAs and PAs for the wider Executive teams, and with the
Board members via the Manager Administration and Governance Services. Multiple
changes to the ELT member, Host or Board member have been experienced which
is challenging for all involved. There is significant re-work to the changing of dates
and those hosting or attending. On average, the Quality Improvement &
Assurance team, along with support of the EAs and PAs, are committing 20 hours
per week to ensure that the walk-rounds are well coordinated and agreed actions
documented. This is a significant addition to workload to this workforce and in its
current form is not sustainable. This is a major reason to reduce the number of
formal walk-rounds. Board members would participate in all walk-rounds rather
than in selected areas as has been the past to date.
What is working well

What is not working well

 Engagement with wider ELT and
Board members

 Walk-rounds have competing
priorities due to the number of other
commitments and significant
distractions.
 Staff and patients not being spoken
to during walk-rounds

 Interactions between those attending
with staff and patients (when these
occur)
 Opening dialogue
 Time for staff to think about what is
happening in their area when
preparing for the walk-round.

 Scheduling and number of walkrounds
 Action plans more aspirational rather
than simple achievable actions of “Fix
what bugs you” for patient and staff
safety.

The quality and safety walk-round process, in its current form and level of
engagement is vulnerable and at risk of waning. As a result, there is a risk the
benefits from a sound quality and safety walk-round will be lost to the organisation
and our people.
3.5

Next Steps

Steps to reduce the burden on staff from the current number of walk-rounds needs
to be swiftly supported. Options to improve facilitation and reporting of a reduced
number of walk-rounds with the Clusters, with the facilitation and support of the
Quality improvement and Assurance team should be commenced. This would
reduce the burden on the EAs/PAs in this administrative task. A review to reduce
the paperwork and administrative burden for the pre walk-round process, and
documentation of achievable actions need to be agreed and commenced.
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Options proposed are that:
1. There is a reduction of the number of formal walk-rounds per Cluster to four per
annum
2. There is a review of the facilitation and action plan process by all Clusters and
Enablers. The Quality Improvement and Assurance team will support and revise
the walk-round toolkit.
4.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended the Board:




note the Quality and Safety walk-rounds progress report
note the Quality and Safety walk-rounds evaluation
endorse the recommendation to reduce the number of formal walk-rounds for
each cluster from 12 to four per annum and ensure improvements to the
process is carried out by the Clusters and Enablers.

Barbara Ruby
Acting Manager, Quality Improvement & Assurance
Appendices
Appendix 1 – Quality & Safety walk-round survey February 2019
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Appendix 1 - QUALITY & SAFETY WALK-ROUND SURVEY FEBRUARY 2019
1. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
The walk-round Quality & Safety process is a tool to assist with the ‘aim towards
improving patient and staff safety in MidCentral District Health Board by creating a
culture that puts the quality and safety of consumers and staff at the centre of
everything we do. It also provides guidance and support to remove barriers and
develop people to improve patient safety, ensures quality & safety are strategic
priorities for MidCentral DHB, engages all staff in addressing the health and safety
of all staff in the workplace and share good practices throughout the organisation
and beyond’.
Following the trial between July and September 2018, the walk-round process has
been implemented across all clusters and as part of the on-going programme to
assess the process, feedback was sought in February 2019 to evaluate the MDHB
walk-round implementation process and to identify any areas for improvement.
Figure 1.0 Total number walk-rounds per Cluster completed May 2018–February 2019
Uru Arotau –
Acute and Elective
Specialist Services

Uru PāHarakeke –
Healthy Women
Children and
Youth

6

5

Uru Mātai
Matengau –
Cancer Screening,
Treatment &
Support

7

Uru Kiriora –
Primary, Public
and Community
Health

Uru Rauhī –
Mental Health
and Addictions

6

7

Uru
Whakamauora
– Healthy
Ageing and
Rehabilitation

3

2. METHODOLOGY
The survey was undertaken over the period 11 February 2019 to 1 March 2019
with two methodologies capturing qualitative data from the walk-round
participants. ‘Survey Monkey’ was utilised for Board Members, Executive
Leadership Team members, Cluster Executives, Charge Nurses/Clinical
Managers/Leaders, and Executive and Personal PAs and one to one group sessions
were completed for front line staff from 10 randomly selected areas/services.
The following domains were identified as the key process areas for the electronic
feedback:








Scheduling and frequency
Number of ELT members, including hosts, per walk-round
Service / area information required as part of walk-round process
Co-ordination of ELT members
Hosting, ELT interaction with front line staff and consumers
Development, agreement and follow-up of action plans
Further ideas for improvement.

For frontline staff, discussions were held on the following topics:





Did you have sufficient information regarding the walk-round process and timing
prior to the event? What else is required?
Was it easy to prepare any information required?
What would make it simpler?
What would assist in having patient/consumer input?
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Was it easy to talk to executives regarding quality & safety issues? If not, why
not?
Were you informed of the resulting action plan and who was responsible for the
actions?
Do you feel more engaged with senior leaders?
Have you felt/seen a difference in your area post walk-round?

3. RESULTS
SURVEY RESULTS
Of those formally surveyed, 40 percent completed the electronic survey.
Role
Board members
Enabler Executives
Cluster Executives
Charge Nurses/Managers
EAs / PAs

Total Sent
11
12
12
25
14

Total Received
7
4
5
6
5

The percentage of those specific group replies identified as per chart below.
Figure 2.0 Percentage Response Rate for electronic surveys

Percentage Response Rate for Electronic Surveys
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3.1 Scheduling and frequency:
Results:



Board members appreciate the walk-rounds, do
not require an overall change to scheduling and
frequency
Executives and EAs/PAs indicate there are too
many scheduled walk-rounds.

Recommendations:



“Reduce the frequency so that
the CEs and OEs can give
these priority. At the moment
they have too much on which
means they can't focus on
walk-rounds as much as they
would like”.

Decrease the number of walk-round from monthly to every quarter
Ensure that the walk-rounds for each service are held on different days of the
week during the course of the year to enable a wider attendance
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Pair up executives who have services at the
same place e.g. Horowhenua and see all the
departments while there so as not to waste
the travel time
Ensuring that the time works well for the
clinical area would be useful as then more
of the clinical on the floor staff could
participate.



“The walk-rounds are too

frequent, smaller clusters simply
do not have the areas to fill a
calendar of such frequency”

 “Scheduling is a challenge, better
at commencement of day”.

3.2 Number of ELT members and hosts for each walk-round
A Board member
noted:
“I know ELT members
are busy but would be
helpful if they don’t
arrive late and leave
early.”

Results:

Whilst “staff enjoyed the engagement with the
wider ELT and Board members”, replies also indicated
the optimal number of Board and ELT members
attending would be dependent upon the size of the
area being visited

At times, the required number of ELT or Board
members do not attend and suggest these walk-rounds
should be cancelled.

Recommendations:



A maximum of three, including at least one Board member and one executive
and that two to three members is ideal
Have different clinicians (not necessarily doctors) to lead the walk around.

3.3 Information as part of walk-round process
Results:
The majority of the replies noted that
opportunities for improvement included
providing information in advance if the area
was not known about those participating
that could save some time during the walkround and thus allow more interaction with
front line staff.

“These should not be just a
general ‘come let us show you
what we do tour’ and the
objective should be Health and
Safety matters rather than
general familiarisation”.

Recommendations:



Ensure info on the DHB's website regarding wards, services, etc. is up to date
and current. That this would assist consumers and attendees with information
For staff hosting the walk-round, prompt feedback of the information would
assist in their preparation.

“Let's use what we have rather than having to
redo it in different formats every time.”
“Reduce burden on CEs and OEs to provide info
prior, this can be verbally provided on the day.”
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3.4 Co-ordination of the walk-round
Results:




Overall results indicated that it would be beneficial to ensure times were loaded
in diaries well ahead of time with a reduction for the number of walk-rounds due
to the very busy calendars that both Enabler and Cluster Executive members
have
Information was provided on where the coordination of the walk-rounds should
be aligned.
“Need to decide if the coordination is delegated
out of Quality because some things have not
worked well recently”
“Chasing, chasing, chasing service support staff
for dates. If we reduce the number of walk-rounds
(and other meeting requirements on CEs and
OEs), this should become easier”

ELT feedback indicating “ELT members should see
this as an opportunity not a task and so should try
Recommendations:
not to cancel it.”



Continue to involve Board members in pairs
Continue working together as a team to make it happen.

3.5 Hosting and interaction with Front Line Staff and Consumers
Results:
Where interactions did occur with front line staff and consumers, there were very
positive comments regarding these interactions.
In some areas, staff were available though not spoken to and opportunities to
interact in other areas were reduced due to the availability of staff and/or
consumers. A board member suggested “ELT members should not dominate
conversation.”
“Very valuable”
“Hugely beneficial process and good to engage with staff”.
Recommendations:


Increased involvement with ward clerks and clinical co-ordinators to assist in
facilitating appropriate interactions.
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3.6 Development, agreement and delivery of Action Plans
Results:
Feedback included that some of that actions may not be addressed until the new
hospital rebuild. Review of the several of the action plans indicate quite high level,
and aspirational goals. Action plans need to be realistic, not aspirational and
communication of these plans should include frontline staff.
Recommendations






Have a scribe for the management of the
action plans and resourcing them to
progress and making a time at the before
the end of the walk-round for action
planning
Simplify action plan form so completion and
implementation of the form with identifying
action owners, timeframes and
responsibilities (including those external to
the service,) are identified
Brief, specific notes circulated to the teams.
Board members would like to receive “a
copy of the notes that are written on that
day.”

“This works well and we have a
robust system in place”
“Stop making plans that are not
achievable”
“Ensure those leading the walk
around are well organised and
there is time for all parties to sit
down at the end of the walk around
to discuss and sum up the
findings.”
“Stop them, maybe down the track
once embedded, feels like a test”

3.7 Engagement between Frontline staff and Executive/Board Members
” I think this continues to be a
journey and needs to be a multiaction approach - moving to a
more self-managing and
empowered workforce with the
right tools is critical”

Results:

“...front line staff must be involved
and maybe the format needs to be
changed when that isn't possible”

Recommendations:

“ELT members should be more
approachable, honest and
trustworthy. Should be open to
suggestions. Encourage
discussions.”
“Some staff are clearly hesitant to
say what they think when their
immediate and senior managers
are present.”

70 percent of those who replied indicated
from their perspective there was an
improvement in engagement which has
potential to increase over time.


Investigate and increase alternative
opportunities for Board members to meet
front line staff and patients

Ensure it is a safe environment for
frontline staff to participate and enable
them to participate.

“It is essential that these continue”
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3.8 Additional comments and further suggestions
Overall, the walk-rounds were considered a great initiative and is important for
them to continue. Board member’s considered the walk-rounds an essential part of
knowing how the DHB works and thought it was important that they need to be
continually assessed for their relevance.
Some frontline staff are not yet convinced about its value. Suggestions provided
included Enable and Cluster Executives visit more frequently outside of scheduled
walk-round times and they could be invited to some team meetings.
FRONT LINE STAFF FEEDBACK
At interview, some Clusters systems, with good communication, distribution of
pamphlets and shared information. For others where staff were not able to access
computers during work time or to attend meetings, there was a gap in their
knowledge of the walk-round tool, process and exactly what was required.
There were 28 front line staff that were able to attend the 10 group feedback
sessions.









Preparation of requested information was minimal with the mainly verbal
preparation and prioritisation from existing knowledge
Having consumer input could be arranged in more areas and suggest
reimbursing for car parking. Other services considered their client base not
appropriate due to clinical conditions or external groups
All staff spoken to indicated it was ‘relaxed’, ‘easy’, and ‘not a problem’ to talk
to the Executive or Board members. One group did indicate the need for
introductions
Awareness of the action plan
“Opened a dialogue which continues and
was apparent in two groups
leads onto issues with more actions.
whilst the others had no
Rubbish is now moved faster”.
knowledge of the outcome of
the walk-round
“Seen activity but not aware if part of
Two areas felt more engaged
action
plan e.g. “heating”
with senior leaders and one
reflected it was a start to meet
“Clinical Exec and CEO now has
each other
understanding of role of service with its
Several staff also suggested
goals and challenges. Feedback is CEO is
instead of walking past open
supportive”.
office doors, ‘pop in and say hi’
as staff look forward to the
interaction.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Feedback indicates the walk-round process is important to MDHB as a Quality and
Safety Tool and should continue with improvements to assist it reach the goal of
improving quality and safety for both consumers and staff.
It was recognised as a new process and opportunities for improvement to move
from a position of leadership ‘oversight’ to leadership ‘onsite’ were identified in six
main areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reduce the number of walk-rounds per cluster
Improve communication and participation to frontline staff and consumers
Action plans should be achievable and shared with staff and the Board
Reduce the bureaucracy
Make the walk-rounds more natural
Ensure Executive ownership is real.
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1

PURPOSE

This report provides an update to the Board on activities around the Integrated
Service Model and Cluster arrangements and the associated change management
programme of work.
The Board are asked to endorse the progress contained in the report. This is the
last report in the series as the transition to the new Organisational Leadership
Team arrangements is complete. Future work will be reported through the specific
Cluster or Enabler reports.
2

SUMMARY

Implementation of the Integrated Service Model involves organising health care
teams within the District Health Board (DHB) with common objectives into ‘clusters’
of capability. These clusters create a structure which enables the Integrated
Service Model to be delivered aligned to our strategy. It will build on the successes
the organisation has already had in seeking to be more integrated and inclusive. It
was recognised that the full ISM maturity will develop through to 2022. This will be
developed and reported over the next coming years through Cluster plans
supported by the Enabler teams.
3

STATUS UPDATE

3.1

Underway/Completed Activity

The following is currently underway or has been completed. The Integrated Service
Model has four broad implementation phases towards a full maturity model in
2022.
The third and final 90-day component of the transition plan was completed in
December 2018. The transition process is phased into five areas of work.
Progress has been made in all areas and the major areas of the transition plan are
complete. The transition group no longer requires to meet as its work is completed.
Any remaining areas of work which have yet to be fully completed will be concluded
during 2019 through an identified executive lead. The status report in Appendix A
provides more detail.
3.2

Recurrent Activities

All activities have been delivered to plan.
3.3

Initiation

All activities have been completed. The Communication Plan was refreshed and
approved by the Board in February 2019.
3.4


Cluster Establishment

The Hauora Māori Cluster is in process. The proposed functions of the new
cluster within the ISM are outlined in Appendix B. The decision document is
expected to be released shortly. The new structure will be reported to the
Board after this is released to staff.
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The Clinical Governance Framework is being implemented. Reports on this
activity are provided routinely to the HDAC.



Cluster Alliancing Groups (CAGs) have been established in all Clusters, and a
plan for the Hauora Māori Cluster CAG is being progressed aligned to the
establishment of this cluster. Consumer and Māori membership in each CAG has
been agreed and is progressing.



Further work is being led by the Finance and Analytics Team to integrate
contract reporting into cluster reporting systems. This work is ongoing and will
continue throughout 2019.



A workshop was held with Enablers and Clusters to support the development of
the business partnership between each party. This defined and clarified the
arrangements between Clusters and Enablers and the identified the priority
areas of work to be progressed in the next six months between parties. This
work is being led by each Enabler Executive with each Cluster.

3.5

Cluster Maturity



The consumer engagement and co-design framework is completed and will be
implemented progressively throughout all Cluster planning and engagement
work.



The business partnership work noted above includes work to progress gateway
development for clusters and enablers. Each Enabler and Cluster will be
developing their operational plan which will include these milestones, as part of
the 2019 planning cycle which is currently in progress.



Leadership development is a vital component of work to progress the ISM. This
will be further progressed within the leadership teams as the Cluster Tier three
structure is embedded and will be an ongoing activity as part of the
organisational development plan. This is being led by GM, People and Culture.



Data and metric requirements gathering for clusters and enablers has
commenced and is a core component of implementation of the clinical
governance framework. A plan to develop live reporting using the newly
acquired Qlik data visualisation tool is in development. This is being led by GM
Finance and Corporate Services and the Chief Digital Officer.



An outcomes and planning framework has been developed to support clusters
with creation of their five-year plan. This is being led by Strategy Planning and
Performance. It will be presented to a future meeting of HDAC.



The Hospital Operations Centre is in a period of development with the
introduction of the Miya patient journey boards across the facility. The
Integrated Operations Centre is under the leadership of the Executive Director
Nursing and Midwifery. A plan is in place to develop the existing operating
model to meet the need of the ISM.
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3.6

Enabler development and maturity:

The workshop held in December completed the foundational work to support the
business partnership between Enablers and Clusters. Further work embedding this
working arrangement continues under the leadership of each Enabler Executive
leader.
3.7

Integrated Service Model development:



Rebranding and names for the ISM have been created by the Pae Ora Team and
are being used in all communications.



The remaining work in this part of the plan has commenced within Clusters and
will be developed through the CAGs and throughout 2019. A five-year health
and wellbeing plan for each Cluster is being developed. Engagement with
Manawhenua Hauora and the Clinical and Consumer Councils is planned for May
2019. The final plans will be endorsed by HDAC and approved by the Board by
end of June 2019.



ISM development will be a continuous process as service models continue to
evolve towards a fully integrated health and wellbeing system.

4

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

The executive leadership role recruitment is completed. There were nineteen roles
in the tier three structure that required to be filled via a selection process. Thirteen
of these are now filled, two are under offer and the remaining four are still in the
recruitment phase.
The roles in active recruitment at present are:





Operations Lead – Ambulatory Care/Out Patients, Acute and Elective Services
Operations Lead – Unplanned Care, Acute and Elective Services
Clinical Programmes Lead – Public, Primary and Community
Planning and Integration Lead – Mental Health and Addictions

All clinical directors and medical head roles have been disestablished. The existing
incumbents are being offered the opportunity of re-assignment to the new medical
lead roles. The position description for the medical lead roles has been re-designed
and is consistent with the integrated service model. The implementation process,
led by the Chief Medical Officer, with support from Human Resources, includes
incumbents, ASMS union, the Combined Medical Staff and the Clinical Executives
for each cluster.
The Board will be kept informed as positions are confirmed.
5

ISM TRANSITION PLAN

The ISM transition plan was established to follow a 90-day planning schedule. This
follows the agile approach we are taking in implementing the new innovative
cluster arrangement. Taking an agile approach allows the plan to be continually
reviewed and revised as emerging work associated with the ISM becomes
apparent. A revised version of the transition plan is contained within Appendix C.
Some parts of the transition plan have had their timelines extended to reflect a
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more appropriate timeline to support the body of work associated with large scale
transformation. The majority of the work of the transition and organisational
change has been completed. The remaining work is focused on changing and
evolving our models of care to reflect an integrated health and wellbeing system.
This ongoing activity is the responsibility of the Clusters, with the support of the
Enablers.
Although the ISM Transition Group has now concluded its work, monitoring of the
ongoing actions will continue through the Organisational Leadership Team.
6

FORWARD PLAN

The ISM Transition Group has now completed their work. Significant progress has
been made in transitioning from the old structure to the new structures. Some
areas of work will take longer to fully embed and will be led by the new
Organisational Leadership Team as a whole. The remaining priority areas of work
to complete include:


The establishment of the Hauora Māori Cluster. This is on track and will be in
place by end of June 2019.



Cluster Health and Wellbeing plans are being developed and will be complete by
June 2019.



Appointments to the Tier three leadership structure are progressing and we aim
to conclude this before end of June 2019.



A plan to evaluate the effectiveness of Cluster Alliancing Groups and the
arrangements to support system partner involvement in co-design of the ISM
will be led by the GM Quality and Innovation with all members of OLT during
2020.



Implementation of the engagement and co-design framework and the Quality
Agenda (Clinical Governance Framework) are ongoing and reported to HDAC
separately.



The new operating model for the Integrated Operations Centre is in
development. This is being led by the Executive Director Nursing and Midwifery.



The development of data and metric capacity and systems, to support Clusters
and Enablers is being led by the Chief Digital Officer and GM Corporate and
Finance.

7

BUDGET

The budget for 2018/19 had a $400k provision for the implementation of the
Integrated Service Model. Expenditure against this budget as at end of April 2019
is $45,266.48, which includes communication and change management resourcing,
training and development, consumer engagement, leadership development and
recruitment costs. Spend has been curtailed to essential items only to support the
organisational financial position.
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8

CURRENT RISKS (AND MITIGATION)

The previous risks identified during the transition phase have been closed. A new
risk of migrating the ISM change management to the business has been created
and an action plan is in place to mitigate this risk. There have been no significant
changes to the risk profile since the last report. It is intended this risk be reviewed
in July 2019 and it is likely it will be closed.
9

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Board:
•

endorse the progress towards implementation of the Integrated Service Model.

This is the final report to the Board in this format. In the future the Board will be
kept informed of the ISM, through the development and delivery of Cluster plans
and Enabler reports. These will be a feature of the 2019/20 Board or Committee
work programmes.

Judith Catherwood
General Manager Quality and Innovation
Appendices:
Appendix A: ISM Status Report May 2019
Appendix B: Hauora Maori Cluster Functions
Appendix C: ISM Transition Plan April 2019
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Appendix A: ISM Status Report May 2019

The status key shows phase progress: grey (planned) blue
(in progress) and green (completed).
The rating shows project task status: Green on schedule,
Amber behind schedule, Red not started

Status Report: Integrated Service Model

Activity
Recurring tasks
 1/2-day Stakeholder
summit
 Community Stakeholder
engagement
 Ensure resources in place
 Identify & monitor risks
 Culture & Organisational
Development
 Guides, Frameworks &
FAQ’s
 Fortnightly stakeholder
communication
Initiation
 Develop implementation
plan
 Develop Communication
plan
 Develop Change Charter
 Project team identified and
in place
 Develop Change
management plan

Status

Planned

Rating &
Trend
G

In progress

Commentary
 Internal stakeholder summit held 13th December
 Community stakeholder engagement to be

Complete







G

Planned

planned

In progress

in
progress

Complete

complete

supported by Clusters in 2019 via the Locality
forums and meetings which are being scheduled.
Resourcing reviewed ongoing basis
Risk review meeting held December 2018 and will
be reviewed by July 2019
Organisational Development role recruited
FAQ’s on intranet
Communications ongoing

Implementation plan developed
Communication plan developed and updated
Change Charter completed
Project Sponsor & Project Manager & Project Team
now stood down
 Change Management plan developed and
implemented
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Cluster set up
 Service alignment
 Creation of Hauora Māori
Cluster
 Cluster team structure &
Tier three development
 Clinical governance
framework development
 Cluster alignment with
providers e.g. PHO, NGO
 Cluster governance
structure in place
 Develop alliancing
structures for each cluster
 Contract alignment to
clusters
 Business partnering model
for enablers & clusters
 Plan for consumer
involvement in clusters
Cluster Maturity
 Cluster leadership
development
 Development of data and
metric requirements

G

Planned

In
progress

Complete

G

 Service alignment completed
• Hauora Maori Cluster consultation has concluded
 Cluster team structure and tier three changes in
final stages of completion
• Clinical Governance framework completed
• Business partnering model for clusters & enablers
completed
• An Alliancing framework for Clusters completed
• Contract alignment is completed and financial
reporting in place
• Consumer engagement framework developed and
to be implemented

 Leadership development: Programme for OLT is

ongoing

 Team development is being planned once Tier three

structure is in place.

 Data and metrics requirements will be developed by

clusters as they develop
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 Develop Scirocco model to
establish gateways for
clusters
 Consumer co design
framework
 Clinical governance
framework implementation
 Operating model for
Hospital Operations Centre

 We have taken a different approach, using the
Planned

Enabler development &
maturity
 Enabler team structure &
development, includes
change management

progress

G
In
progres
s

Planned

ISM development
 ISM socialised & described
 Rename ISM
 Cluster led programmes of
work to support ISM

business partnership model and will be looking a
phases of maturity as a BAU activity. We have
decided not to use this model directly but have
learned from it.
 Consumer co design framework completed
 Clinical governance framework developed and being
implemented
 The model of the Hospital Operations Centre will be
further developed into an integrated operations
centre by Executive Director Nursing and Midwifery

In

 Enabler team structures will be further developed

as business partnering models are developed.
 EY reports received and planning on operating
model and business partnering models has
progressed. Internal Summit on Cluster / Enabler
partnership was held 13th December 2018.

Comple
te

In
Progress

G

 A guide to the ISM and Cluster arrangement has

been completed. Further communication and
engagement events ongoing.
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 Pae Ora team have commissioned and presented the

Planned

In
Progress

names for clusters, socialisation with cluster teams
completed.
 Example models of integrated working to be
showcased on intranet
 ISM and Cluster information and FAQ’s on MDHB
website.
 Cluster plans are in development and will support
transition to integrated care across the district.
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Appendix B: Hauora Maori Cluster Functions
Below is a representation of the Hauora Māori cluster, and the key functions to be delivered through three arms: Paiaka
Whaiora, Pae Ora and Te Whare Rapuora as proposed in the consultation document.

Paiaka Whaiora

Pae Ora

Cross Cluster Equity & Māori
Health Gains Performance
Management

Bi-cultural Strategic &
Practice Support

Model of Care and Care
Pathway Design
Cluster Alliance Group and
Relationship Management
Kaupapa Māori Service
Commissioning

Partnering externally and providing
leadership to Kaupapa Māori Service
commissioning in our district’

Māori Clinical Leadership
Māori Quality & Service
Improvement
Māori Health Workforce
Development

Te Whare Rapuora
Ward Support for Workforce
& Consumers
Whānau Advocacy
Te Whare Rapuora
Accommodation for Whānau
with Inpatients at Palmerston
North Hospital

Tikanga & Cultural
Competence Facilitation
‘Ensuring that we, as a DHB, can
live up to our Treaty Partnership
and equity commitments’

‘Delivering care and support to Whānau
when they are at our place’
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1.

PURPOSE

This paper proposes a consistent direction and approach to the way Consumer
Stories will be developed, used and shared across MDHB as well as identifying
the advantages and learnings from Consumer Stories.
Consumer stories will form an integral component in guiding our future work to
make a positive contribution to the health outcomes of our population, and to
make the necessary changes to continuously improve our health system.
The Board is asked to endorse this approach.
2.

SUMMARY

The Consumer Experience Manager was asked by the General Manager Quality
and Innovation to lead a piece of work to support a consistent direction for
MidCentral DHB in the methods and approach taken to Consumer Stories.
This paper has been written to secure support from the Board to the approaches
outlined in the paper.
3.

BACKGROUND

MDHB currently have a platform at Board meetings where Consumer Stories are
shared. The Board welcome the Consumer Stories but have asked the process
be reviewed and clarified, including how the stories should be used, ensuring a
consistent approach to dissemination and how learning is applied into service codesign.
Across the globe there is increasing acknowledgment that partnership between
healthcare providers and consumers is an essential dimension of providing
quality healthcare services. The development and appropriate use of consumer
stories provides a vital part of contemporary clinical governance theories and
models. Consumers are equal partners in the delivery of healthcare services.
Consumer engagement is increasingly becoming an integral part of the health
and wellbeing planning process. Consumer engagement is as an important part
of challenging our current and future workforce to view healthcare from the
perspective of the consumer.
A consumer story gives care providers the opportunity to hear a consumer speak
directly to them about their experience or to read a written story about their
perspective on their healthcare experience. A range of approaches can be taken
including face to face storytelling, recordings using digital or written means.
Sharing and using consumer stories is aligned to the overarching MDHB strategy
and the strategic imperative of partnering with communities, consumers and
whanau to support health and wellbeing.
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The use of Consumer Stories is also part of the recently endorsed Clinical
Governance Framework – The Quality Agenda.
This proposed new approach and consumer story toolkit (Appendix 1) will reveal
areas for quality improvement. The changes proposed align with the Institute of
Healthcare Improvement’s recently publication on developing more effective
Board governance on quality.1
Consumer stories can be used in a variety of ways:











4.

To examine aspects of the patient journey as part of a clinical service redesign project
To give staff a wider understanding about their patients’ perceptions of the
care they receive
To understand the consumer experience
As part of service improvement examining the impact of a service change or
innovation on your consumer’s experience
Share them: Think about who would benefit from the information from the
consumer’s stories
Use the themes: Consumer stories on a similar theme gathered from different
areas in our organisation can provide a unique overview
Use them as a focus point for discussion: Identify trends or areas for
improvement in our team meetings
To monitor service improvements
Use stories to inspire and motivate staff about why they do what they do
Use stories as part of staff training to illustrate the benefit of seeing the
consumer as an equal partner in their care, to bring the essence of patientfocused care to life.
PROPOSALS

The purpose of gathering and sharing the stories told by our patients and their
families/whanau, is to explore and understand how our people experience the
healthcare delivered by MidCentral District Health Board and other health and
disability service providers across our district.
Listening to the experiences of health consumers through the interview or story
telling process is at the heart of consumer engagement within the health system.
The stories give staff and decision-makers a window into the consumer’s world,
their experience of your health service and their perceptions of the quality of
care they received. They allow healthcare providers and governors to “step
closer into the shoes of the consumer” and really understand their lived
experience of care.

1

Daley Ullem E, G. T. (2018). Framework for Effective Board Governance of Health System Quality IHI White Paper. Boston, Massachusetts: Institute for Healthcare Improvement.
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4.1

Presentation to Board and/or Sub Committees

It is proposed that Consumers continue to be able to present their story in
person, but to the relevant subcommittee of the Board, rather than the Board
itself. The presentation from the consumer would be summative and brief, in
total taking no more than 30 minutes. It is proposed these would be presented
to the Health and Disability Advisory Committee members on a quarterly basis.
It is suggested that the committee receives the Consumer Story in an
empathetic and supportive manner with the understanding that a review of the
story has already been completed by the relevant Cluster. These learnings
and/or improvement opportunities will be presented to the committee by the
Cluster at the same time as the Consumer presents their story, providing the
Committee with an overview of the Consumer’s experience and also an action
plan for improvement.
A thematic review of the learnings and action plans to improve from all
consumer stories would be provided on an annual basis to the Committee.
4.2

Consumer Experience Department

The Consumer Experience Department would be responsible for the facilitation
and collection of consumer stories. They would coordinate the process,
distribute information, conduct thematic reviews and collate improvement
initiatives implemented within the Clusters or Enablers from this activity.
4.3

Clusters

Cluster teams will use experienced-based co-design to map the patient journey
and use their experience of the system as the basis for making quality
improvements and developing models of care.
Cluster teams would identify possible candidates for consumer stories and
facilitate the process with support from the consumer experience team if
required.
Cluster teams would also identify learning and improvement initiatives that can
be implemented in the service or across the organisation.
The outcome will be, enhanced consumer experience, improved delivery of care,
quality of service, patient flow and safety and reduction in unnecessary delays in
care delivery, thereby enhancing value and reducing waste across the system.
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5.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Board:
 endorse the proposals to develop the use of Consumer Stories as outlined in
the report
 endorse that consumer stories should be presented to HDAC on a quarterly
basis
 endorse an annual report on themes from consumer stories be provided to
HDAC.

Mariette Classen
Consumer Experience Manager

APPENDIX 1 – Consumer Stories Toolkit
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APPENDIX 1 – Consumer Stories Toolkit

Consumer Stories
Guidance for Staff
May 2019
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Introduction
Consumer Stories involves collecting stories from consumers’ personal experiences to
understand how they perceived the health care they have received at MidCentral DHB.
Consumers talk about what they felt, saw, heard, the emotions that were evoked and how
this may have affected their decisions and actions during their journey.
These insights are an important component in understanding how we can improve different
aspects of service delivery and care in our hospitals and in our community-based health care
programs.

Ethical and Privacy Considerations
Following ethical and good practice principles ensures that you protect the rights and
dignity of the people (storytellers) who are sharing their story with you.

 All storytellers must be fully informed about the purpose, and intended possible uses of
any information they provide during the course of the interview.

 All storytellers participate on a strictly voluntary basis and are able to withdraw at any
time without need for explanation.

 Storytellers may decide at any point that the information shared is not to be used. This
choice must be respected and the material deleted.

 Privacy and confidentially must be respected as requested.
 The integrity of the consumer story will be maintained e.g. not omitting or adding
material or misrepresenting the story.
Further information on privacy and the collection of information can be found on the
following link to the Privacy Commission’s website – Information Privacy Principles;
http://privacy.org.nz/information-privacy-principles/
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Consent
Obtaining consent is a key requirement before you begin collecting the consumer story. The
explanation and consent process must include:

 The purpose, format and planned use of the story.
 Guaranteed confidentiality and anonymity if the consumer has requested this on the
consent form.

 The planned time frame over which the story would be used (e.g.; 1 year, 2 years or 5
years)

 The right of the consumer to withdraw from the process at any time without question,
including their right to withdraw permission to use the story once completed.

 When we are aware that the person providing the story passed away, the story will be
withdrawn unless otherwise consented.

See the next page for the consent form
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CONSENT FORM – Consumer Stories
Name of consumer:
NHI:

DOB:

Address:
Email address:

Contact Phone number:

Name of person providing story (if different from above):
Address:
Email address:

Contact Phone number:

1.

I agree to take part in providing a consumer story. I confirm that I understand why I am
providing this consumer story and have had the opportunity to ask questions.

2.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and I am free to withdraw at any time.

3.

I agree that the consumer story will be used for;









Education within ___________________________service
Education across community and hospital healthcare services
Presentation at a forum/meeting
General MDHB/CPHO publication (magazine, internal document, audio, video)
Social Media (e.g. MDHB Facebook or website, YouTube)
Quality Account

4.

Other __________________________________________________________________
Access to the consumer story will be managed by either the Consumer Experience Team, MDHB
or Service Improvement Team CPHO who will ensure appropriate access.

5.

I am willing to be identified by my first name.
Circle one:

6.

No

I understand that a member of staff may contact me again about this story and I am happy for
them to do so:
Circle one:

7.

Yes

Yes

No

I agree that that consumer story can be used for;
Circle one:

1 year

2 years

5 years

As otherwise noted
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and then will be destroyed.
Participant’s name:

Participant’s signature:

Date:

Story taker’s name:

Story taker’s signature:

Date:

How to collect Consumer Stories
Consumer stories can be collected as part of a service improvement project to gain the most value
from the experience. Once the aims of the service improvement project are clear, you will need to
determine how collecting consumer stories will enhance the project and ultmately provide the best
outcome for the consumer.
Consumer stories can then be collected in the healthcare environment or once consumers have
returned to their residence. Interviews can be conducted face-to-face, over the phone, in a focus
group situation and can be audio, video or hand recorded by the storytaker.
Consumers talk about what they felt, saw, hear, the emotions that were evoked and how this
affected their experience within healthcare services . These insights are an important component in
understanding how we can improve on many diffierence aspects of service delivery and care in our
hospitals and in our community based health care services.
Once the stories have been considered, it is important to use the information to action service
improvement. Equally, it is important to share the information and lessons you have learned
through the process whilst keeping the entire story intact.

Recommended Steps
These steps apply to all methods for collecting stories.
Planning

 Approach while consumer is receiving care, provide
with information and request interview
 Send a letter with information including consent form
 Follow up with a phone call and/or arrange a meeting to
discuss consent and information sheet
 Discuss and agree method for recording story
 Ensure adequate time is allocated to story recording
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 Resource to undertake transcription if required is
identified
 Identify and reimburse any costs to consumer and
support people
 Identify suitable accessible location and book required
equipment through Communications
 Always do a trial run if audio or video recording
 Ensure consumer/family have directions and parking
access if away from their home
 Agree a timeline for the consumers approval of the final
recorded story
 Where a consumer is telling their story in person ensure
they know how long the session is, who will be
attending, what the process is, what support they can
have and who will follow up with them
 Provide date and time the story will be presented if not
in person
 At each step of the process check in that the consumer
is happy to carry on and if there are any questions
 Ensure adequate time for the consumer/family to check
and approve story. Discuss and progress any changes
requested.
Interview prompts

 Depending on reason for collecting a consumer story,
consider either
 Writing scripted questions
 Lightly structure questions
 Create interview prompts to assist with starting the
conversation.
 If you are creating a set of stories look to have scripted
questions to assist with continuity.
 Providing questions to the storyteller
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 Ask them to describe their recent healthcare
experience.
 Ask for comment on the best or not so good aspects of
care.
 Ask for suggestions for improvement.
Analyse

 Transcribe story
 Look at themes and discuss with consumer/storyteller
to clarify
 Identify issues for improvement
 Create solutions
 Target main issues
 Measure improvements

Share knowledge

 Work out who else would benefit from this information
 Share lessons learned
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Considerations for methods of story collecting
Work with the person to choose their preferred option for recording their story considering
where and how this story will be shared. This may be written, audio, video or in person.

Written or phone interviews
Ensure you have set aside an appropriate amount of time for both the interview and for
transcribing, that you will not be interrupted and that the person has adequate time to check
and feedback on what is written. This process will be less invasive although may not always
be the most effective way to share a story.

Audio recordings
Audio recording takes less technical expertise than video recording and is easily achieved by
clinical or other staff. Audio equipment such as a smartphone is small and portable so you
can record your interview virtually anywhere, including in a person’s home.
Audio recording can be a better option than taking written notes from an oral interview, as
you can concentrate on the person and their story rather than dividing your attention
between the person and your notes. When being played back, audio recording is more
anonymous than a video recording and requires fewer resources. However, as it is not visual
an audio recording may have less impact on your audience than watching a video clip.
If you need advice, support, a device or equipment please contact the Communications
Department.
E.g. on an iPhone you can use the “voice memo’s” App.
Consider the background noise in the venue where the recording will
take place as this can affect the quality of the story. Always have a
trial run before meeting with the person.

Once the method of
recording is decided
with the person,

resolve any technical
issues, particularly for
video or audio
recordings.
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Video recording
Seeing a consumer’s story told by them, in their own words is compelling.
The video recording needs some preparation, e.g. smartphone and tripod.
The story collector is responsible for collecting the raw footage. The Communications
Department can assist with the editing of the footage. Please check their availability and
timeframes prior to starting. Always have a trial run to check quality, light, sound etc.

In Person (e.g. at a meeting or forum)
Having a consumer share their story and experiences in person at a meeting or a forum can
really set the scene for understanding the services that we provide. Including what has
gone well for them and also to highlight what could be improved.
Consider what support you might need to help facilitate a person sharing their story and
what length of time is available at the meeting or forum so ensure that the story is given
adequate time to be shared. Half an hour is suggested.

Always check the final version of any story with the person telling it

Storytellers
Potential story tellers can be:

 Current inpatients and/or their family/whanau, recently discharged patients or people
who attend hospital and other health services on a regular basis.

 Staff who are advocating for positive or negative patient experiences where they have
directly related to patients. Staff may be part of collecting a consumer story.

 Consumers who have voiced their concerns about services via the hospital’s feedback
process or have complimented your service. Stories don’t always have to be negative.
Seeing and hearing those really important moments, reinforces to staff that those little
things they do on a daily basis, really do matter to their patients.

 Clinical staff may be able to identify patients from their wards, departments or services
who would be willing to share their experience.
Consider a range of consumers that reflects your local community: age; gender; ethnicity;
disability, type of healthcare user (particularly, if you are targeting a particular service or
process.) Consider the purpose for which you are collecting the story.
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Consultation / Support
Consider the needs of those consumers telling their story and be mindful of what additional
support they may require. (For example; Pae Ora, interpreters, key worker, transport)

Contacting your storytellers
When planning your initial calls to consumers, make sure that you allow plenty of time to
make contact and finalise the arrangements for the interview. If you are planning to
interview a group of consumers about a particular service or treatment pathway, ensure
that you have at least twice the number of contacts that you estimate you will need. You
may be surprised at the number of people who are unwilling or unable to be interviewed.
When calling potential interviewees, it is helpful to use a script. This ensures that you cover
all the necessary information when you make the initial contact.

A script for the initial phone call to consumers should contain these points:
 Introduce yourself and give background information on the reason for the interview.
 Introduce the consent form, and emphasise that their participation is wholly voluntary
and reliant on their consent; they can decline or withdraw consent at any time without
any concern.

 Discuss their requirements for confidentiality and anonymity.
 Assure them they are welcome to have a support person present throughout the
interview.

 Discuss the type of media to be used for the interview, and what it would entail.
 Give a timeframe for how long the interview will last.
 Where the interviews are to be held – you may be able to offer a choice of venue, such
as at the hospital or in their home. If at the persons’ home, you will need to give a
description of the type of video, lighting and recording equipment you will be using, as
there may be space constraints.

 If the consumer is happy to proceed offer a choice of dates and times.
 Give your contact details, and advise them you will send some background information
and the consent form.
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Contacting your storytellers
Show that you value that the
consumer is giving you their
time. Consider factoring into
your budget an allowance for
petrol or parking vouchers.
This helps to ensure that the

This initial conversation provides an opportunity to build
rapport and trust with interviewees, so leave yourself
time to answer questions and give as much information
as the consumer requires at this early stage.
Being well organised and clear about interview times and
venues will set the scene for the consumer.

consumer’s involvement in

Sometimes a consumer will be coming back to the service
for a follow-up appointment. Booking a time to interview
your project is cost neutral to
them around their appointment could be convenient for
them.
them.
You may send the information sheet and consent form
immediately after the phone contact. Allow several
working days (two weeks is a reasonable length of time)
between sending these documents and the date of the planned interview.

See the next page for an information sheet
By doing this, you will ensure the consumer has time to consider
whether they remain comfortable with having their story
recorded, and they will have an opportunity to contact you with
any questions or concerns.

The consent form must be
signed and returned to you
before the interview
commences, some
interviewees may return it to
you on the day of interview.
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CONSUMER STORIES - Information Sheet
What are Consumer Stories?
A consumer’s story is you telling us your experience in your own words. We would really like to hear
your story about your experience and the health care that you received. We are interested in listening
to what it was like for you using health services in our district, or what it was like for your relatives or
carers.
Your story is important in helping us shape what our services should look and feel like, and ensuring
that we can improve on the consumer experience. Often, the smallest changes can make the biggest
difference. By listening to and recording your story via film and audio, we can really hear and take on
board what you have to say and learn how you feel about your experience. We can also then share
that experience with others – including those who work in health – so that they start to understand
what it feels like to be a consumer in the system they work in and can understand the need for change.
This will help us to take a good look at the services we provide and the facilities we work from, and
see how we might improve them. We are interested in all health services provided in our district, not
just a focus on the hospital services.
What will be expected of me?
We will agree with you a time and place to meet, for you to tell one person from MidCentral District
Health Board/Central Primary Health Organisation your story. They may be accompanied by another
person who will take notes, record on audio or video. We will work with whatever medium you are
most comfortable with.
Staff who listen to consumers’ stories have had the necessary training to do so and have good people
skills. We are interested in hearing about the things that went well and things that did not go so well,
and what you feel needs to change. Occasionally, we may ask a group of patients and carers to share
their stories in a group setting.
We will then listen to your story to draw out themes and issues of concern. This will help us to think
about our services and how to improve them. If you are comfortable and consent to do so, we may
also edit a film clip of your story to provide a more powerful experience for those in health care
delivery about what is feels like to be a patient. This will only be done with your full consent, and on
that occasion therefore, would not be anonymous any longer. This is all up to you and what you are
comfortable with.
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What if I would prefer someone to speak on my behalf?
Ideally we would like to talk with you; however, we know that sometimes this may be difficult. In these
circumstances we would still like to hear your story through a relative or someone you would like to
speak on your behalf. We would want you, as the consumer, to be present so that you can give as
much input as possible.
Do I have to take part?
You do not have to tell your story. If you do agree to tell your story, you can still change your mind at
any time without needing to give a reason. If at any stage after you have told your story – either via
audio or film clip – and you no longer wish us to use it, we will delete it from our records.
Will taking part affect my health care?
No, definitely not. Any future treatment or care you may need will not be affected by telling your
story. The stories will remain anonymous - unless you consent to your first name being used or you
decide you are comfortable with a film version of your story in which case your face would be
recognised in the retelling of the story.
What will you do with the information?
The information that is collected will be treated in confidence and will be stored through a central
repository which will be managed by the Quality Teams at either MidCentral or Central PHO. Any
feedback will be kept anonymous, unless of course you gave your story as part of a video recording.
Your details will not appear in any report or video footage unless you give consent to this being made
public. Your story will be shared with others so that the benefits of your story can be used to improve
services and facilities. With your permission your story may be shared with staff as agreed upon within
MDHB. It may also be used for educational purposes.
Consent
We will ask you to sign a consent form to make sure that you are fully aware of what is involved and
so we can be confident that you have been given enough information about telling your story.
Who do I speak with if I no longer want my consumer story used?
Name: __________________________ Role: ____________________________
Phone: ____________ _____________ Email: ___________________________
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The Interview
These principles apply to all interviews, no matter what the medium. Tips and techniques
specific to videoing interviews are included later in this section.

Who should conduct the interview?
Ideally, the person conducting the interview is the same person who made the initial
contact, and so has established a rapport with the interviewee.
The skills needed in a good interviewer are principally that they should be sensitive, nonjudgemental and be active listeners.
The interviewer should not be someone who has been involved in the direct care of the
interviewee.

Location of the interview
In your organisation
Book a meeting room that has good natural light (especially important for videoing) and is
away from noise and traffic. The room needs to be big enough that the video camera and
lights can be set up while still allowing easy movement around the room.
In the consumer’s home
When a consumer has limited mobility or does not wish to come to your organisation to be
interviewed, a home visit may be necessary.
At home a person may feel more able to be themselves and express their experiences fully.
The same principles of a quiet environment and as much natural light as possible apply.

General equipment required for the interview:






A list of prompt questions (see below for suggested prompts)
Copy of the consent form in case the consumer has not sent theirs back
Water and glasses
Pens and paper
Parking or petrol vouchers if you have decided to supply them
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Suggested prompts:
Can you describe your experience with our healthcare services?
What were your first impressions?
What were the best or most positive aspects of your health care experience?
How was the communication between healthcare staff and yourself?
What did not work so well for you during your time with us? What do you think we
could do to improve things?

How helpful was the information or support you received once you were discharged
from hospital?

Recording the Interview
Ensure that the interviewee is sitting comfortably, ideally away from noisy appliances such as
clocks, TVs and fridges or outside noises (close the windows).
Before you start recording, to put your interviewee at ease you should do the following:

 Introduce those present and explain what they are doing, what the equipment is for, and
make sure they are happy with where the camera and recording equipment is sited.

 Make sure their seating is comfortable, for example, if they have had a hip replacement
they may need a raised chair.

 Make sure they have a drink close to hand.
 Thank the consumer for coming in to tell their story
 Explain the format of the interview.
If the consumer has a family member/support person with them, be aware that they may
want to contribute their perceptions.
Make sure they know you want them to tell their story in their own words.


Set up of smartphone & tripod – hint and tips

 Set up phone in landscape to record
 1-1.5 metre distance to interviewee.
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 Get as close as possible, refrain from using zoom and ensure there is a gap/border around
the interviewee.

Begin recording the interview
While interviewing keep in mind the following:

 The consumer’s story is very personal to them. Sometimes they may need time to reflect
and consider what they want to say. Ensure you give them this time.

 Don’t speak over the consumer as this is distracting to them, and will be picked up in the
recording.

 The goal is to gain an understanding of the consumer’s experience – what was good, what
wasn’t, and what would make the experience more positive. It is story telling rather than
a question and answer interview format.

 Aim for a conversational feel with most of the talking done by the consumer.
 Leave a two-second delay or a long pause after the consumer has answered a question
and before you ask your next question. This will give a natural pause that can be used for
separating the responses when editing the interview.

 Avoid layering questions; ask just one question at a time as this will simplify the editing of
the consumer’s responses to your questions.

 Be an active listener; ask questions when it feels appropriate, to explore in more depth a
topic the consumer has mentioned.

 If the consumer is keen to talk in detail about a particular topic or issue, let them stay with
it, but make sure you monitor your allocated time so that the consumer has the chance
to cover their whole journey through your service.
Continue to use open questions such as “what happened next?” until they have reached the
end of their story.2
Some questions will arise naturally during the interview e.g. “you said a moment ago…”,
“Can you tell me some more about….?”
Give non-verbal encouragement to the consumer during the interview e.g. nodding your
head. Avoid talking, as hearing the interviewer’s voice can be very distracting to viewers
watching the consumer recount their experience.

2

Waitemata District Health Board - Health Servic
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If need be, ask the consumer to clarify any points to ensure there are no misunderstandings.
If you want to revisit something they have said, make a note of it and then ask them to
expand on the point when there is a natural pause.

Do

Avoid

Accept the views and values of the
patient, even if they may sound
extreme or not quite right to you: it’s
all about their perceptions.

Expressing your opinions about
anything the consumer says.
Suspending judgement while you
listen to individuals’ experiences is
essential to being able to get the most
from the stories.
Debating the correctness of the
patient’s views – capturing their story
is about their perception of their
experience.

Ending the Interview
Steer the interview to a natural close by saying something along the lines of…” We should
think about finishing up now, is there anything else you’d like to add?”
Thank the story-teller again for their time and for sharing their story with you.
Tell the consumer what will happen next with their story. Give a simple, concise outline of
the next few steps in the process, including, if appropriate, when and how their comments
will contribute to quality improvements in your organisation.
Some people may want a copy of their recorded interview.
Make sure the interviewee has your details including your title so that in the longer term
this remains a meaningful contact, reminding them that they can contact you about the
interview if need be.

Send a thank you letter to the interviewee after the interview
Editing
Before commencing the editing process, you need to decide how you will use the interview.
Interviews on specific topics or about particular services may be best cut into separate
responses, and edited. If you decide to store the interview in its entirety, it is a good idea to
have the questions subtitled along the bottom of the screen.
Avoid transcribing your digital audio recording as this is very time-consuming. Only
transcribe the interview if you are sure of the benefit this will bring to your project.
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Storage
The Quality Module within RiskMan has a repository to enter and store the consumer story
and associated consent forms. Alternatively, the Consumer Experience Manager or Quality
Improvement and Assurance Teams will provide a central repository as required.
You can make contact with the Consumer Experience Manager, Quality Improvement &
Assurance or Service Improvement Teams from either MDHB or CPHO who can assist you
with accessing the feature within the Quality Module.

Using the consumer story
 Check final edited version.
 Use as per consent instructions.
 If the consumer story is to be used for general MDHB publication, contact the
Communications Department and follow their processes. E.g. Social media, Quality
Account.

Summary
Interviewing your consumers and their families/whanau about their experience in your
service is an opportunity to access some unique insights about how your delivery of health
care really works for your consumers. Some of the messages you receive will be negative,
but there will also be the bonus of positive feedback about services that work well, and
deliver exactly what is needed. Overall, the consumer stories will add depth and a reality
check to any project you are undertaking.
We hope this toolkit is of practical help to you when you are undertaking consumer stories.
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Minutes of the Manawhenua Hauora hui held 25 March 2019 10.00am in the MDHB Boardroom, Palmerston
North

KARAKIA/MIHI
Oriana Paewai/Hare Arapere
Acknowledged the passing of Matua Peter Richardson and other whānau whānui around the rohe.
Welcomed Sheryll Hoera to her first MWH hui as Rangitāne o Tamaki nui a Rua appointee.

PRESENT
Ngāti Raukawa ki te Tonga

Rangitāne

Robbie Richardson

Oriana Paewai (Chair)
Danielle Harris
Sheryll Hoera

Ngāti Kahungunu ki Tāmaki Nui ā Rua

Muaūpoko

Adele Berquist (Deputy Chair)

Matt Matamua

In Attendance
•

Wayne Blissett, Pae Ora, MDHB

•

Stephanie Turner, GM Māori, MDHB

•

Materoa Mar, Tumuaki Te Tihi o Ruahine Whanau Ora Alliance

•

Hare Arapere, Pae Ora, MDHB

•

Debbie Te Puni, Kairangahau

1.

APOLOGIES
Matt Matamua (early departure), Di Rump, Betty Lou Iwikau, Dennis Emery, Stacey Hape (early
departure)

2.

LATE ITEMS

•

BSCC (Breastscreen Coast to Coast) Equity Plan

•

Paddy Jacobs – Resignation effective immediately.

•

Tania Bailey – Complaint Letter. Letter not tabled as the Chair was a cc. Members informed
for information only.

3.

STRATEGIC MATTERS

3.1 Breast Screen Coast to Coast Equity Plan
•

Tabled and discussed -

•

Concerns noted around the lack of Maori engagement/input.
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3.2 Iwi Updates
RANGITĀNE
Rangitane Ahurei held over the weekend – strong focus on rangatahi, revitilisation of Te Reo.

•

RAUKAWA
•

Acknowledged resignation of Paddy Jacobs.

•

Iwi Management plans in draft

•

2 Kapa Haka groups attended Te Matatini (Te Tini o Rehua and Te Tu Mataora).

•

Hosting Iwi Leaders forum in September 2019.

MUAUPOKO
Acknowledged contribution of Paddy Jacobs. CEO arranging a hui with MDHB CEO to discuss

•

Muaupoko Health with a focus on Rangatahi and Kaumatua Health.
•

Powhiri for Tim Tuakapua = new principal of the kura.

•

Acknowledged Nanny Noa Nicholson celebrated her 100th birthday.

KAHUNGUNU
• Tautoko acknowledgement of Nanny Noa
• Purchase of Hawkes Bay Seafoods to become Takitimu Seafoods
• Opportunity for Iwi to take over farm operation at Tautane
• Working through Iwi Management plans and business opportunities
RANGITĀNE O MANAWATŪ
•

Hui with Kathryn Cook, CEO MDHB.

•

Te Ahu a Turanga roading project – hearing underway

•

RoMIT – consents for housing subdivision and Hotel underway.

•

Racing cadetship initiative (opportunities for rangatahi 15-18) Send panui to S.Hoera

•

Rangimarie hosted sister cities last week.

•

Cluster/Provider day to be organized – panui will be sent out to members.

•

Ora Konnect alliance meeting this week looking at finalizing Programme of Action.

3.3 Cluster Alliance Group Terms of Reference and Membership application
Nominees will be contacted and advised to complete application forms/CVs to finalise the

•

selection process.
4.

OPERATIONAL REPORTS

4.1

Manawhenua Hauora, Kairangahau

Report:

Work Programme and Kairangahau Report

Documentation:

Six Weekly Report

2019/2020 Work Programme
•

Reporting and expectations to be defined. How will MWH receive reports moving forward.
Page | 2
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What measures do MWH want to see – affirmation that the equity tool is being used.
•

Investment and process barriers.

•

Reporting timetable and structure of reports to be defined.

•

Establishment of Paiaka Whaiora will further define and clarify these processes.

•

Paiaka Whaiora accountability will come to MWH

•

Confirmation that CAG accountabilities will be incorporated into the individual CAG plans

4.2

General Manager, Maori

Report:

Pae Ora

Documentation

Update on Pae Ora Maori Health Directorate Q3

Matua Matt Matamua left the hui at 11.10am

Health Equity Paper
•

Key focus on relevant tools and resources to support the health workforce to address health
inequities.

•

Working through refinement of the Equity Tool

Treaty of Waitangi Policy for Review (tabled)
•

Suggestions and recommendations from members will be sent directly to Stephanie.

•

It was agreed that the policy needs to be reviewed and strengthened, and possibly divide it
into 2 sections: governance and operational perspective.

Central Region Service Planning Forum
Drafts have been reviewed. This is a regional planning tool to be used by all GM’s. Treaty of

•

Waitangi tool also to be developed.
•

Te Whiti ki te Uru 10am, 02/04 in the Boardroom. All welcome to attend.

•

Clarification around procurement and commissioning processes and the preferred moved
from procurement to commissioning.

•

Changing in equity = changing in resource

•

Courageous and Bold political differences (Alma Ata) perspective/whakaaro is a good
description to be used.
Stacey Hape left the hui at 11.25

4.

MINUTES

Recommendation:

That the minutes of the meeting held 11 February 2019 were confirmed and accepted
Moved: Adele Berquist Seconded: Oriana Paewai
CARRIED

5.

MATTERS ARISING

•

Mokopuna Ora: Hauora Maori contract – confirmed this is a Pa Harakeke contract via CPHO

•

Confirmation that there may be some changes to positioning of contracts in preparation for
Page | 3
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development of Paiaka Whaiora.
7.

CORRESPONDENCE

•

Note resignation of Paddy Jacobs and acknowledged her contribution to Māori Health for
many years.
Recommendation:

That the inward and outward correspondence for
January 2019 is noted

8.

GENERAL BUSINESS

8.1

John Whaanga appointment DDG, Māori Health, MoH – noted and discussed.
Confirmed: Kuini Puketapu Chair, Hutt Valley Iwi Relationship Board

8.2

Matua Hare Arapere acknowledged the contribution of Paddy Jacobs over the years.

NEXT HUI
•

9.

13 May 2019
KARAKIA WHAKAMUTUNGA: Matua Hare Arapere
Closed at 12.00noon

Page | 4
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Subject

Manawhenua Hauora & DHB Work Programme 2018-2019
update

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Board:


note the progress report against priorities from the DHB/MWH Work Programme 20192020 for the period of February to May 2019.

Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned to MidCentral DHB’s strategy and includes priorities and
actions across all four strategic imperatives. A central focus is Achieving Equity of
Outcomes For Māori in our communities.
Glossary
CAGs

Cluster Alliance Group

DHB

District Health Board

ELT

Executive Leadership Team MDHB

MDHB

MidCentral District Health Board

MWH

Manawhenua Hauora

OLT

Organisational Leadership Team

Pae Ora

(Base Platform of health) Healthy Futures (DHB Māori Directorate)

COPY TO:

Pae Ora
MidCentral DHB
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PO Box 2056

Palmerston North 4440
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1.

PURPOSE

The DHB/Manawhenua Hauora Work-Programme is about enabling the organisation
to keep the equity agenda for Māori front and centre. It also articulates priorities
and measures for advancing agreed Te Tiriti o Waitangi partnership goals, and
provides the organisation with an accountability mechanism for monitoring and
reporting of progress against these Te Tiriti o Waitangi partnership goals.
This report provides the Board with clarity on the priorities being advanced to the
end of June 2019. These are also identified in the approved and attached 20192020 Work Programme.
The Manawhenua Hauora/DHB 2019-2020 Work Programme has been endorsed by
both Boards and further discussed at the last DHB/Manawhenua Hauora Board to
Board hui held on 25 March 2019.
The 2019-2020 DHB/MWH Work Programme is attached for your reference.
2.








TIMELINE SUMMARY
The 2019-2020 DHB/MWH Work Programme Objectives, Focus Areas &
Measures were developed following the Board to Board DHB/MWH and ELT
workshop held on 25 September 2018.
The intelligence from the September 2018 workshop was used to develop the
approved Work Programme for 2019-2020.
In October 2018 the DHB Board received an update against the 2018-2019
DHB/MWH Work Programme. This followed the September annual Board to
Board workshop. All Priorities in the 2018-2019 Work Programme had been
achieved.
A new draft Work Programme 2019-2020 was written and went to the December
2018 Board meeting where amendments were sought.
Manawhenua Hauora reviewed and approved the amended final draft of the
2019-2020 DHB/MWH Work Programme at their meeting on 11 February 2019.
Endorsement by the Board of the 2019-2020 Work Programme occurred at the
DHB Board meeting on 26 February 2019. As the DHB/MWH Work Programme
was for the 2019-2020 DHB year, some priorities to advance in the remaining
four months March-June 2019 were identified.

The priorities identified were:






Establishment of the Paiaka Whaiora Hauora Māori Cluster
Establishment of the Paiaka Whaiora CAG
Establishment of Māori members onto all Cluster CAGS
Provision of cluster and enabler specific Māori equity focussed measures within
Cluster Health and Wellbeing Plans
Development of the Hauora Māori Cluster Health & Wellbeing Plan
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3.

Transition accountability of Kaupapa Māori Contracts to Paiaka Whaiora June
2019
A review of the Treaty of Waitangi Policy undertaken by Pae Ora and ELT with
final endorsement to occur by MWH and Board.
PROGRESS REPORT

The Board is provided an update on progress against these priorities below.
3.1

Establishment of the Hauora Māori Cluster

The consultation document to establish the Hauora Maori Cluster was developed in
March and went out to staff for their feedback. Submissions were received and
feedback has been considered and integrated. The Pae Ora team has provided
feedback and been engaged throughout the process. The submissions were all
positive about the establishment of the Cluster and some helpful suggestions were
provided. The Hauora Maori Cluster Governance Group will discuss the feedback
and adjust the model to reflect this feedback. A decision document is currently in
draft outlining the proposed functions and final structure. This will be released
following confirmation by the Governance Group.
3.2

Establishment of Cluster Alliance Groups

Cluster Alliancing Groups (CAGs) have been established in all Clusters A
selection process was undertaken by Manawhenua Hauora to ensure every CAG
had Maori members. All CAGs now have Maori membership. Establishment of
the Hauora Māori Cluster CAG will be undertaken over the next month. These
same Maori members across each Cluster will make up the majority of the
membership on the Hauora Maori CAG. A similar expression of interest process
for additional members will then occur led by the Hauora Maori leadership
team. It is hoped that the Hauora Maori CAG membership will consist of people
with excellent Maori worldview health systems and practice knowledge and who
come from a wide range of health and social service settings.
3.3

Equity Measures

Work to establish cluster and enabler specific Māori equity focussed measures is
well underway to inform and support Cluster Health and Wellbeing Plans. Pae
Ora are leading a partnering process with Clusters to establish meaningful
measures relevant to each Cluster. A series of pro-equity metrics wananga
have been held and various elements of the Equity toolkit are in play to support
Clusters to develop measures that drive a new focus on achieving pro equity
outcomes. It is intended that we have overt equity measures throughout all of
our business dashboards at systems, organisational and practice levels. This
will continue to evolve. We have agreed to take the approach of simple
understandable measures that provide focus and incentivise behaviour.
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3.4

Development of Hauora Māori Cluster Health & Wellbeing Plan

An outcomes and planning framework has been developed to support clusters
with their five-year plans. This is being led by Strategy Planning and
Performance in partnership with Pae Ora.
Although the Hauora Māori Cluster is still in the process of full establishment Pae
Ora has developed a draft plan as a starting point. The GM Maori has had a face
to face hui with the Iwi and Māori Providers to inform them of the establishment
of the Hauora Māori Cluster and CAG, and that the accountability of the DHB’s
Kaupapa Maori Contracts will be moved under the care of this Cluster. It is
intended that the transition of these contracts to the Hauora Maori Cluster will be
completed by June.
3.5

A review of the Treaty of Waitangi Policy

A review of the Treaty of Waitangi Policy is underway. It has been to OLT,
Manawhenua Hauora and the Board for feedback and suggested changes. It is
currently being revised to reflect these suggestions and will come back to
Manawhenua Hauora and the Board for final endorsement in June.
We ask the Board to note progress made on the priorities from the DHB/MWH Work
Programme 2019-20 that have been undertaken from February to May 2019.
4.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Board:


note the progress report against priorities from the DHB/MWH Work Programme
2019-2020 for the period of February to May 2019.

Stephanie Turner
General Manager Māori

MANAWHENUA HAUORA & MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD: 2019/2020 WORK PROGRAMME
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Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB: 2018/19 Shared Work Programme
Objective

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

To provide clear and
cohesive governance
leadership for Māori
health across the DHB
region

Focus Area

Measures

Identification of local
Māori health
priorities to direct
investment and
focus from the DHB

Paiaka Whaiora – Hauora Māori Cluster is established
in synchronicity with other Clusters
All Kaupapa Māori contracts sit with Paiaka Whaiora
by June 19
Relevant Māori health priorities are identified across
all Clusters and Enablers as part of the 5 yearplanning
process.

To provide direction,
investment priorities
and focus areas to
MDHB on Māori health
needs and priorities to
support equity of
outcomes for Maori

Equity assessment
Cluster and Enabler
Plan Reporting

How equity is being applied in MCDHB is reported
quarterly to Manawhenua Hauora

Equity results in respect of Māori Health, including
trends and emerging trends, reported to
Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB’s Board six
monthly
Equity of funding for Māori Providers is addressed
moving from the 17/18 baseline of 1% of total revenue
to 3% by 19/20

2018/19 Work Programme for Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB
Page 1

Responsibility
MidCentral DHB

Manawhenua Hauora

Incorporate local
Māori health priorities
into AP, budget
planning and portfolio
work-plans as advised
by Manawhenua
Hauora

Consider and Endorse all
MDHB Cluster and
Enabler 5 year Plans
prior to MDHB Board
Approval

Agree a framework
for service
specification review
and redevelopment in
of Iw/maori provider
contracts by June 30
2019.
Provide Cluster and
Enabler specific
measures of success
in addressing Māori
Health Equity actions
as identified in the 5
Year Plan

Support the
Establishment of Paiaka
Whaiora in accordance
with the
recommendations
provided by
Manawhenua Hauora in
September 2018

Provide advice on Equity
needs from Māori
perspectives, identifying
key issues for
consideration in
determining local Māori
health priorities and
strategies in context
with the Locality Plans

MANAWHENUA HAUORA & MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD: 2019/2020 WORK PROGRAMME
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Actively support the
development of the
Paiaka Whaiora Alliance
Group

MONITORING AND
REPORTING

To provide strategic
advice on the priorities
and focus areas to
MDHB across all
strategic planning
processes.

Strategic
Imperatives

Strategic imperatives will deliver on Manawhenua
Hauora aspirations

To provide a clear
direction and purposeful
strategies for Māori
health gains across the
district

Development of a
Māori health
strategy

Cluster development
Community
integration and
cohesion

Consistently obtain
Manawhenua Hauora
input across strategic
imperative
development.
Ensure the monitoring
and reporting of
progress against the
strategic imperatives
is provided to
Manawhenua Hauora.

Monitoring and reporting against Ka Ao Ka Awatea,
clearly identifies the performance of Clusters and
Enablers in meeting the health and wellbeing
aspirations of the Māori communities across the
district.

Quarterly reporting
against Ka Ao Ka
Awatea is provided to
Manawhenua Hauora
from Clusters

Position Statement of Whānau Ora is adopted to
provide a clear governance expectation of MDHB’s
commitment and delivery methodology for health’s
contribution to Whānau Ora across the District

Clusters and Enablers
identify key actions
quarterly that can
address the health
inequities currently
experienced by Māori
across the district
Receive quarterly
report from MCDHB
as to how whanau ora
is being implemented
by the DHB.

2018/19 Work Programme for Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB
Page 2

Work in partnership
with the MDHB Board to
ensure the Treaty
Partnership is enacted
at Governance level to
provide clear leadership
and direction for the
organisation to give
effect to the Treaty of
Waitangi

Monitor and review
performance as
governance Iwi partner

MANAWHENUA HAUORA & MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD: 2019/2020 WORK PROGRAMME
To monitor Māori health
gains in the district
through impacts of
MDHB's health service
delivery and investment

Equity and Health
Needs Assessment
(as above)

Monitor trends in Māori Health via the Locality Plans
(as above) and health equity tools

Local, regional and
national priority
measures (as
attached)

Quarterly review of results against local, regional and
national Māori Health measures reported to
Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB's Board
(NB: this includes Whānau Ora.)
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Provide quarterly
report as to how
Locality Plans are
addressing Maori
Health

As above

Provide quarterly
reports

Provide direction and
advice on reports

Accurate and
meaningful data
profiles are provided
as part of the
reporting process to
Manawhenua Hauora

Manawhenua Hauora
will monitor Whānau
Ora position paper and
assist to hold the
organisation to account.

Annual Report of results against Ka Ao Ka Awatea is
reported to Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral
DHB’s Board as part of MDHBs Annual Report

Provide annual
reporting of
performance against
Ka Ao Ka Awatea

Provide advice on report
and assist to identify
priorities for the
following year

Support and monitor the Regional Māori Health
Priorities identified via Te Whiti Ki Te Uru and
Board’s Annual Forum, i.e:

Provide quarterly
reports

Provide advice on
reports

All Clusters and Enablers to report against their
identified equity actions quarterly to Manawhenua
Hauora

Manawhenua Hauora will monitor implementation of
Māori workforce development against the MDHB
Kaimahi Ora Whānau Ora – Workforce Development
Strategy and Implementation Plan 2017 - 2022



Use of the national Māori indicator report
to drive improvements in the health
outcomes of Māori in our region.

2018/19 Work Programme for Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB
Page 3

Monitor investment in
Iwi/Māori providers
workforce development
and Whānau Ora

MANAWHENUA HAUORA & MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD: 2019/2020 WORK PROGRAMME

STEWARDSHIP

Provide expert advice,
direction and counsel on
important issues that
impact on Māori at a
governance level
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Major service
changes

Any potential Major service change proposals are
actively considered by Manawhenua Hauora during
the design phase to ensure any likely impact on Māori
Health and Equity Issuesi s considered at the earliest
possible point

Provide report on any
potential or major
service proposals
prior to a final
position

Provide critique,
direction and
considerations on any
major proposal for
change with a specific
focus on health gains
for Māori and any
potential impacts

Significant service
plans, eg site
redevelopment and
central Alliance

Manawhenua Hauora views are sought regarding the
Long Term Investment Plan being developed for
MidCentral DHB as a Treaty Partner,

All significant
investment plans are
submitted to
Manawhenua Hauora
for consideration at
the earliest possible
time

Provide direction.
Advice, guidance and
critique across all
aspects of design,
development and
implementation of the
Long Term Investment
Plan.

Manawhenua Hauora views sought on the Central
Alliance Strategy being developed by MidCentral and
Whanganui DHBs

Develop Strategic Plan
for Central Alliance
that actively considers
both Iwi Relationship
Boards perspectives
as part of the Alliance

Provide advice and
direction on Central
Alliance Strategic Plan in
partnership with Hauora
A Iwi.

Supporting Arrangements
To support this work programme, the following hui arrangements have been put in place:
 Two Board to Board hui between Manawhenua Hauora and MDHB's boards per annum
 Six-monthly review meetings between Manawhenua Hauora's Chair & Deputy Chair and MDHB's Chair and CEO
 Six-weekly meetings of Manawhenua Hauora, with MDHB management in attendance
 Participation (through Chair) in Te Whiti Ki te Uru – the Central Region's Māori Relationship Forum
 Participation (through Chair and Deputy Chair) in annual planning workshops and other appropriate workshops, forums as necessary
 Ongoing engagement and consultation by Manawhenua Hauora with the Governors of the 4 Iwi Boards regarding Māori Health priorities and outcomes within
2018/19 Work Programme for Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB
Page 4
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Keyur Anjaria, General Manager, People and Culture

Endorsed by

Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive

Date

13 May 2019

Subject

Workforce Strategy

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Board:


note that the DHB wide workforce strategy will be developed following the
development of a national workforce strategy framework.

Strategic Alignment
This report aligns with the DHBs Organisational Development Plan, specifically
about developing a sustainable workforce that is reflective of the communities
we serve.
Glossary
CE

Chief Executive

CMO

Chief Medical Officer

DHB

District Health Board

GMs HR

General Managers, Human Resources

GM P&C

General Manager, People & Culture

MDHB

MidCentral District Health Board

MoH

Ministry of Health

COPY TO:

People & Culture
MidCentral DHB
Heretaunga Street
PO Box 2056
Palmerston North 4440
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1.

Purpose

In August 2018, in identifying the Board/Committees work programmes for
Enabler services, it was decided that the GM P&C lead a piece of work around the
development of a workforce strategy that understands and allows planning the
workforce for the DHBs future needs.
The purpose of this paper is to provide the MDHB Board with a status update on
the development of a DHB-wide Workforce Strategy.
2.

Introduction and Progress

MidCentral DHB is committed to providing sustainable health care services that
meet the needs of our local communities. Together these local communities
comprise an ethnically diverse population of over 180,000 people.
The diversity of this local population also translates into diversity of the district’s
workforce, but the current composition of the DHBs workforce does not fully
reflect the ethnic makeup of the population within the district. A major challenge
for the DHB is to develop and deliver a workforce strategy that ensures that the
DHBs workforce is representative of the communities, and can support the DHB
in the delivery of high quality services in the years to come.
A piece of work is being undertaken at the national level, in conjunction with the
GMs HR and MoH regarding the development of a sector wide workforce strategy
framework. This work is likely to result in a framework that DHBs can use in
developing their own workforce strategies and will be signed off by the National
CE’s group before it is made available to the DHBs. The GM P&C is part of the
National GMs HR network, is contributing to the development of this strategic
framework and will develop a workforce strategy aligned to this framework, once
it has been developed.
5.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Board:


note that the DHB wide workforce strategy will be developed following the
development of a national workforce strategy framework.

Keyur Anjaria
General Manager
People and Culture
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For:
Decision
Endorsement
X
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Board

Author

Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive

Endorsed by
Date

13 May 2019

Subject

Chief Executive’s Report for April 2019

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:


that the report be noted.

Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned to the DHB’s Annual Plan, setting out performance results
across the DHB. It also aligns to the DHB’s Strategy and Organisational
Development Strategy, particularly the implementation of a new leadership
structure and integrated service model.
Glossary
CCDHB - Capital & Coast District Health Board
CCDM - Care Capacity Demand Management
CE – Chief Executive
DHB – District Health Board
HDAC - Health and Disability Advisory Committee
IS - Information Systems
MECA - Multi Employer Collective Agreement
MoU - Memorandum of Understanding
NZRDA - New Zealand Resident Doctors’ Association
RMO - Resident Medical Officer
STEMI - ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction
TAS - Central Region’s Technical Advisory Service
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1.

PURPOSE

This report provides the DHB’s results for the year to date on a consolidated basis,
and discusses organisational, governance and sector issues of note.
2.

SUMMARY

2.1

Local Matters

The annual planning process for 2019/20 continues and the Ministry of Health has
provided feedback to us through the Strategic Conversation process.
Engagement has been occurring to support the development of Cluster Health and
Wellbeing Plans. The draft plans will be presented to the Health and Disability
Advisory Committee next month.
2.2

Regional Matters

Planning for 2019/20 continues. The Regional Service Plan was considered by CEs
on 8 May. It is anticipated this will be finalised and submitted to the Regional CEs
at their June meeting.
2.3

National Matters

The draft 2019/20 National Work Programme for the 20 DHBs was considered by
DHB Chief Executives on 8 May. It is expected that a final work programme will be
considered at the National CEs’ meeting in June.
The Government’s 2019/20 budget is awaited and this is expected to include
significant investment in mental health, particularly for children and youth.
The NZ Health and Disability System Review continues.
Amendments to the Health Practitioners Competence Assurance Act have been
enacted.
3.

LOCAL MATTERS

3.1

Strategic Discussion

The Board Chairperson and I, together with members of the Organisational
Leadership Team, met with the Ministry of Health for the annual Strategic
Discussion. This discussion is part of the annual planning process, focusing on
performance to date, plans for the future, key challenges and risks, and our plans
for ensuring service and financial sustainability.
The Minister and Ministry of Health have a particular focus on DHBs’ financial
sustainability going forward. This will be a feature of planning documents for
2019/20.
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3.2

Key Accountability Documents

The draft accountability documents for 2019/20 have been developed for the
Board’s consideration. This includes the Annual Plan, Statement of Intent,
Statement of Performance Expectations and the Public Health Annual Plan.
A separate report is provided on this matter.
3.3

Cluster Health and Wellbeing Plans

The Cluster leadership team enjoyed sharing their strategic priorities with the
Health & Disability Advisory Committee (HDAC) and the approach they are taking
to the development of their Health and Wellbeing Plans.
The team has also met with local Iwi/Maori providers. These discussions had a
strong focus on equity and strategies for making advances in this area.
The Consumer and Clinical Councils have also been part of the engagement
process, as well as the Central Primary Health Organisation.
Each Cluster has been supported by its Cluster Alliancing Group in developing its
Plan.
The draft Cluster Health and Wellbeing Plans will be presented to HDAC at its next
meeting.
3.4

Organisational Leadership Team

Recruitment of an Executive Director, Medical (Chief Medical Officer) will commence
in the near future.
Recruitment of the third tier leadership positions is largely completed. There were
19 roles which were subject to a recruitment process, and 13 appointments have
been finalised. Two roles are under offer, and four roles are under active
recruitment.
Further information on this is provided in the Integrated Service Model update.
With teams largely in place, office accommodation arrangements have been
reviewed and changes will occur over the next six weeks to ensure senior
leadership roles are appropriately located.
3.5

Manawhenua Hauora Hui

The Board Chairperson and I met with Manawhenua Hauora’s Chairperson and
Deputy Chairperson on May 13. We discussed the 2019/20 planning round,
particularly Hauora Māori strategic priorities.
Equity is the number one priority for the 2019/20 year and this approach is
endorsed by Manawhenua Hauora. At our discussion it was agreed that this should
also be driven from a regional perspective.
The implementation of the Integrated Service Model was discussed. Feedback was
provided that from the perspective of both Manawhenua Hauora and Iwi providers,
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there was a level of comfort with the progress made, including the establishment of
the Paiaka Waiora, the Hauora Maori cluster and the Cluster Alliance Groups.
The next Board-to-Board hui is scheduled for Tuesday, 10th September at 1pm.
3.6

Promoting Professional Accountability Programme

Following the successful implementation of the Speaking Up for Safety Programme,
we are now introducing the Promoting Professional Accountability Programme.
The Speaking Up for Safety was the essential foundation in ensuring our DHB has a
culture of accountability around safety. The next step is the Promoting Professional
Accountability Programme which provides a framework that helps in building a high
performance culture of safety and reliability, and addresses individual behaviours
that may undermine it.
Staff forums regarding the new programme will commence in late May. It is being
implemented in partnership with the Cognitive Institute.
3.7

Risk Workshop

Our Internal Auditor will facilitate a risk workshop for the Board on 21 May. The
outcome of the workshop will inform our internal audit programme for 2019/20.
4.

REGIONAL MATTERS

4.1

Regional Service Plan

The development of the 2019/20 Regional Service Plan is underway. Meantime,
implementation of the current plan continues and a full update on progress will be
reported to the Health and Disability Advisory Committee next month.
5.

NATIONAL MATTERS

5.1

Budget 2019

We await the 2019 Government budget. This has been entitled “The Wellbeing
Budget”, and will contain a Wellbeing Outlook, in addition to the economic and
fiscal outlook. The Wellbeing Outlook will describe the current state of wellbeing in
NZ and what this may mean for future wellbeing. A significant investment in
mental health has been signalled, with a particular focus on children and young
people.
MidCentral DHB’s approach to health and wellbeing planning, from both a locality
and cluster perspective, is in line with the Government’s direction.
5.2

Industrial Action

Progress is being made with employment negotiations.


Regional Clerical/Administration MECA: a settlement has been reached and the
necessary document is now being prepared.
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National Midwifery Employee Representation & Advisory Service: a settlement
was reached, and the new MECA has been implemented.



National Medical Physicists: mediation between NZ DHBs and this professional
group is underway. All notices of strike action were withdrawn in light of the
move to mediation.



National Resident Doctors’ Association: NZ DHBs and the NZRDA commenced
facilitation with the Employment Relations Authority on 9 May.
The five-day RMO strike went without major incident, and a high standard of
care for patients was maintained. There was an impact on service throughout,
with a flow-on impact on our financial position. Further detail on this is
contained in the financial report.

5.3

NZ Health and Disability System Review

This review, chaired by Heather Simpson, continues. The Digital and IS review
team visited MidCentral DHB’s region this month and met with a range of hospital
staff and providers.
The review has also been looking at health workforce issues, public health services,
and Māori health equity. The significant change being implemented by the British
National Health Service have been explored. The latest update from the Review’s
chairperson is attached for members’ information - refer Appendix B.
5.4

Health Practitioners Competence Assurance Act

Amendments to the Health Practitioners Competence Assurance Act were enacted
by Parliament this month. These provide further assurance about safety and that
the regulatory framework for health professionals is operating as it should. The Act
now ensures regulators (such as the Medical, Nursing and Dental Councils):


are able to receive and act on public information from members of the public
about the practice of health practitioners



must develop policies setting out how they make decisions for naming health
practitioners whose competence, fitness to practise or conduct has been
reviewed or investigated



can act immediately to suspend a practitioner’s practising certificate where
there is a risk of serious harm to patients.

5.5

Management and Governance of Other DHBs

Wairarapa DHB has appointed Dale Oliff as its Chief Executive. Dale is currently the
Acting CE of Hutt Valley DHB, and prior to this was its Chief Operating Officer.
Nick Saville-Wood has been appointed Chief Executive, Lake District Health Board.
He has been acting in this role since late 2018 and prior to that was the DHB’s
Chief Operating Officer.
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The Minister of Health has appointed Dr Karen Poutasi as Commissioner of Waikato
DHB, replacing the Board. This change was effective from 8 May 2019. Dr Poutasi
was the former Director-General of Health and is currently Chief Executive of the
NZ Qualifications Authority.
5.6

National DHB Work Programme

TAS is developing the National DHB Work Plan for 2019/20. This will remain
focused on the key areas of Workforce and Employee Relations, Integrated
Community Services Contracts (such as aged residential care and community
pharmacy) and the national work programme.
6.

OTHER MATTERS

6.1

Local Territorial Authorities

The Board Chairperson, General Manager Strategy Planning & Performance and I
met with Kapiti Coast District Council. We discussed the progress being made in
implementing the Otāki Health and Wellbeing Plan, and the service enhancements
impacting on the Otāki community, including implementation of the STEMI
pathway, and emergency/civil defence readiness.
Discussion also took place on the Memorandum of Understanding that has been
agreed with Capital & Coast DHB regarding access to CCDHB services for people
located on the boundary. A copy of this document is attached - refer Appendix A.
Dot McKinnon and I also met with Horizons Regional Council. We discussed the
implementation of our five locality health and wellbeing plans, and had a general
conversation around broader health matters across the region.
7.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:


that the report be noted.

Kathryn Cook
Chief Executive
Appendices:
A.
Memorandum of Understanding between MidCentral DHB and Capital & Coast
DHB
B.
NZ Health & Disability System Review’s Chair’s Update, May 6 2019
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Appendix A

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDI NG

between

MidCentral District Health Board

and

Capital and Coast District Health Board

DRAFT April 2019
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Memorandum of Understanding
1

Introduction

This document is a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between MidCentral
DHB and Capital and Coast DHB. It defines the agreed responsibilities and roles
of the two organisations in relation to the provision of health care for residents
of the Ōtaki area.
Both DHBs are committed to working together to meet the health needs of
the Ōtaki community.
2

Background

The Ōtaki community is a ward of Kapiti District Council. It is part of the
MidCentral DHB district, while the remainder of the Kapiti district is part of the
Capital and Coast DHB district. Residents of Ōtaki have historical links to both
MidCentral and to Capital and Coast DHB services.
Ōtaki is a high needs community with an older population, a high proportion of
Māori, and high levels of deprivation. Despite this, health outcomes for the
residents of Ōtaki have been better than those of Horowhenua, which has a
similar demographic profile. This is attributed to the availability of
comparatively robust primary care services and the historical access Ōtaki
residents have had to specialist services at both Palmerston North and
Wellington hospitals.
At a public meeting in 2000 the Chief Executives of Capital and Coast and
MidCentral DHBs agreed that Ōtaki people could choose where to access
specialist services. In 2003/2004, access arrangements for Ōtaki residents
were formalised in a pamphlet produced by the Kapiti Health Links Group.
In November 2018, the Chief Executives of the two DHBs met and renewed their
commitment to arrangements for the provision of health care to the Ōtaki
community. It was agreed that Ōtaki residents would continue to enjoy the
existing service arrangements and that the two DHBs would work closely to
support the Ōtaki community.

3

Purpose of the MOU

The purpose of the MOU is to ensure that there are clear agreed arrangements
between the two DHBs for Ōtaki residents to access health services.
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4

Key Principles:

4.1

MidCentral DHB receives Population Based Funding for the residents of Ōtaki and
has overall responsibility for funding and providing health and disability services
for the population.

4.2

The preference is that wherever possible Ōtaki residents will access services from
MidCentral DHB, but they can choose to access non-acute, specialist services from
Capital and Coast DHB if it is more convenient, for example to be nearer to family
or social support.

4.3

It is agreed that the DHBs will:

4.4



work cooperatively to ensure people in Ōtaki get the healthcare they need;



openly share information / concerns in an ongoing manner;



deal positively with issues that arise and resolve them in a timely manner; and



be constructive in dealings with each other.

Each of the parties will use reasonable endeavours to effect the Purpose of this
MOU.

5

MidCentral DHB is Responsible for Providing Health and Disability Services

5.1

MidCentral DHB has overall responsibility for funding and providing health and
disability services for the population of Ōtaki.

5.2

All services delivered in the Ōtaki community will be provided by MidCentral DHB.
This includes, for example, general Mental Health and Addiction services, District
Nursing and Home and Community Support Services to residents within the Ōtaki
area.

5.3

All acute services for the Ōtaki community will be provided by MidCentral DHB. This
will usually be from Palmerston North Hospital.

5.4

Ambulance services for the Ōtaki community will be provided by St John Ambulance
and will transport people to Palmerston North Hospital unless the individual’s
condition has a specific clinical protocol to take them elsewhere (such as a major
trauma or STEMI (a type of heart attack)).

5.5

MidCentral DHB will provide non-emergency hospital services, including outpatient
hospital appointments and surgical services, at the most appropriate MidCentral
facility for Ōtaki residents.
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5.6

District nursing services to a person convalescing in Ōtaki will be provided by
MidCentral DHB, irrespective of where they are from or where they have had their
inpatient event.

6

Access to Services at Capital and Coast DHB

6.1

Residents of Ōtaki may choose to register with a general practice team from the
Capital and Coast district if this is more convenient for them.

6.2

Residents of Ōtaki may choose to access non-emergency specialist and hospital
services, including outpatient and elective surgery, through Capital and Coast DHB if
it is more convenient for them. This can be arranged for Ōtaki residents through
their GP.

6.3

Access for Ōtaki patients will be subject to the same prioritisation, access criteria
and resource constraints as apply to all other Capital and Coast residents. Ōtaki
residents will not be excluded because of their domicile.

6.4

If an Ōtaki resident chooses to convalesce within the Capital and Coast DHB area
(for example, staying with a friend or relative), Capital and Coast will provide any
district nursing support that is required.

6.5

MidCentral DHB will fund Capital and Coast DHB for services provided to Ōtaki
residents through the Inter District Flow mechanism.

7

Transport

Both DHBs are committed to working together on transport options as much as possible
so people can get to and from the relevant services. This work will be done in conjunction
with Regional Councils.

8

Mental Health

Mental Health services for Ōtaki residents are the responsibility of MidCentral DHB,
however, it is agreed that the two DHBs will look at opportunities for their Mental Health
services to work together, particularly in relation to crisis services.

9

Information Issues

9.1

Information will be shared between team members of both organisations on the
basis of good faith and to the best of each other’s knowledge. Neither will be held
responsible for failing to provide information that was not available at the time of
referral.
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9.2

All referral information shared will be done so in accordance with the Privacy Act
1993, and the Health Information Privacy Code 1994. Any other information will be
shared only, with family/whānau's informed consent. Where either provider fails to
meet his or her duties under to Code of Rights, a family/Whanau member may
initiate a complaint using the organisation's complaint procedure. If the outcome is
not satisfactory to them, they may exercise their right to complain to the Health and
Disability Commissioner.

10

Term

10.1

This MoU will be reviewed every two years. This MoU can be reviewed at
other agreed times on the request of either party.

10.2

Amendments to the document can be made and appendices added at any
times by mutual agreement.

11

Issue Resolution

Both MidCentral Health and Capital and Coast are committed to ensuring Ōtaki residents
have access to quality health care.
11.1

Should an issue arise, each party will use their best efforts and act in good
faith to agree to a resolution promptly.

11.2

The services directly involved in the issue should try to resolve the dispute in
the first instance. The following are the key contact points for service-level
issues relating to individual patients:
• Capital and Coast DHB:
• MidCentral DHB:

11.3

Should first attempts to resolve an issue fail to achieve a satisfactory
resolution, it will be escalated to General Manager level.

11.4

In the event that this does not produce a satisfactory outcome, the issue will
be escalated to the Chief Executives.

11.5

All parties will continue to comply with all obligations of this MoU until the
dispute is resolved to ensure Ōtaki residents have access to services.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
SIGNING PAGE
Parties

MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
CAPITAL AND COAST DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD

MidCentral and Capital and Coast agree to work together in accordance with the terms
and conditions set out in this Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU").

SIGNATURES
For MidCentral:

For the Organisation:

Name: Kathryn Cook

Name: Julie Patterson

Position: Chief Executive Officer

Position: Chief Executive Officer
(Acting)

Date:

Date:
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APPENDIX B
NZ HEALTH AND DISABILITY SYSTEM REVIEW
Chair's update May 6 2019
06/05/2019 11:30am
Tēnā Koutou
During the past few weeks I have been speaking again about the importance of the health
workforce to this Review and the need to engage with both workers and unions. This is
particularly important in light of the shift to developing patient and whānau centric care,
and changing workforce expectations of career progression and work-life balance. My wider
conversation with the Association of Salaried Medical Specialists can be found in Issue 118
of The Specialist (PDF, 3.7 MB)(external link).
Peter Crampton with members of the secretariat has been meeting with public health
colleagues from around the country. Discussions have included challenges and opportunities
with central leadership of public health, critical mass of expertise, configuration of regional
services, and the pros and cons of stand-alone central public health agencies. These
matters, along with many others, will be considered carefully by the Review. Our Māori
expert advisory group led by Sharon Shea is busy organising a series of wānanga for MayJune in Kaikohe, Rotorua, Dunedin, and Wellington. Māori health equity issues and
aspirations are of critical importance to this Review and the wānanga will be a good
opportunity to better understand both the issues and the possible solutions.
The Digital and IS review team have also been engaging with a range of people and
organisations to gauge the current landscape of digital health and IS, the barriers and
enablers to progressing digital technologies, the role of sector leadership, and complexities
of data sovereignty. Both in workshops, individual meetings, and submissions there has
been a strong call for robust, coordinated use of health data both within and across
systems. The team has gained a variety of perspectives from engaging with both national
and international digital health leaders, IT experts, innovation hubs and public health
experts.
I have also recently returned from a study trip to the UK and Norway where we were able
to observe first hand some of the significant changes the NHS is trying to implement. While
we gained many insights which will be useful for us to learn from, the trip also served to
remind us again how well our health system performs on many fronts. We fortunately have
a very strong base to build from as we look forward to how the system will need to change
to better serve all groups of New Zealanders in the future.
A reminder that submissions prior to the release of the interim report close on 31 May.
Further opportunities to comment on the interim report will be available later in the year
subject to Ministerial release.
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For:
Decision
Endorsement
X

Noting

To

MidCentral District Health Board

Author

Steve Miller, Chief Digital Officer, Digital Services

Endorsed by

Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive

Date

9 May 2019

Subject

Regional Digital Health Services - Operating Model

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:
 the Board note the activities to review the Regional Operating Model, and the
Regional Application and Infrastructure Environments.
Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned with the DHB’s strategy and the key enabler,
“Stewardship”.

COPY TO:

Digital Services
MidCentral DHB
Heretaunga Street
PO Box 2056
Palmerston North 4440
Phone
+64 (6) 350 8841
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Glossary
CCDHB
Central TAS
CIO
CP
DHB
HBDHB
HCP
MDHB
MRI
NCAMP19
PACS
PAS
PBF
RADA
RDHS
RHIP
RIS
SDP
SLA

Capital and Coast District Health Board
Central Technical Advisory Services
Chief Information Orficer
Clinical Portal
District Health Board
Hawkes Bay District Health Board
Healthcare Practitioner Database
MidCentral District Health Board
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
National Collection Maintenance Programme 2019 (MoH)
Picture Archiving and Communication Archiving System
Patient Administration System
Population Based Funding
Regional Applications Data Access
Regional Digital Health Services – previously known as RHIP
Regional Health Informatics Programme
Radiology Information System
Service Delivery Partner
Service Level Agreement
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1.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to provide the board with an update on the Regional
operating model for the Regional Digital Health Services (RDHS), formally known
as Regional Health Informatics Programme (RHIP).
No decision is required.
2.

BACKGROUND

In 2017 the Regional Health Informatics Programme (RHIP) progressed to full
production of the regional applications environment to deliver a core set of patient
information for use across the Central Region’s six District Health Boards.
The key applications now under regional operations and support comprise of:







Patient Administration System (PAS) – the primary system for managing
patient demographic information, bookings, admissions, discharges and
transfer status, etc.
Clinical Portal (CP) – supports the secure sharing of clinical information such
as patient demographics and a shared care record including clinical
documentation, results etc.
Radiology Information System (RIS) – a system for scheduling radiology
studies and reporting
Picture Archiving and Communication Archive System (PACS) – storage
for x-ray images (studies)
Healthcare Practitioner Database (HCP) – a master database of system
users, uniquely identified
Regional Applications Data Access (RADA) – regional data access for
reporting and analytics.

MidCentral DHB (MDHB) on boarded to the regional solutions from August to
December 2017, and since go live, has undertaken considerable local activity to
address a number of issues with our implementation and use of the regional
solutions.
This paper outlines current regional activities to review the regional operating
model, its funding and the core application and infrastructure environments.
3.

REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

Over the last nine months the regional focus has been on improving the stability of
the support model and regional solutions, and optimising the underlying solution
components to reduce costs. An update on these activities is summarised as
follows;


All regional projects are progressing to schedule and operating within the
budget allocated; this includes;
o On boarding of Capital and Coast to Regional RIS
o On boarding Hawkes Bay to Clinical Portal
o WebPAS 10.14 upgrade for Whanganui, Wairarapa and MidCentral DHBs for
national annual statutory changes and compliance (NCAMP19)
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The transition of the Service Delivery Partner (SDP) from Capital and Coast to
Central TAS is progressing. Upon this transition occurring a review and
rationalisation of contracted resources will occur and a more permanent
approach with lower cost resources is expected
Regional infrastructure and hosting consolidation of the numerous systems and
services continues, where appropriate, to further reduce costs
Work with key application vendors to improve the development and delivery
functions to ensure improved quality and timeliness is ongoing
Most vendor contracts have now been fully assessed with fortnightly meetings
scheduled to ensure reporting and support is per the agreed SLAs
Improved communications and visibility across all activities is supporting better
engagement with key stakeholders within the DHBs

Further updates across key areas are outlined in the following sections.
4.

REGIONAL OPERATING MODEL

The regional operating model continues to be reviewed with a key focus being to
ensure the model meets the needs of the DHBs and has in place an adaptive
structure to scale to regional demands. Alternative managed service or cloud
delivery options are being assessed.
The Regional Service Level Agreement document has now been re-drafted to better
reflect the vendor contracts and DHB aligned SLAs. This will be socialised during
May for further review and input with stakeholders so as to be formalised.
5.

REGIONAL APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT

5.1

WebPAS

We are currently undertaking an assessment of the options to deliver WebPAS in a
more costs effective and flexible manner. This assessment considers building a
pathway to deliver the product through vendor managed services through to a full
Software-as-a-Service model. This assessment is the first product to be considered
as a transition from the current delivery model to public cloud.
In parallel a major project to upgrade the regional instance to achieve the Ministry
of Health compliance requirement for NCAMP19 reporting is progressing as
planned, with completion on target for December 2019.
5.2

Clinical Portal

Under the new delivery model, the DHBs are actively providing the clinically-led
user stories that are then prioritised and transitioned through the software delivery
lifecycle. The improved value-based delivery approach is showing much improved
stakeholder and vendor engagement, and greater value driven outcomes.
Additionally reviews and improvements to the existing structure continues,
ensuring scalability and stability are meeting increased demands. On-boarding
planning for HBDHB continues to progress with the DHB positioned to be
completely on the regional instance this year.
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5.3

RIS & PACS

The upgrade of the regional instance of RIS is progressing with MDHB obtaining
regional support to assist in its current resource constraints as it competes with the
important local MRI project.
The target of mid-year completion of the upgrade will see CCDHB ready to onboard to the regional platform towards the second half of the year and this
progressing to plan.
An Enterprise licencing proposal for PACS has now been negotiated, with significant
benefits including unlimited licencing to CareStreams core products to all Central
Region DHBs as well as new products such as Analytical Reporting. This includes a
fixed price consumption model for image storage.
6.

REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE ENVIRONMENTS

A proposed restructure of the current infrastructure environments has now been
presented to a number of stakeholders and is now being planned, for subsequent
DHB CIOs and architecture teams to review and approve.
It is expected that once agreed, work will proceed to re-engineer the current model
to obtain greater flexibility and greater cost containment.
Outsourcing of a number of key areas are under discussions with current
incumbent vendors, as per the WebPAS example above, that are expected to result
in improved support and management of the regional infrastructure and
applications environment.
It is also expected that greater value for money will be obtained through this
process.
7.

REGIONAL FUNDING MODEL

A review of the financial principles for a regional cost sharing and allocation model
is underway to refine the current funding approach for FY19/20 and beyond.
Furthermore, given the costs of change and lack of value obtained by doing so,
DHBs with local instances of WebPAS (Capital & Coast, Hutt Valley and Hawkes
Bay) have decided not to migrate to the regional WebPAS. Each DHB is now
determining the impairment implications and making their own decision on how
this is treated.
The impact that this decision has on MDHB, is that under the current PBF funding
and costs allocation model, we will continue to incur the largest portion of the
ongoing operating costs of regional WebPAS. This is therefore why a review the
overall regional funding model is underway and why we are active in determining
the options for alternative managed service or cloud delivery options, as outlined
earlier in this paper.
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8.

RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:
the Board note the activities to review the Regional Operating Model, and
the Regional Application and Infrastructure Environments.

Steve Miller
Chief Digital Officer
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For:
Decision
X

Endorsement
Noting

To

Board

Author

Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive

Endorsed by
Date

14 May 2019

Subject

Board’s Work Programme, 2018/19

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended:


that progress in the delivery of the 2018/19 work programme be endorsed.

Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned to the DHB’s Strategy and key enabler, “Stewardship”. It
discusses an aspect of effective governance.

Glossary
DHB – District Health Board
ENZ – Enable New Zealand
MoU – Memorandum of Understanding

COPY TO:

CE’s Department
MidCentral DHB
Heretaunga Street
PO Box 2056
Palmerston North 4440
Phone
+64 (6) 350 8910
Fax
+64 (6) 355 0616
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1.

PURPOSE

This report sets out the Board’s 2018/19 work programme and advises any areas
where reporting is not occurring in line with the programme.
The report is for the Board’s consideration and no decision is required.
2.

BACKGROUND

The Board established the governance reporting framework for the 2018/19
financial year. The purpose of the framework is to ensure the Board and its
committees will receive appropriate information at the right time to enable
members to carry out their duties.
From the framework, a work programme is developed for each Committee and the
Board.
The Board is advised of progress against the work programme, including any
variations, each time it meets.
3.

2018/19 WORK PROGRAMME

3.1

General

The Board’s work programme is attached. The purpose of each report is detailed,
together with the date it is to be provided.
A separate schedule of “matters arising” from Board meetings is also maintained
and this is attached. The schedule identifies how the matter will be reported back
to the Board. For example, if a report will be provided, or if the information will be
included within another report.
3.2

Variations

Generally, reporting is occurring in accordance with the work programme.
Variations and changes to the work programme are noted below, together with
updates against “matters arising”.


The Reporting Framework for 2019/20 will be submitted to the Board at its next
meeting.
Work on this has commenced, and a meeting with the Board and Committee
Chairs is scheduled to ensure reporting is aligned to the role and requirements
of the Board, FRAC and HDAC.



The non-financial performance measure results for the quarter ended 31 March
2019 are not available. These will be published on the Governance SharedNet
site once available.



The draft Regional Service Plan is not yet available, but an update on progress
is provided. A copy of the regional document will be provided to the Board
when it is received.
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A final decision regarding the establishment of a Hauora Iwi Cluster has not yet
been made. An update on progress has been provided in the Integrated Service
Model report. Details of the final structure will be reported to the Board in June.



The development of a Workforce Plan has not yet been achieved. Meantime, a
report on this matter is provided.

4.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:


that progress in the delivery of the 2018/19 work programme be endorsed.

Kathryn Cook
Chief Executive
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BOARD 2018/19 Work Programme
Report

Strategy/Planning
DHB Strategy
 to review/refresh the DHB’s strategy to ensure it remains relevant, and to consider how it
has been advanced, and priorities for the future

Organisational Development (Workforce) Plan
 on a three yearly basis, review/refresh the strategy to ensure it remains relevant and
supports the execution of the DHB’s Strategy

2018/19 Regional Service Plan

Fqncy

Jul

Aug

Sep

Nov

Dec

Feb

April

May

Jun

Resp

Triennial
Nov 19

GMSPP

Triennial
Feb 20

GMP&C

Annual

X

GMSPP

 to determine the draft and final regional budget and priorities for the next 3 years

2019/20 Regional Service Plan

Annual

X

GMSPP

 to determine the draft and final regional budget and priorities for the next 3 years

2018/19 Annual Plan & Budget
 to determine the draft and final budget and priorities for the next 3 years, inc capex plan

2018/19 Operational Plan

6-wkly
Nov-July
Annual

X

X

X

GMSPP &
GMF&CS
GMSPP

X

 to determine the annual operational plan

2019/20 Annual Plan & Budget
 to determine the draft and final budget and priorities for the next 3 years, inc capex plan

2019/20 Operational Plan

6-wkly
Dec-July
Annual

X

X

X

X

X

X

GMSPP &
GMF&CS
GMSPP

 to determine the annual operational plan

Workforce Strategy
 on a three yearly basis, review/refresh the strategy to ensure it remains relevant and

Triennial
May 19

X

GMP&C

General Approach to Contract Renewal & Planning Outcomes Framework
 on a annual basis, reviewing planning outcomes achieved and general approach to

Annual
May

X

GMSPP

Quality Improvement
Consumer Stories

6-wkly

supports the execution of the DHB’s Strategy

contracting for health and disability services for year ahead

X

X

X

X

X

GMQ&I

 to hear direct from consumer of health and disability services about their experience

Quality Account

Annual

X

GMQ&I

 to determine the Quality Account for the financial year (via HDSAC)

Quality & Safety Walk-Rounds

Quarterly

X

X

X

X

GMQ&I

Qtrly

X

X

X

X

GMP&C

 to enable the Board to meet with staff/services regarding quality & safety and health and
safety matters

Workforce
Health & Safety
 to monitor the implementation of the Health & Safety Strategy, what’s changed, mitigations
required, priorities for the future, including investment and resources required

Annual H&S Workshop
Workforce
 to monitor the health of the district’s workforce, including trends and performance against
workforce dashboard and adequacy of any mitigations (NB: turnover rates to be broken
down by type, eg retirement; % total workforce which is Maori; key themes from exit
interviews)

X
6-mthly

X

X

GMP&C
GMP&C
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BOARD 2018/19 Work Programme
Report

Fqncy

Organisational Development

6-mthly

Jul

Aug

Sep

Nov

Dec

Feb

X

April

May

Jun

X

Resp
GMP&C

 to monitor the implementation of the OD strategy has been advanced, what’s changed, and
priorities for the future (3-5 years) including investment & resources required, and the
adequacy of any mitigations

Transformational Change Programme
Integrated Service Model Update

Qtrly

X

X

X

X

GMQ&I

Qtrly

X

X

X

X

GPSPP

 to monitor the implementation of the transformation change programme and outcomes
achieved, including progress against the 90 day roadmaps, and the adequacy of any
mitigations

Performance
Non-Financial Performance Measures
 to monitor the DHB’s performance across the continuum against the national non-financial
performance measures, and the adequacy of any mitigations

Financial Performance

6-weekly

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

GMF&CS

6-weekly

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CEO

 to monitor the DHB’s financial performance against budget, including trends, forecasts, the
impact of business improvement initiatives and opportunities and challenges, and confirm
the adequacy of any mitigations

CEO’s Report
 to monitor the overall performance of the DHB

Audit
Annual Accounts

Annual

X

GMF&CS

 to determine the annual accounts for the financial year
 to determine ENZ Limited annual reporting requirements

Year End Audit Process (Government)

Annual

X

GMF&CS

 to determine year end financial result for inclusion in Government accounts

ENZ Limited Annual Reporting Arrangements

Annual

X

GMF&CS

 to determine annual reporting requirements of this paper company

Iwi Partner
Memorandum of Understanding

Triennial

X

GMM&P

 to review the Memorandum of Understanding
 to monitor progress against shared work programme, including opportunities & challenges

Annual Work Programme to Advance MoU
 to establish the annual work programme for the next financial year, identifying key
initiatives to advance Maori health

Annual

 to monitor progress against shared work programme, including opportunities & challenges
Board-to-Board Huis

6-mthly
6-mthly

X
X

X

X

X

GMM&P

X

GMM&P
GMM&P

X

 to monitor progress against shared work programme, including opportunities & challenges

Minutes

6-wkly

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

GMM&P

 to received Manawhenua Hauora’s minutes

Partnership
Clinical Council

6-mthly

X

Annual

X

 to consider the work, findings and recommendations from the Councils, and provide
endorsement or support as required



face-to-face presentation/discussion

X

GMQ&I
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Fqncy

Jul

Aug

Consumer Council

6-mthly

X

Annual
6-mthly

X

Sep

Nov

Dec

Feb

April

May

Jun

X

Resp
GMQ&I

 to consider the work, findings and recommendations from the Councils, and provide
endorsement or support as required

 face-to-face presentation/discussion
centralAlliance

X

X

GMSPP

 to monitor progress against advancing the centralAlliance priority areas, including
opportunities/challenges, & confirming priorities for the future & adequacy of mitigations

Governance
Shareholding Companies
 to monitor the annual results & plans of shareholding companies & determine actions in
respect of AGM recommendations

 Allied Laundry Services Limited
 DHB Shared Services
 Health Partnerships Limited
Governance Arrangements
 to review the appropriateness of governance arrangements & terms of reference
 to establish the annual reporting framework
 to establish the annual meeting schedule

Governance Policies

Annual
Annual
Quarterly
Triennial
& as rqd
Annual
Annual
Triennial

X
X
X

X

X

GMF&CS
GMSPP
GMF&CS
Chairperson

X
X
X

CEO
CEO

X

 to determine governance and significant quality & improvement policies

 Treaty of Waitangi Policy
 Communication Policy
 Public Consultation Policy








Appointment to Board Committees
Code of Conduct & Standing Orders
Board’s Training Policy
Conflicts of Interest Policy
Election Protocols
Record of Board/Committee Minutes Policy
Board & Committees Expense Policy

Key:
CEO
GMF&CS
GMM&P

Chief Executive Officer
General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
General Manager, Maori & Pacific

Feb 17
July 18 &
20
Oct 18 &
Oct 21
March 20
Aug 20
Aug 20
Oct 20
Oct 20
Feb 21
Apr 21
GMP&C
GMQ&I
GMSPP

X
X
X

X

GMM&P
GMP&C
GMP&C
CEO
CEO
CEO
CEO
CEO
CEO
CEO

General Manager, People & Culture
General Manager, Quality & Innovation
General Manager, Strategy, Planning & Performance
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Board of MidCentral DHB
 Schedule of Matters Arising, 2018/19 as at 14 May 2019
OPEN ITEMS
Matter
Review of car parking arrangements PNH (including
readdressing all carpark feedback and suggestions)
CCDM Progress Update
ENZ ownership
Treaty of Waitangi policy
ISM – Paiaka Whaiora: (inc information re reporting lines,
functions, comparison with status quo & graphical illustration)
Monthly updates regarding achievement of financial savings

Raised
April 17

Scheduled
2020

Responsibility
N Wanden

Form
Report

Aug 18
Dec 18
Apr 19
Nov 18

Feb 19 & Aug 19
July 19
June 19
June 19

C
S
S
S

Report
Report
Report
Report

Apr 19

June 19

N Wanden

Human centred design – more info
Transparency of FRAC Reporting

Feb 17
Apr 19

June 19

K Cook & J Catherwood
J Matthews

Cost of new nursing uniforms (regional project)
COMPLETED ITEMS
Presentation by O Paewai, Regional Symposium April 18
HPL AGM arrangements
ENZ strategic direction
National travel and accommodation policy
(via CEO’s report)
Workforce Survey results
General approach to contract review & renewal 2018/19 –
second phase
Manawhenua Hauora – six-monthly update re work programme
progress
Security review: re-presentation of work programme
Digital Strategy
Revised offer to Nurses – details
National Oracle Solution
TAS Constitution
General approach to contract review & renewal 2018/19 – third
phase
Assurance re timing of electrical sub-stations capital
expenditure

April 19

TBA

C Ees

April 18
Aug 18
Nov 16
Aug 18

Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep

July 18
May 18

Sept 18
Jul 18

K Anjaria
C Johnston

c/f 17/18

Jul 18

S Turner

April 18
May 18
July 18
July 18
July 18
May 18

Aug 18
Jul 18
Aug 18
Aug 18
Aug 18
Aug 18

N Wanden
S Miller
K Anjaria & N Wanden
N Wanden
J Matthews & Chair
C Johnston

July 18

Aug 18

N Wanden

18 (MH hui)
18
18
18
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Eves
Ambridge
Turner
Turner

J Matthews
N Wanden
S Ambridge
C Johnston & J Matthews

Inc in Finance report
(Apr results onward)
Inc in ISM report
Inc in reporting
framework report
Inc in CE’s report
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2018/19 budget update: further info re budgeted expenditure
on primary and secondary care, and, 100% variance between
CAOHS revenue & expenditure
Health care homes & GP sign-up rate
Amendment to Public Health Plan re Tararua
CCDM reporting to Minister – copy for Board
Quality & safety walkround toolkit
ENZ governance arrangements
Benchmarking of admin salaries
2018/19 budget update: further information re bed day usage

July 18

Aug 18

N Wanden

Aug 18
Aug 18
Aug 18
Sep 18
Nov 16
April 18
July 18

HDSAC Sep 18
Sep 18
Sep 18
Sep 18
July or Sep 18
Nov 18
Aug 18

D Davies
D Davies
J Matthews
J Matthews
S Ambridge
K Anjaria
N Wanden

HPL – detail on how the additional $10m from class b shares is
to be spent
2018/19 AP & Budget: update re approval process
centralAlliance meeting schedule 2019
2018/19 Annual Plan – approval status
ENZ Strategic Advisory Group – draft ToR
Budget and cost of signage
Tour of Allied Laundry Services
Health & Safety: info re environmental issue (lack of
cooling/ventilation) – size and risk
Order of candidates on voting paper
Disposable theatre linen – Regional CE feedback
RHIP – future direction & arrangements
ENZ SAG terms of reference – amended
Final Manawhenua Hauora/MDHB work prog
Dates for Manawhenua Hauora hui
Tipping point for capital expenditure
2018/19 Annual Plan Approval
Regional equity framework (final version)
Grey Power proposal re car parking fees & communication
ACC audit
Remuneration Committee ToR
Service Changes
Electrical sub-station

Sep 18

Nov 18

N Wanden

Sep
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Sep

Nov 18
Dec 18
Dec 18
Dec 18
Dec 18
Dec 18
Nov 18

N Wanden & C Johnston
J Matthews
N Wanden & C Johnston
S Ambridge
N Wanden
N Wanden
K Anjaria
J Matthews
K Cook
S Miller
S Ambridge
S Turner
J Matthews
N Wanden
C Johnston
J Matthews
N Wanden
K Anjaria
J Matthews
C Johnston
N Wanden

Review of consumer story process
centralAlliance governance arrangements
Remuneration committee terms of reference

Feb 19
Apr 19
Apr 19

Feb 19
Dec 18
Feb 19
Feb 19
Feb 19
Feb 19
Workshop Mch 19
Feb 19
April 19
April 19
Dec 18
April 19
April 19
April 19
May 19
May 19
May 19
May 19

18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Nov 18
Nov 18
Dec 18
Dec 18
Dec 18
Nov 18
Feb 19
Dec 18
Sep 18
Sep 18
Feb 19
Feb 19
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J Catherwood
K Cook & J Matthews
K Cook & J Matthews

Report (HDAC)
Report
Report
Report
Inc in Annual Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
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Clarification of MDHB’s share of FPIMS costs
Cost of all strike action
RHIP - new regional operating model
Printed copy of Te Awa Digital Strategy

Apr 19
April 19
Feb 19
Feb 19

May 19
May 19
May 19
April 19

360-degree process, including details of fixed cost component
Governance evaluation

Apr 19
Arp 19

May 19
May 19
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N Wanden
N Wanden
S Miller
J Matthews &
S Miller
K Anjaria
D McKinnon & J Matthews

Inc in “matters arising”
Inc in Finance report
Report
Direct to members
Published MDHB Website
Report
Report
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MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
Minutes of the meeting of the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee, held on
Tuesday, 23 April 2019 at 9.00am in the Boardroom, MidCentral DHB Board
Office, Gate 2, Heretaunga Street, Palmerston North
PART I
PRESENT:
Brendan Duffy (Chair)
Tony Hartevelt
Ann Chapman
Dot McKinnon
Barbara Robson
Karen Naylor
Anne Kolbe (part meeting) via tele-conference
IN ATTENDANCE:
Diane Anderson, Board Member
Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive Officer
Judith Catherwood, General Manager, Quality & Innovation
Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
Keyur Anjaria, General Manager, People & Culture
David Andrews, Acting General Manager, Enable New Zealand (part meeting)
Lorraine Welman, Chief Pharmacist (part meeting)
Lyn Horgan, Operations Executive, Acute & Elective Services (part meeting)
Greig Russell, Principal Medical Information Officer (part meeting)
Celina Eves, Executive Director of Nursing & Midwifery (part meeting)
Nicki Williamson, Committee Secretary

1.

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

1.1

Apologies

Apologies were received from Member Nadarajah Manoharan and Jared McGillicuddy,
Internal Auditor.
Apologies were also received from Liam Greer, Manager, Facilities and Estate
Management, Craig Johnston, General Manager, Strategy, Planning & Performance,
Darren Horsley, Principal Risk and Resilience Officer and Steve Miller, Chief Digital
Officer.
1.2

Late Items

There were no late items.
1.3

Conflict and/or Register of Interests Update

None were declared.
2.

MINUTES

2.1

Minutes of the Previous Meeting

Unconfirmed Minutes
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It was resolved:
that the minutes of the previous meeting held on 12 March 2019 be confirmed as
a true and correct record. (Moved Ann Chapman; seconded Karen Naylor).
2.2

Recommendations to Board

The Committee noted that all recommendations made by FRAC in March were noted by
the Board.
2.3

Matters Arising

There were no matters arising.
Management provided an update on the Holidays Act. Further information had been
received advising agreement had been reached between the DHBs, the Union and MBIE
regarding how casual staff holiday entitlement would be treated. When implemented,
this would have a significant one-off impact on cost which was currently being
estimated, as well as higher ongoing costs for holiday pay.
3.

AUDIT

3.1

Internal Audit Update

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services spoke to this report. Progress was
steady, if not as quick as wanted. There were still 64 audit days to be completed.
There was a workshop planned after the May Board meeting which would enable the
Board and Committee to have a refreshed view of risk and input to the draft Internal
Audit plan.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note the update on the progress on the 2018/19 internal audit
programme for the year
note the progress on the development of the 2019/20 Internal Audit Plan.
(Moved Barbara Robson; seconded Ann Chapman).
3.2

Health Information Security Framework Audit Report

The Principal Medical Information Officer spoke to this report. The report was taken as
read.
Management advised that the external security operations centre in the paper was
currently being reviewed by the information systems team to identify the best option
for the future security operating model. MDHB had formed a good working relationship
with the recently expanded IT security function within the Ministry of Health (GCSB).
It was resolved that:
the Committee note the action plan and updated status response to the detailed
findings of the review. (Moved Dot McKinnon; seconded Ann Chapman).
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3.3

Controlled Drugs at MDHB

The Chief Pharmacist and Executive Director of Nursing & Midwifery spoke to this
report.
All bar one action, the camera in the Pharmacy which was due in Mid June, had been
completed. Work would continue that wasn’t specifically listed in the audit eg
upgrading the Controlled Drug safes in clinical areas to swipe access only.
The Medicines Advisory Policy Committee (MAPC) consisted of Doctors, Regional Cancer
Treatment Service, Mental Health, Anaesthetics, several physicians, nurses, a midwife
and the Executive Director of Nursing & Midwifery. This committee will oversee and
ensure compliance continues. The daily internal audit of operating theatre controlled
drugs would be an ongoing measure monitored by the Pharmacy.
The Chief Pharmacist and Executive Director of Nursing & Midwifery were congratulated
on their response and performance to the audit, the Finance, Risk and Audit Committee
had been kept very well informed.
The Chief Pharmacist had been working directly with family and Whānau regarding
patients own controlled drugs on site and generally all had been very understanding
and happy to hand back drugs as required.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note the progress on the recommendations made by the internal
audit (IA-01-18-02) conducted by Central TAS. (Moved Karen Naylor; seconded
Barbara Robson).
The Chief Pharmacist and Executive Director of Nursing & Midwifery left the meeting.
3.4

Internal and External Audit Reporting

The General Manager, People & Culture spoke to this report. There were four key
areas. There had been some slippage of the timelines due to a lack of resource but an
experienced Health and Safety advisor had been recruited who was reprioritising the
work.
The importance of getting the right people into the right roles was noted and if it meant
that there were a few delays to projects due to lack of resource, so be it.
Anne Kolbe joined the meeting via tele-conference.
It was resolved that:
the progress on recommendations from internal and external audits relating to
Health and Safety be endorsed
that the work around actions yet to be completed be noted. (Moved Dot
McKinnon; seconded Karen Naylor).
3.5

Internal Audit Report – Elective Service Patient Flow Indicators Update

The Operations Executive Acute & Elective Services spoke to this report. It was an
update on the ESPI audit of 2018. Systems were robust but WebPAS had impacted
significantly.
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In May Dr McKewan would be attending MDHB to talk to clinicians about prioritision and
the acuity tool. The tool supports one waiting list to ensure follow ups were given the
same priority as first specialist appointments.
Current planning for Theatre Eight was now to separate this change from development
of the Cath Lab so as to be able to accommodate Theatre Eight into the existing
floorplan. If a new Theatre 8 / Cath Lab was achieved, work on length of Stay would
be critical to ensure that there was sufficient bed capacity to support both functions.
In respect of the data discrepancies, the majority had been rectified. A registered
nurse was overseeing the booking / waiting lists to ensure they were actioned
appropriately.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note the updates against the recommendations of the audit on
Elective Services Patient Flow Indicators undertaken by Central Region’s
Technical Advisory Services. (Moved Ann Chapman; seconded Karen Naylor).
3.6

Clinical Governance Internal Audit

The General Manager, Quality & Innovation spoke to this report. It was a regular
update and included a review of the Walk-rounds. She advised of two amendments to
her report:
Point 7.1 – should not be green, the action wasn’t completed yet, although the update
itself was correct.
Point 9.2 – work had now started on this action.
There was discussion around the order of reports going to Committees and the Board
and the challenge of keeping everyone informed. It was suggested that:
 The Committees should have the opportunity to discuss a paper first, but only if the
paper had matters of concern for the relevant committee, eg any Health and Safety
concerns should be seen by FRAC before going to the Board.
 If the Board had already considered a paper, it didn’t need to go to a Committee,
unless the Board had asked for more work to be done on a paper.
 There was a need to ensure independent Committee members were kept in the
communication loop.
 The definition of ‘risk’ should not be too broad, otherwise FRAC would see
everything. If management thought an item was a significant risk, FRAC should be
informed as part of the process of alerting the Board.
It was resolved that:
the Committee endorse progress on the Clinical Governance Internal Audit from
April 2016. (Moved Anne Kolbe; seconded Dot McKinnon).
3.7

Certification Audit

The General Manager, Quality & Innovation and Acting Manager Quality Improvement
and Assurance spoke to this report. The full certification report had been provided.
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Whilst the audit focussed on all the negative issues, there had been many positives.
Due to our own internal diligence the audit had picked up on some items that led to
further corrective actions being issued, which might not otherwise have been identified.
A working group had been set up to work on the corrective actions and had reporting in
place to monitor progress.
The Committee commented that this was a good report and showed how many
important positive changes were being made to the organisation.
The Committee noted that MDHB had a good working relationship with DAA Group, the
auditors.
The CEO congratulated the Acting Manager Quality Improvement and Assurance on her
new role within the organisation as Planning and Integration Lead for Acute and Elective
Services.
The Acting Manager Quality Improvement and Assurance advised the Committee that
the Ministry were now reviewing the health and disability standards. This provided an
opportunity for issues important to MDHB to be considered.
It was resolved that:
the Committee endorse the progress with the recommendations from the
previous Certification Audit.
note the final copy of the certification surveillance audit which took place in
November 2018. (Moved Barbara Robson; seconded Dot McKinnon).
Barbara Ruby left the meeting.
3.8

Radiology and Nuclear Medicine IANZ Audit

The Operations Executive Acute & Elective Services spoke to this report. A letter had
been received from IANZ early April advising that all recommendations were now
provisionally cleared and that final checks would be completed in June.
The Committee questioned contingency plans in the event a Lead MRI radiologist could
not be recruited by 1 July. The Operations Executive advised that a lead radiologist
was not critical to be in place by day one, although ideal, and the reporting would be
outsourced. MDHB had a lead MRT in place. There was one vacancy and if this could
not be filled, a second student would be employed. An Interventional Radiologist was
starting in June.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note the progress with implementation of recommendations from
the Radiology and Nuclear Medicine IANZ Audit. (Moved Anne Kolbe; seconded
Karen Naylor).
4.

PERFORMANCE REPORTING

4.1

Finance Update Report for MidCentral DHB – March 2019

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services spoke to this report. A small
surplus had been achieved in March but there was still a long way to go.
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May was budgeted for a significant loss, partly because there were only 23 working
days in May and managing costs tightly over the next few months was critical. The
variances to the March result were mainly due to volume driving cost.
Cost risk pressures identified at the start of the year had already been realised and
remediation work was beginning to gain some traction. Cancer IDF's had an impact on
displacing Elective work. Improvements in the ACC billing process had provided some
additional revenue.
Clarification was provided regarding the funding and provider figures in the ‘Financials
by Division’ table. It was customary for Funders to run in Surplus while DHB Provider
arms were typically in deficit. The Cluster leads were mindful of both types of
expenditure and the need to manage them to achieve the best outcomes, which was an
important aspect of the Integrated Services Model. The Committee advised that
Primary Care investment should not be foregone to stem provider “bleeding”,
investment was still required.
The following points were clarified:







Although the Primary Health Organisation had reduced their contribution to
pharmacy FTEs, there had not been a reduction in actual staff. The pharmacy FTEs
were now being managed through the DHB.
Management advised that the CTAS expenditure related to IT work.
The Crest costs related to achieving the ESPI waiting times and were in response to
developments subsequent to the budget.
Annual leave reporting was provided six monthly.
Associate Charge Nurses were not being used in some roster areas where not
actually necessary.
The sensitivity around community contracts was recognised and the Clusters were
aware of the sensitivity, and were looking across all the contracts to ensure the
DHB's communities were getting the best value and outcomes from the contracts
and also reviewing if there were any ways of doing things differently and getting
better results.

David Andrews joined the meeting.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note that the result for March 2019 was a surplus of $0.082m,
which was $0.077m adverse to the budget
note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.226m being $4.065m
adverse to budget
note that the potential year-end financial forecast is for a deficit of $12.320m
which is $7.370m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash is $42.598m at 31 March 2019 which is an
improvement of $4.669m over the prior month
endorse the March financial report for consideration by the Board. (Moved Tony
Hartevelt; seconded Ann Chapman).
4.2

Finance Update Report for MidCentral DHB – February 2019

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services spoke to this report. The report
was taken as read.
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One clarification was made regarding CWD and Inpatient Discharges. Management
advised that the costing and pricing information was different, to earn the same
amount you may need to do more discharges. Some procedures were only a
percentage of a CWD, whereas others might be more than 1.0 CWD.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note that the result for February 2019 was a surplus of $1.210m,
which was $1.172m adverse to the budget
note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.308m being $3.987m
adverse to budget
note that the potential year-end financial forecast is for a deficit of $12.320m
which is $7.370m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash is $37.928m at 28 February 2019
endorse the February financial report for consideration by the Board. (Moved
Brendan Duffy; seconded Dot McKinnon).
4.3

Te Awa – Digital Pathway Update

The Principal Medical Information Officer spoke to this report. The report was taken as
read.
The Committee commented that the report contained a lot of IT specific jargon and that
the pictures did not help to clarify the paper. However the Committee agreed that the
IT investment required to support the Clusters was both major and critical.
Management acknowledged the report was complex and took on board the Committee
feedback.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note the status of the actions to progress execution of Te Awa.
(Moved Tony Hartevelt; seconded Ann Chapman).
4.4

Committee’s Work Programme, 2018/19

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services spoke to this report. It was noted
that the Sensitive Expenditure Policy report had been delayed by one month. MDHB
was completing its review of compliance with the State Services Commission new
Information Sharing Model Standards and a response would be completed next week
and the Committee updated. The report on Speaking up For Safety was being directed
to the HDAC Committee.
There was discussion around the Part One FRAC papers and whether or not they could
be shared in the public domain as the meetings were public excluded. It was agreed
that Part One papers although were potentially available to the public through an OIA
request that the papers shouldn’t be deliberately circulated and not disclosed before
they had gone to a Board meeting. The discussion then evolved to cover which papers
should go before which Committee and when, eg HDAC required some financial
reporting to measure performance, but not at the detailed level of the FRAC financial
reports, and all agreed that they didn’t want to be burdened with duplicate reports.
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It was resolved that:
A small working group consisting of the Chief Executive, Board and Committee
Chairs, Manager Administration and Governance, General Manager Finance &
Corporate Services and General Manager Quality & Innovation would be set up
to provide clarity on the questions raised, reporting required and timing of
reports. (Moved Karen Naylor; seconded Ann Chapman).
It was resolved that:
the Committee endorse progress in the delivery of the 2018/19 work
programme. (Moved Karen Naylor; seconded Ann Chapman).
5.

GOVERNANCE

5.1

Enterprise Risk Update

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services spoke to this report and advised
that a new risk had been added regarding the withdrawal of the RiskMan from the New
Zealand market.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note the current status of all MDHB Enterprise risk that has
undergone planned periodic review, to include those risks that have undergone a
change of residual risk rating.
note the withdrawal of RiskMan from the NZ market. (Moved Brendan Duffy;
seconded Karen Naylor).
5.2

Insurance Update 2019/20 Financial Year

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services spoke to this report. The report
was provided for information. The global response to significant disasters meant that
insurance markets were difficult and Lloyds (underwriters) were requiring syndicates to
take a more conservative position on their risk exposure and increasing the amount of
funds they were required to hold. As a result, insurance premiums would probably
increase by about 10 percent. The insurance brokers were starting to examine if any
other underwriting markets had capacity and appetite for some of our insurance
programme.
On a more positive note, the premium allocation structure that MDHB was a part of
with the other DHBs, was changing the basis of allocation so that DHB's in higher
seismic risk areas would pay a larger share. This would help to mitigate MDHB's
exposure slightly.
Anne Kolbe left the meeting.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note the update on the process of renewal of the Insurance
policies for the 2019/20 year
note that if any material increase in the MDHB risk profile is proposed, the
guidance and agreement of the Committee and Board will be sought
note that the Committee will be updated with the final costs when they have
been determined. (Moved Ann Chapman; seconded Karen Naylor).
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6.

GOVERNANCE

6.1

Major Capital Projects Implementation Report

The Operations Executive, Acute & Elective Specialist Services spoke to this report.
The ED financials were near to being finalised as they were waiting for the last few
invoices to be received. It was expected that the financial outcome would be around
an approximate $80k overrun.
Scoping of a promising solution for the establishment of the Cath Lab had commenced.
The MRI project was on track to go live 1 July. The Linac replacement project had had
a slight delay due to resource / capacity constraints. One vendor had now been
selected and negotiations would be proceeding.
The impact of the new ED layout and staff concerns was raised. The Operations
Executive replied that she had not had any negative feedback from staff but that
morning she had had a media enquiry regarding staff feeling unsafe in the new triage
rooms, although that did not seem consistent with the physical configuration and
staffing arrangements. The Operations Executive would follow this up and include an
update in the next update on the project.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note that the Emergency Department (ED) refurbishment
programme has been completed
note the work underway on scoping the Cardiology Development Project Plan,
revised scoping of the alternative location and recruitment for a Medical
Lead/Interventional Cardiologist to provide the clinical lead to this programme of
work
note work continues is on the installation of an MRI (Magnetic Resonance
Imaging) machine. Deadlines remain very tight. However, it is anticipated that
the facility, complete with the MRI machine installed and commissioned, will be
handed over to Medical Imaging in late June, to enable the MRI service to
commence 1 July 2019
note that the Computed Tomography (CT) project is now essentially closed and
awaits conclusion of the Defects Liability period in August 2019
note the positive progress with the installation of the new Treatment Planning
System (TPS)
note the progress with the linac replacement. (Moved Dot McKinnon; seconded
Ann Chapman).
6.2

Enablement Programme Update

The Acting General Manager, Enable New Zealand spoke to this report. It was a
progress report covering the last quarter, which had concentrated on building staffing
capacity.
Enable New Zealand had now implemented a Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) system using Agile methodology and would be able to link the CRM to new
technology systems as they came on board.
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The internal Steering Group were meeting for the first time on 29 April and the external
shareholders group, the Strategic Advisory Group, were due to be established by the
end of June.
Not all the Capital Expenditure budgeted for this year would be used, but management
would roll it over in the budget to meet the costs proposed for next year.
It was resolved that:
the Committee notes this report. (Moved Brendan Duffy; seconded Tony
Hartevelt).
6.3

Regional Digital Health Services (RDHS) Phase Three and other Digital
Services Project Update

The Principal Medical Information Officer spoke to this report. The report was taken as
read.
The Care Logistics project which had been postponed, had re-commenced again with a
joint oversight group between MDHB and Whanganui DHB.
It was resolved that:
the Committee note that the Regional Digital Health Services (RDHS)
Remediation project, previously known as Regional Health Informatics
Programme (RHIP), is substantially on track to deliver to the operationalisation
targets set for Phase Three on or before 17 April 2019
note the updated business risk status being managed by Regional Digital Health
Services and that they have substantively been mitigated
note the progress on other projects being executed by Digital Services. (Moved
Dot McKinnon; seconded Ann Chapman).
7.

LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
8.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

Tuesday 4 June 2019, Boardroom, MidCentral DHB, Gate 2, Heretaunga Street,
Palmerston North at 9.00am.
9.

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC

It was resolved:
that the public be excluded from this meeting in accordance with the Official
Information Act 1992, Section 9, for the following items for the reasons stated:
Item
“In committee” minutes of the
previous meeting
Audit
 Te Wakahuia Manawatu Trust Audit
Completed

Reason
For reasons set out in the order
paper of 12.3.2018

Ref

Subject of contract negotiation

9(2)(j)
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Strategic & Annual Planning
 Contract Review and Renewal for
2019/20 – Phase 1
 2019/20 Annual Planning &
Budgeting Update
Major Projects
 Progress report – Low Voltage
Substation and 11Kv Network UpGrade

Negotiating strategy

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Part I of the meeting closed at 11.40am.

Confirmed this 4th day of June 2019.

……………………………………………..
Chairperson
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For:
Decision
Endorsement
X

Noting

To

Board

Author

Steve Tanner, Financial Planning Manager

Endorsed by

Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services

Date

10 May 2019

Subject

Finance Update Report For MidCentral DHB – April
2019

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Board:






note that this is an update paper and the full April Finance Update Report
will be provided to FRAC’s June 2019 meeting.
note that the operating result for April 2019 was an operating deficit of
$0.587m, which was $1.493m adverse to the budget. Of this $1.0m is due
to the RMO strike
note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.812m being $5.557m
adverse to budget
note that the potential year-end financial forecast remains for a deficit of
$13.320m which is $8.370m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash and equivalents is $47.799m as at 30 April
2019.

Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned to the DHB’s strategy and key enabler, “Stewardship”.

COPY TO:

Finance & Corporate Services
MidCentral DHB
Heretaunga Street
PO Box 2056
Palmerston North 4440
Phone
+64 (6) 3508911+64
Fax
(6) 355 0616
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Glossary
ACC
CCDM
DHB
FRAC
IDF
IVP
MECA
MoH
MRI
RMO
SMO
YTD

Accident Compensation Corporation
Care Capacity Demand Management
District Health Board
Finance Risk and Audit Committee
Inter District Flows
Improving Value Programme
Multi Employer Collective Agreement
Ministry of Health
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Resident Medical Officer
Senior Medical Officer
Year to Date
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1.

PURPOSE

This report is provided for information and consideration by the Board. No decision
is required. This is an update paper and a full finance report will be provided to
the June meeting of the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee.
2.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Apr-18

Apr-18

Actual

Actual

50,522

511,094

(846)

(8,873)

49,676

502,221

17,691

172,133

395

4,756

18,086

176,889

1,720

17,701

3,499

36,195

5,379

52,226

22,152

225,983

50,836

508,993

(1,160)

(6,772)

(190)

(1,034)

(970)

(5,738)

The MidCentral DHB result for the month of April 2019 was an operating deficit of
$0.587m, which was $1.493m adverse to the budgeted surplus of $0.906m for the
month. This brings the year-to-date result to an actual deficit of $7.812m, with the
DHB now unfavourable to budget by $5.557m.
2.1

Financial Performance Highlights

The key issue affecting the April result was the RMO strike. The effects of this
include the direct cost of cover, the loss of elective revenue and due to the length
of the strike, the cancellation of planned annual leave immediately prior to enable
preparations and risk management. Significant leave had been budgeted into the
last weeks of April. The preliminary estimate of these effects on the April result
was $1.0m. The April result only included two days of the five day strike, the
remaining three days will impact on the May result.
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2.2

Commentary

Revenue was favourable in April due to the recognition of additional non budgeted
revenue. Favourable variances were across IDF revenue in both Cancer and Acute
& Electives, non-budgeted MoH revenue connected to the additional nursing costs
through the CCDM nursing recruitment plan, Pay Equity and Capital adjuster
revenue and a favourable ACC catch up. This has been partially eroded by
shortfalls in Elective Initiatives in the month.
Total expenditure is $3.805m adverse to budget (excluding Enable NZ) primarily
due to Personnel (including outsourced personnel), Clinical Supplies and Provider
payments (which is offset by corresponding favourable non budgeted revenue).
These adverse variances arise from clinical costs and nursing specialing, initiatives
not securing required savings in the month, CCDM recruitment, patient volumes
and SMO and RMO training and professional fees. Ongoing Allied Health vacancies
partly offset those.
The ongoing systemic pressure on personnel costs is primarily from the
RMO schedule 10 impacts and the unfunded MECA increases.
The adverse variance to budget in clinical supplies is driven by complexity and
volume in treatment supplies and pharmaceutical treatments without relief
from input pricing improvements. This is an ongoing challenge in the Acute and
Electives Cluster.
The adverse variance to budget in Outsourced Services continues to be from
the use of outsourced radiology services due to radiologist vacancies as well as
the high volume of MRI and laboratory costs both driven by high demand.
The majority of the system improvement savings budgeted in April has not been
realised. Refer to further discussion on this in section 3.
Efforts to improve revenue and contain costs are being focused on theatre
throughput and Crest utilisation for elective revenue, together with containing
personnel costs and clinical supplies expenditure in the Acute and Elective
cluster and personnel costs in the Mental Health Cluster.
RMO strike costs to 31 March 2019 has been calculated at $1.8m. The direct and
consequential costs in April are estimated at a further $1.0m with further cost to
follow in May.
We have made significant savings and will be reporting these to FRAC in the next
report.
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Major changes from budget to actual for the month drove the result as follows:

Budget to Actual - March 19
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0
(500)
(1,000)

334
800
906

281

121

40
(1,000)
(681)
(572)
(500)

(250)

(66)

(587)

The performance for the DHB is shown in the chart below:

Total available cash and deposits balances are $47.799m at month being up
from $42.598m as at 31 March 2019.
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2.3

Personnel

The Personnel costs of MDHB are shown in the following table:
Apr-18
Actual

Apr-18

Apr-19
Actual

Budget

Variance

3,649

4,116

4,033

(82)

95

565

63

(502)

3,744

4,681

4,096

1,999

2,343

159

30

2,158

Actual

Year to date
Actual

Budget

Variance

37,450

39,323

40,021

698

2,163

2,843

694

(2,149)

(585)

39,613

42,166

40,715

(1,452)

2,054

(288)

19,013

20,023

19,933

(90)

8

(22)

986

669

93

(576)

2,373

2,063

(310)

19,999

20,692

20,025

(666)

7,175

7,371

6,831

(540)

68,617

72,801

70,587

(2,214)

40

169

28

(141)

718

1,079

306

(773)

7,215

7,540

6,859

(681)

69,336

73,880

70,893

(2,986)

4,868

5,445

5,384

(60)

47,052

51,644

52,618

975

101

106

45

(61)

889

834

460

(373)

4,969

5,550

5,429

(121)

47,941

52,477

53,079

601

18,086

20,144

18,447

(1,697)

176,889

189,214

184,712

(4,503)

Personnel costs were unfavourable to budget for April by $1.697m and YTD by
$4.503m. Refer to commentary above for further discussion on personnel costs.

3.

BUDGET DELIVERY RISKS

The budget development and review processes for 2018/19 resulted in
significant reductions in budgeted costs, some of which have inherent risks
should the circumstances arise. In tensioning the budget, the capacity to absorb
shocks reduced and the financial risk increased. In addition, many of the savings
in the Budget have an element of that risk attached to them and a substantial
collection of potential financial risks were identified during the budget process.
In total the budget contains $12.312m in savings required to be managed
from improvement outside of the ordinary operational risks to achieve the
budgeted $4.950m deficit. This amount represents the budget delivery risks
for 2018/19.
The YTD financial statements show indications of risk being realised in revenue
achievement particularly in elective services which have a mitigation plan in place
that will support the volume of services delivered to patients but with only
marginal benefit to the operating result. The April result also reflects an ongoing
under performance in the savings required in the month from IVP initiatives of
$250k.
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4.

FORECAST

Due to the realisation of a number of the budget delivery risks and the high
possibility of future negative impacts the forecast financial year end has been
adversely impacted. The current forecast outturn is for a deficit of $12.320m
excluding any impact from the Holidays Act remediation or valuation
adjustments.
5.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

`
$000

Jun-18
Actual

Actual

Apr-19
Budget

Variance

TOTAL ASSETS
Non Current Assets
Current Assets
Total Assets

213,881
70,501

214,148
72,235

225,021
54,493

(10,873)
17,742

284,382

286,383

279,514

6,869

201,480
5,950
76,952

193,669
5,815
86,899

199,226
5,804
74,483

5,557
(11)
(12,416)

284,382

286,383

279,514

(6,869)

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Non Current Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Total Equity and Liabilities

The main variances in the Balance Sheet for April 2019 compared to budget are
an underspend in capital items and a higher than budgeted level of creditors
creating a negative variance in Non-Current Assets and Current Liabilities and
generating additional Cash on Hand in Current Assets.
As at 30 April the total available cash and equivalents was $47.799m.

6.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Board:






note that this is an update paper and the full April Finance Update Report will
be provided to FRAC’s June 2019 meeting.
note that the operating result for April 2019 was an operating deficit of
$0.587m, which was $1.493m adverse to the budget. Of this $1.0m is due to
the RMO strike
note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.812m being $5.557m
adverse to budget
note that the potential year-end financial forecast remains for a deficit of
$13.320m which is $8.370m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash and equivalents is $47.799m at 30 April 2019.

Steve Tanner
Financial Planning Manager
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Committee:






note that this report was endorsed by the Finance, Risk and Audit
Committee on 23 April 2019 for consideration by the Board
note that the result for March 2019 was a surplus of $0.082m, which was
$0.077m adverse to the budget
note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.226m being $4.065m
adverse to budget
note that the potential year-end financial forecast is for a deficit of
$12.320m which is $7.370m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash is $42.598m at 31 March 2019 which is an
improvement of $4.669m over the prior month.

Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned to the DHB’s strategy and key enabler, “Stewardship”.

COPY TO:

Finance & Corporate Services
MidCentral DHB
Heretaunga Street
PO Box 2056
Palmerston North 4440
Phone
+64 (6) 3508911+64
Fax
(6) 355 0616
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Glossary
ACC
ACT
BIP
BSCC
CAFS
CAPEX
CCDM
CME
CPAP
CSB
CWD
DHB
ED
EECA
ENT
FSA
FTE
GST
HAR
HCA
HO
HWFNZ
IDF
IVP
LOS
MCH
MCP
MDHB
MECA
MoH
MRI
NGO
PCT
PET
PNCC
RCTS
RHIP
RMO
RRIS
SMO
WebPAS
YTD

Accident Compensation Corporation
Acute Care Team
Business Improvement Programme
Breast Screen Coast to Coast
Child, Adolescent and Family (Mental Health) Services
Capital Expenditure
Care Capacity Demand Management
Continuing Medical Education
Continuous Positive Airway Pressure
Clinical Services Block
Case Weighted Discharge
District Health Board
Emergency Department
Energy and Efficiency Conservation Authority
Ear, Nose & Throat
First Specialist Appointment
Full Time Equivalent
Goods & Services Tax
Health Ageing & Rehabilitation
Health Care Assistance
House Officer
Health Workforce NZ funding
Inter District Flows
Improving Value Programme
Length of Stay
MidCentral Health
MidCentral Health Provider
MidCentral District Health Board
Multi Employer Collective Agreement
Ministry of Health
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Non-governmental Organisation (usually non-profit)
Pharmaceutical Cancer Treatment
Primary Emission Tomography
Palmerston North City Council
Regional Cancer Treatment Service
Regional Health Informatics Programme
Resident Medical Officer
Regional Radiology Information System
Senior Medical Officer
Patient Administration System
Year to Date
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1.

PURPOSE

This report is provided for information and consideration by the Board. This
report was endorsed by the Finance, Risk and Audit Committee on 23 April for
the Board’s consideration.
2.

SUMMARY

The performance for the DHB is shown in the chart below:

The MidCentral DHB result for the month of March 2019 was a surplus of
$0.082m, which was $0.077m adverse to the budgeted surplus of $0.159m for
the month. This brings the year-to-date result to a deficit of $7.226m, with the
DHB now unfavourable to budget by $4.065m.
The major contributors to the adverse budget variance for March were
outsourced personnel costs, other outsourced services, clinical supplies and
patient transfer costs.
For the year to date, significant impacts on overall financial performance have
been the unfunded portion of the nurses MECA settlement in excess of budget
$0.639; the increased uplift in summer acute case volumes in excess of trend
has also driven an increase in Clinical Supplies expenditure of $0.622m,
compounded by insufficient pricing efficiencies; the net impact of lost margin
from non-achieved Elective Initiative revenue of $3.731m including the effect of
RMO strikes; and Improving Value Programme budgeted savings not achieved of
$1.393m.
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In arriving at the budget of $4.95m deficit for the year several key risks were
identified. Realisation of these risks to date is as follows:

Budget Risks Area
Elective Initiative Revenue
Achieving External Revenue Targets
RHIP Cost pressures
Containing Clinical Outsourced Costs
Achieving Efficiencies & Service Changes
Demand in Mental Health
Reducing Reliance on Outsourced Personnel
Future MECA settlements (unfunded) originally
estimated at $10m but later revised to $5.5m
TOTAL

Annual
Budget
Risk $m
2,380
700
300
750
1,330
400
1,330

Realised
Forecast
%
Risk YTD
Risk Year
Realised
$m
End $m
3,731
157%
(4,531)
97
14%
(45)
319
106%
(450)
2,851
380%
(4,277)
3,042
229%
(3,542)
685
171%
(1,027)
2,262
170%
(2,762)

5,500

2,671

49%

(3,670)

12,690

15,658

159%

(20,304)

Significant risks around electives, MECAs, strikes and savings initiatives are
currently ongoing. These are consistent with the year-end forecast of $12.320m
deficit. Although the downside risk continues, the operating run rates for the last
few months is close to budget and the major risk is further disruptive events
such as additional staffing strikes.
Income and Expenditure for the month of March 2019 and year-to-date:
$000

Revenue
* Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Mar-18
Actual

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

51,010

54,925

53,763

1,163

460,572

(799)

(1,050)

(1,033)

(16)

(8,027)

50,211

53,876

52,729

1,147

452,545

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance
481,008 479,468
(9,162)

1,540

(9,371)

208

471,846 470,097

1,749

Expenditure
Personnel

18,549

18,810

18,636

(174)

158,803

169,071

166,265

(2,806)

Clinical & Other

5,635

6,146

5,166

(980)

48,677

51,621

46,696

(4,925)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical

5,094

5,330

5,305

(26)

46,846

48,530

48,570

39

22,501

23,859

23,716

(143)

203,831

211,267

212,657

1,390

51,779

54,145

52,823 (1,322)

458,157

480,489 474,188

(6,301)

(1,568)

(269)

(93)

(176)

(5,612)

(8,642)

(4,091)

(4,552)

210

351

253

99

844

1,417

930

487

(1,358)

82

159

(77)

(4,768)

(7,226)

(3,161)

(4,065)

Provider Payments
Total Expenditure
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
Enable NZ Contribution
Surplus/(Deficit)
Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

Net revenue was favourable in March due to the recognition of additional non
budgeted revenue. Favourable variances were across IDF revenue in both Cancer
and Acute & Electives, non-budgeted MoH revenue connected to the additional
nursing costs through the CCDM nursing recruitment plan, Pay Equity and Capital
adjuster revenue and a favourable ACC catch up billing. This has been partially
eroded by shortfalls in Elective Initiatives in the month.
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Total expenditure is $1.322m adverse to budget (excluding Enable NZ) primarily
due to Clinical Supplies, Outsourced Services and also Personnel (including
outsourced personnel). The main adverse variances were recorded in Acute &
Electives, Mental Health, Healthy Women and Children and non-achievement of
Improving Value Programme savings.
Total Personnel costs were $0.174m adverse to budget mainly due to RMO and
Nursing costs in Acute & Elective. This reflects an overall positive variance in
personnel offset by a slightly larger overspend in outsourced personnel.
These variances are driven by clinical and nursing specialing, initiatives not
securing required savings in the month, CCDM recruitment, patient volumes and
medical vacancy recruitment. Ongoing Allied Health vacancies partly offset those.
Clinical Supplies adverse variances occurred primarily due to overruns in Acute &
Elective. The adverse variances are largely caused by the increased costs of
additional volumes together with increased use of infliximab, avastins, PCT and
compounding costs.
Outsourced services adverse to budget variances occurred primarily in Acute &
Electives, the major contributor was the use of an external exam reading service
Everlight for radiology which was partially offset by favourable variances from
related vacancies. Refer to the Acute and Elective Cluster Report in section 8
below.
Efforts to improve revenue and contain costs are being focused on theatre
throughput and Crest utilisation, together with containing personnel costs and
clinical supplies expenditure in the Acute and Elective cluster.
Major changes from budget to actual for the month drove the result as follows:

Comments on the performance elements and underlying issues are included in
the Cluster sections.
Total available cash balances at 31 March 2019 are $42.598m compared to
$37.928m at 28 February 2019.
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3.
3.1

VOLUMES SUMMARY – ROLLING TOTALS
Community Services Volumes

Note: these totals exclude Mental Health
Community referrals for FSA for March 2019 continues the pattern since
December 2018 of being lower than the same time last year. The impact of the
WebPAS system implementation and go-live last year is evident in the data as
staff were preparing for the new system and maintaining business as usual at the
same time. March 2019 saw an increase of 376 referrals from the February 2019
total of 2,545 to 2,921 referrals.
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3.2

Secondary Services Volumes

CWD volumes in Secondary Services track very closely year on year generally
with minimal significant variation in either volume or acuity at a total DHB
secondary level.
March CWD resulted in an 8.7 percent increase on February.

Inpatient Discharge volumes were also tracking closely to prior months but
variances have been recorded since December where discharges have exceeded
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last year’s volumes by 19 percent, 13 percent and 9 percent respectively but has
levelled in March which has recorded a similar result to last year’s volumes.

Overall expenditure for the month of March is 5.42 percent above this time last
year, down from the 10.54 percent reported for February and more in line with
the increases recorded in earlier months due to impacts from staff strikes, MECA
costs, bed reduction objectives and implementation of the summer plan not
being able to be achieved due to high demand, and other considerations. This is
in line with the financial forecast. For more detailed explanations refer to the
cluster reports below.

ED presentations in March were 4,105, an increase of 479 presentations, a 13.2
percent increase compared to February presentations of 3,626.
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March’s acute medical admissions declined slightly by 48 admissions compared to
February. This does not consider acute surgical admissions which is a factor in
the Bed day utilisation percentage calculation below.

Bed day utilisation across the Hospital increased in March. Higher than expected
utilisation has been recorded in Medical wards due to the high volume of Medical
and Surgical patient admissions experienced in March.
The high admissions in March is also reflected in the increased bed occupancy
rate in March of 83.4 percent which was up from February and January of 82.9
percent and 77.8 percent respectively.
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4.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

[Amounts are in $’000 and adverse numbers are in brackets]
Statement of Financial Performance
$000

Mar-18
Actual

Total Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

51,010

54,925

53,763

1,163

460,572

(799)

(1,050)

(1,033)

(16)

(8,027)

481,008 479,468

50,211

53,876

52,729

1,147

452,545

18,033

18,136

18,481

345

154,441

164,516

164,855

339

516

674

156

(518)

4,361

4,554

1,409

(3,145)

18,549

18,810

18,636

(174)

158,803

169,071

166,265

(2,806)

(9,162)

1,540

(9,371)

208

471,846 470,097

1,749

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services

1,984

2,224

1,774

(450)

15,981

18,231

15,692

(2,538)

Clinical Supplies

3,651

3,922

3,392

(530)

32,697

33,390

31,004

(2,386)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Provider Payments
Total Expenditure
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
Enable Contribution
Surplus/(Deficit)

5,094

5,330

5,305

(26)

46,846

48,530

48,570

39

22,501

23,859

23,716

(143)

203,831

211,267

212,657

1,390

51,779

54,145

52,823 (1,322)

458,157

480,489 474,188

(6,301)

(1,568)

(269)

(93)

(176)

(5,612)

(8,642)

(4,091)

(4,552)

(210)

(351)

(253)

99

(844)

(1,417)

(930)

487

(1,358)

82

159

(77)

(4,768)

(7,226)

(3,161)

(4,065)

FTE
Medical

328.0

332.9

354.6

21.8

330.9

335.9

355.9

19.9

Nursing

995.3

1,019.0

961.7

(57.4)

989.9

1,009.5

989.3

(20.2)

Allied Health

381.4

390.6

26.7

Support
Management / Admin

17.7

376.8

380.9

407.6

30.6

28.2

31.3

3.1

30.4

30.8

31.3

0.6

427.1

446.8

438.7

(8.1)

428.6

444.6

440.3

(4.3)

2,162.4

2,217.5

2,194.6

(22.9)

2,156.6

2,201.8

2,224.5

22.7

Favourable to Budget

408.3

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

Statement of Net Revenue and Expenditure of Clusters and Enablers
$000

Mar-18
Actual

Acute & Elective Specialist Services
Women & Children's Health
Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support
Healthy Ageing
Primary, Public & Community Health
Mental Health & Addictions
Enablers
Enable NZ
Surplus (Deficit)
Favourable to Budget

(11,610)
(2,495)
(2,077)
(1,059)
(828)
(2,610)
19,250
160
(1,271)

Actual
(12,417)
(2,499)
(2,486)
(7,734)
(5,206)
(3,812)
33,935
301
82

Mar-19
Budget Variance
(11,535)
(2,393)
(2,499)
(7,928)
(5,190)
(3,446)
32,946
203
159

(882)
(106)
13
194
(16)
(366)
988
99
(77)

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Mar-18
Actual
(106,816)
(22,216)
(20,210)
(8,023)
(6,652)
(23,893)
182,642
394
(4,774)

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance
(110,646)
(21,860)
(22,780)
(69,526)
(50,353)
(31,824)
298,797
967
(7,226)

(103,533) (7,113)
(21,669)
(191)
(22,796)
16
(69,731)
205
(51,330)
977
(30,896)
(927)
296,315
2,482
480
487
(3,161) (4,065)

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

The DHB result for the month of March 2019 was a $0.082m surplus, which was
adverse to the budget by $0.077m.
Across the Clusters and Enablers, Acute & Electives (revenue and expenditure),
Mental Health (expenditure), Healthy Womens and Children (expenditure),
Cancer Treatment and Support (expenditure) and unachieved Improving Value
Programme savings recorded the largest adverse variances compared to budget.
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Those variances were partially offset by a favourable variance in Healthy Aging
(revenue), Cancer Treatment and Support (revenue) and Enabler (revenue).
Net revenue was $1.147m favourable to budget in March primarily from revenue
associated with non-budgeted Capital Charge revenue, other revenue for
reimbursement of costs and community provider contracts. The Capital Charge
revenue is fully offset by a matching Infrastructure adverse variance for Capital
Charge.
Total Expenditure was $1.322m (excluding Enable NZ) adverse to budget due to
variances in Total Personnel, Other Outsourced Services, Clinical Supplies,
Infrastructure costs and Provider payments with favourable offsets from Enable
NZ.


Personnel costs, including Outsourced Personnel, were $0.174m adverse
primarily due to Mental Health $0.298m from adverse locum costs covering
seven vacancies in Ward 21, Tararua team, Acute Care team, PN team, CD
role and Star 1. Additional personnel costs in Enablers from strike costs and
non-achieved savings.



Other Outsourced Services were $0.450m adverse for the month due to
outsourced radiology reading services covering Radiologist vacancies in
Medical Imaging $0.191m in Acute and Electives, $0.058m in Cancer
Treatment and Support due to February BSCC outsourced services wash-up,
as well as increased recovery bed usage for outpatient Radiation Oncology
patients from other DHBs, and $0.072m in Healthy Child and Women due to
unbudgeted CREST costs, overspend in Women’s Health laboratory and MRI
and Starship clinics.



Clinical supplies were $0.530m adverse primarily in Acute & Electives with
$0.314m due to service contracts in Medical Imaging, patient volumes,
Instruments and Equipment repairs costs. Cancer Treatment and Support
was $0.187m adverse due to PCT costs with a corresponding revenue offset.



Provider Payments at $0.143 adverse variance to budget reflects unachieved
IVP savings.



Enable NZ provided a favourable contribution of $0.099m due to realignment
of revenue and expenditure in the transformed disability support system.
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Personnel
The Personnel costs of MDHB are shown in the following table:
$000

Mar-18

Mar-18

Actual

Mar-19
Budget

4,310

3,618

4,075

457

33,801

35,207

35,987

780

211

435

70

(366)

2,068

2,278

631

(1,647)

4,521

4,053

4,144

91

35,869

37,485

36,618

(867)

1,887

2,077

2,049

(28)

17,015

17,680

17,878

198

180

24

9

(14)

827

638

84

(554)

2,067

2,101

2,058

(42)

17,842

18,319

17,963

(356)

6,790

7,435

6,968

(468)

61,442

65,430

63,756

(1,674)

66

90

31

(59)

678

910

279

(631)

6,856

7,525

6,998

(527)

62,121

66,340

64,035

(2,305)

5,046

5,006

5,390

384

42,184

46,199

47,234

1,035

58

125

46

(79)

788

728

415

(313)

5,105

5,131

5,436

304

42,972

46,927

47,649

722

18,549

18,810

18,636

(174)

158,803

169,071

166,265

(2,806)

Actual

Variance

Actual

Actual

Year to date
Budget Variance

12 month
Trend

SMO
Personnel
Outsourced Services
Total SMO
RMO
Personnel
Outsourced Services
Total RMO
Nursing
Personnel
Outsourced Services
Total Nursing
Other
Personnel
Outsourced Services
Total Other
Total Personnel
Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

Total Personnel costs are adverse to the budget mainly due to Nursing costs in
Acute and Elective, and Mental Health primarily from CCDM placements (partially
offset by additional revenue) and specialing with bureau supplied or outsourced
Nursing.
Statement of Financial Position
`
$000

Jun-18
Actual

Actual

Mar-19
Budget

Variance

TOTAL ASSETS
Non Current Assets
Current Assets
Total Assets

213,881
70,501

212,793
66,247

224,171
51,506

(11,378)
14,741

284,382

279,040

275,677

3,363

201,480
5,950
76,952

194,256
5,882
78,902

198,320
5,804
71,552

4,064
(78)
(7,350)

284,382

279,040

275,676

(3,364)

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Non Current Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Total Equity and Liabilities

The main variances in the Balance Sheet for March 2019 compared to budget are
an underspend in capital items and a higher than budgeted level of creditors
creating a negative variance in Non-Current Assets and Current Liabilities and
generating additional Cash on Hand in Current Assets.
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Statement of Cash Flows

$000
Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities
Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Net increase / (decrease) in cash
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Closing cash and cash equivalents

Jun-18
Actual

Actual

Mar-19
Budget

Variance

13,428
(16,956)
(894)
(4,422)
29,922
25,500

12,831
(9,548)
(185)
3,098
25,500
28,598

5,831
(9,053)
(185)
(3,407)
23,501
20,095

6,999
(496)
6,505
1,999
8,504

Overall Cash Flows reflected a favourable variance to budget of $8.504m at 31
March. Operating cash flows are favourable due to higher than expected revenue
received and lower than budgeted expenditure. Investing cash flows are adverse
due to lower acquisition of assets than anticipated in the budget and lower than
expected cash drawn from investments for operating expenditure. Investing cash
flows are also impacted by liquidity decisions, with a different mix of term
deposits and cash on hand than planned.
Statement of Capital Expenditure
$000

Mar-18
Actual

Capital Expenditure
Land
Buildings
Plant, Equipment & Vehicles
Information Systems

Total

Actual

Mar-19
Budget
Variance

YTD
Mar-18
Actual

Actual

Year to Date
Budget Variance

1,337
278
696

1,026
158
569

1,250
750
750

(224)
(592)
(181)

7,950
3,157
1,626

5,507 11,250
3,225 5,484
4,581 6,750

(5,743)
(2,259)
(2,169)

2,311

1,753

2,750

(997)

12,733

13,313 23,484

(10,171)

Capital Expenditure continues to be restrained across all asset classes both for
the month and the year to date.
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5.

PRIMARY, PUBLIC & COMMUNITY HEALTH

Financial - Primary, Public & Community Health
Primary, Public & Community
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Mar-18
Actual

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

817

689

665

24

6,946

6,350

5,954

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

396
0

817

689

665

24

6,946

6,350

5,954

396

1,180

1,089

1,092

4

9,780

9,574

9,799

225

0

0

0

0

11

5

3

(3)

1,180

1,089

1,093

4

9,790

9,580

9,802

222

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services

21

109

95

(14)

182

933

786

(147)

Clinical Supplies

163

190

154

(36)

1,409

1,428

1,398

(30)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical

182

140

150

11

1,354

1,324

1,366

42

1,546

1,527

1,492

(35)

12,735

13,265

13,352

87

Total Expenditure
Provider Payments
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

0

4,290

4,290

0

0

42,769

43,280

511

99

78

72

(6)

862

670

652

(18)

(828)

(5,206)

(5,190)

(16)

(6,652)

(50,353) (51,330)

977

FTE
Medical

4.0

5.1

3.9

(1.2)

4.0

3.8

3.9

0.1

Nursing

78.9

71.8

73.0

1.2

80.8

71.8

74.6

2.8

Allied Health

70.2

67.6

71.4

3.8

69.3

66.7

70.4

3.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.1

18.2

14.5

(3.7)

16.7

17.3

14.6

(2.8)

171.2

162.7

162.7

0.0

170.8

159.6

163.4

3.8

Support
Management / Admin

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Primary, Public, and Community Health result for the month was net
expenditure of $5.206m, which was adverse to budget by $0.016m.
Revenue
Net Revenue was $0.024m favorable to the budget primarily due to the District
Nursing ACC August-March accrual being higher than expected. The accrual is
revised monthly with invoicing issued in each month taken into its calculation
and progressively becoming more calculated on current months than earlier
months. The March accrual is conservative and is based on the provisional
reporting data prepared for invoicing by the ACC Team.
Expenditure
Other Outsourced Services was $0.014m adverse due to high laboratory use in
specialist Sexual Health services. A new process of on-charging laboratory costs
was initiated this year after the budget was finalised. The laboratory cost to the
DBH is a set contracted amount so any overspend in this cluster is offset with an
under-spend in other clusters.
Clinical Supplies was $0.036m adverse to budget driven by high demand for
dressings and patient consumables in District Nursing and the final wash up for
2017/18 Pharmac rebate which offset against costs in line with consistent
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accounting treatment across DHB’s to reflect the rebate as a reduction of the net
cost incurred and not as revenue. The expenditure is budgeted for in this cluster.
Infrastructure and Non-Clinical Supplies was $0.011m favourable to budget due
to Dental Health plant and equipment maintenance and Dental Mobile units set
up costs being less than anticipated.
6.

MENTAL HEALTH & ADDICTIONS SERVICES

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance, measured by referrals and bed days.

Note: March’s bed day figures were not available at the time of this report.
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Financial - Mental Health & Addictions Services
Mental Health
$000

Mar-18
Actual

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

63

27

32

(4)

405

638

274

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

364
0

63

27

32

(4)

0

638

274

364

2,084

2,138

2,134

(4)

18,606

18,719

19,063

344

99

325

30

(295)

1,286

1,596

272

(1,324)

2,183

2,462

2,164

(298)

19,893

20,314

19,334

(980)

153

162

117

(45)

1,289

1,246

1,066

(180)

20

20

15

(4)

141

151

140

(11)

138

154

139

(14)

1,417

1,440

1,263

(178)

2,494

2,798

2,436

(362)

22,740

23,152

21,803

(1,348)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Provider Payments

0

1,037

1,037

(0)

0

9,275

9,332

57

179

4

4

0

1,558

35

35

0

(2,610)

(3,812)

(3,446)

(366)

(23,893)

(31,824) (30,896)

(927)

Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

FTE
Medical

24.6

20.8

24.2

3.4

24.1

21.9

24.3

2.4

Nursing

161.7

175.5

152.9

(22.6)

158.5

165.1

156.0

(9.1)

55.0

51.9

64.0

12.1

57.8

49.4

64.0

14.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

38.8

36.9

34.3

(2.6)

39.5

36.4

35.0

(1.4)

280.2

285.0

275.4

(9.7)

279.9

272.8

279.4

6.5

Allied Health
Support
Management / Admin

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

Mental Health & Addictions result for the month was net expenditure of $3.812m
which was adverse to the budget by $0.366m.
Revenue
No significant variance.
Expenditure
Total Personnel was $0.298m adverse to the budget. SMO medical costs were
$0.141m favourable and locum costs $0.273m adverse covering seven vacancies
in Ward 21, Tararua team, Acute Care team, PN team, CD role and Star 1.
Recruitment is under way and Dr Rapuri is due to start in ACT on 1 May 2019 as
a permanent staff member. We are working with an agency to support profiling
MDHB at the international psychiatrist’s conference in the UK in July 2019 and
looking at other avenues to increase our reach.
RMO medical costs were $0.035m adverse with the recruitment of two additional
HO to cover the roster safely and to provide night shifts to replace the call back
overtime system offsetting the savings due to reduced overtime.
Nursing was $0.191m adverse and Nursing Bureau costs were $0.021m adverse
to budget. There was high demand in Ward 21, Star 1 and the Acute Care team
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with funding received for the two additional staff employed in the Acute Care
Team as part of the MECA Hot Spot review.
Allied Health was $0.092k favourable due to challenges recruiting. Some
vacancies are being reviewed for utilisation across the continuum of services.
Outsourced Services were $0.045m adverse to budget mainly due to the demand
for an unbudgeted 3rd bed in a high security unit at Capital and Coast DHB.
Infrastructure and Non Clinical Supplies were $0.014m adverse to budget
supplies cost in the Horowhenua Community and Alcohol and Drug teams, as
well as one-off repairs to broken windows in Ward 21.
7.

CANCER SCREENING, TREATMENT & SUPPORT

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance, measured by revenue and purchase unit.
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Financial - Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support
Cancer Screening Treatment & Support
$000

Revenue

Mar-18
Actual

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

1,697

1,646

1,390

256

12,230

13,393

11,855

1,538

(405)

(697)

(509)

(188)

(3,904)

(5,830)

(4,618)

(1,212)

1,292

949

880

68

8,326

7,563

7,237

326

1,705

1,664

1,669

5

13,973

14,695

14,750

55

12

6

3

(3)

64

51

30

(20)

1,717

1,670

1,673

3

14,037

14,746

14,780

34

Other Outsourced Services

606

596

538

(58)

4,928

5,148

4,698

(449)

Clinical Supplies

567

481

481

0

5,375

4,447

4,365

(82)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical

111

110

109

(1)

1,033

993

989

(4)

3,002

2,858

2,801

(56)

25,373

25,334

24,833

(501)

Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue
Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel

Total Expenditure
Provider Payments

0

416

417

1

0

3,563

3,756

194

367

160

160

0

3,162

1,446

1,444

(2)

(2,077)

(2,486)

(2,499)

13

(20,210)

(22,780) (22,796)

16

Medical

33.7

37.8

36.7

(1.1)

35.1

37.6

36.9

Nursing

51.4

50.9

51.3

0.4

51.9

51.5

52.1

0.6

Allied Health

63.3

60.6

60.5

(0.1)

60.2

60.5

60.5

(0.0)

Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

FTE

Support
Management / Admin

(0.6)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

30.9

29.2

30.6

1.3

29.9

29.2

30.6

1.4

179.2

178.6

179.1

0.5

177.2

178.8

180.1

1.4

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The result for the month was net expenditure of $2.486m, which is a favourable
variance to budget of $0.013m. The cluster is $0.016m favourable to budget
year-to-date.
Both new linacs are still expected to be operational by 31 December 2019 and
reduce the frequency of costs from unscheduled outages.
Revenue
Net Revenue was $0.068m favourable with RCTS IDF revenue exceeding budget
by this amount. IDF revenue is demand driven, however a forecast based upon
activity for the last financial year indicates a recovery to budget by year end.
There has also been steady improvement from September 2018 and this is
shown in the Cancer IDF Revenue Chart above. Year-to-date BSCC revenue is
$0.035m favourable and RCTS IDF revenue is favourable $0.020m to budget.
Expenditure
Outsourced Services were $0.058m adverse due to February BSCC outsourced
services wash-up and increased recovery bed usage for outpatient Radiation
Oncology patients from other DHBs who need additional care. This means the
patients don’t need to be admitted to the cancer ward and is offset with IDF
revenue.
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8.

ACUTE & ELECTIVE SPECIALIST SERVICES

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance.
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Financial - Acute & Elective Specialist Services
$000

Mar-18
Actual

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

1,382

1,346

1,665

(319)

7,436

11,615

14,355 (2,740)

(303)

(260)

(350)

89

(3,221)

(2,423)

(3,171)

749

1,079

1,085

1,315

(230)

4,215

9,193

11,184

(1,991)

8,036

8,230

8,346

117

70,533

75,076

73,978

(1,098)

344

228

78

(150)

2,086

1,956

707

(1,249)

8,380

8,458

8,424

(33)

72,620

77,032

74,685

(2,347)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Provider Payments
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

973

933

736

(196)

7,538

7,691

6,605

(1,085)

2,547

2,961

2,558

(403)

23,605

25,086

23,215

(1,871)

374

410

385

(25)

3,634

3,495

3,494

(1)

12,275

12,762

12,104

(658)

107,396

113,304

108,000 (5,304)

0

22

22

0

0

34

196

163

414

719

725

5

3,635

6,502

6,521

19

(12,417) (11,535)

(882)

(106,816)

(11,610)

(110,646) (103,533) (7,113)

FTE
Medical

197.1

202.5

218.1

15.6

201.8

205.3

218.3

13.0

Nursing

500.0

508.5

476.6

(31.9)

496.7

510.2

490.3

(19.9)

Allied Health

100.2

112.1

107.6

(4.6)

100.5

108.6

107.9

(0.8)

Management / Admin

102.6

108.5

97.1

(11.3)

101.6

108.6

97.6

(11.0)

931.6

899.3

(32.3)

900.6

932.8

914.1

(18.7)

899.8
Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Acute & Elective Specialist Services result was adverse to budget by
$0.882m in March.
Revenue
Net Revenue was adverse to budget by $0.230m. The Elective Revenue shortfall
for March was $0.719m (YTD $3.731m) and IDF inflows were $0.492m over
target (YTD $1.721m), giving a net result of $0.227m under delivery in surgical
volumes.
A significant number of local elective volumes were displaced by high acuity IDF
inflow work as reflected in the results above.
Due to the strike impact in February there was some catch up work required in
March to perform these IDF inflow surgeries that were mainly related to cancer
treatment.
There were also other factors that resulted in cancelled elective surgery, 6
patients cancelled due to lack of bed availability, 5 displaced due to acute
emergency surgery required and 3 cancelled due to SMO sickness. These factors
contribute approximately $0.071m of the surgical under delivery.
Expenditure
Total Personnel was adverse to budget by $0.033m. Medical personnel was
$0.256m favourable to budget due to vacancies in General Medicine and
Radiology with minimal locum cover. Radiologist vacancies however were offset
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by the Everlight contract for outsourcing radiology which was $0.190m for
March. Everlight usage was driven by the ongoing demand for urgent requests
for which we pay a higher rate, the number of urgent requests for March was
374. As at March YTD Everlight costs are $0.009m over and above Medical
savings.
Nursing was $0.126m adverse to budget, $0.085m of this was related CCDM
placements (partially offset by additional revenue) and $0.022m related to
outsourced Nursing. The introduction of Mahi Tahi (Partnering in Care) is seeing
a reduction in the use of Duty Calls, our outsourced nursing contractor. There
was also $0.073m of approved unbudgeted positions in the cluster with job sizing
across medical sub specialties, additional ACC staff and the Nurse Practitioner in
ED. The savings plan for vacancy management and Hospital Aid redeployment
was also adverse by $0.084m and $0.041m respectively.
Outsourced Services were $0.196m adverse to budget due to Everlight as above,
MRIs were also over spent by $0.031m and there were laboratory savings of
$0.034m.
Clinical supplies were adverse to budget by $0.403m. Although the elective
volumes were down on March’s planned delivery, acute CWDs were much closer
to planned in March at 91 percent which was significantly higher than February.
This flowed into our ward occupancy which was very high for the month running
at 108 percent, the second highest level in the last 12 months. This along with
some cost related areas below drove additional clinical supply cost.








Patient consumables & staples were $0.060m adverse to budget which was
volume driven.
$0.067m related to service contracts, $0.055m in cardiology that related to
Q1 of 2018/19 and $0.012m for Vacuum Pumps
Disposable instruments were $0.031m adverse which was volume driven and
$0.018m for a scope repair
$0.023m for renal supplies relating to peritoneal dialysis treatment
$0.060m for infliximab use in Gastroenterology
Implant costs were $0.026m adverse as although Electives were down
Orthopaedic volumes were still high
$0.056m related to flight transfers the new contract for helicopter transfers
also took effect this month with $0.010m additional flight costs relating to
this.
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9.

HEALTHY WOMEN, CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance.
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Financials – Healthy Women, Children & Youth
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Mar-18
Actual

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

225

465

454

11

1,309

3,819

3,929

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

225

465

454

11

1,309

3,819

3,929

(109)

1,792

1,845

1,847

2

15,256

16,304

16,642

338

7

24

2

(22)

72

274

21

(252)

1,799

1,869

1,849

(19)

15,328

16,578

16,664

86

(109)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services

61

195

123

(72)

531

1,346

1,038

(308)

Clinical Supplies

206

252

229

(22)

2,067

2,102

2,079

(23)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical

102

102

99

(3)

870

873

898

25

2,167

2,417

2,300

(116)

18,796

20,898

20,678

(220)

Total Expenditure
Provider Payments
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

0

540

539

(1)

0

4,716

4,854

138

553

7

7

0

4,729

65

65

0

(2,495)

(2,499)

(2,393)

(106)

(22,216)

(21,860) (21,669)

(191)

FTE
Medical

45.7

42.6

45.5

2.9

43.3

43.0

45.6

Nursing

119.4

128.9

123.8

(5.2)

120.7

125.2

128.5

3.3

11.0

12.0

16.5

4.5

11.4

14.0

16.5

2.5

Allied Health
Support
Management / Admin

2.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.2

17.9

15.8

(2.0)

16.2

17.8

16.1

(1.7)

191.3

201.4

201.6

0.2

191.7

200.0

206.7

6.7

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Healthy Women, Children & Youth result for the month was net expenditure
of $2.499m, which was an adverse variance to budget of $0.106m.
Revenue
Total Revenue was $0.011m favourable to budget due to the elective revenue
being $0.032m favourable. This was offset by Women’s colposcopy revenue,
Non-Residents and Health workforce NZ revenue all being unfavourable to
budget.
The number of theatre sessions available to the team for emergency and elective
(based and Initiative) Caesarean procedures is impacting on the ability to
undertake increased volumes of Gynecology elective surgery. The service had
additional out-placed Gynecology lists at CREST from November to March which
has enabled elective targets to be achieved. Year-to-date elective revenue is now
$0.011m favourable to budget. The service has absorbed year to date $0.115m
of unbudgeted CREST session fees and consumable costs.
Expenditure
Total Personnel expenditure was $0.019m adverse to the budget. Total medical
personnel costs, including locums, were $0.033m adverse to budget primarily
due to the Women’s RMO Medical Review savings of $0.042m not being
achieved. The Women’s RMO Medical review was agreed in May 2018, however
this has not been achievable due to the strict MECA, training hospital
requirements and timeline for re-development of the cluster structure to achieve
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financial savings. This budgeted saving will not be achievable for the rest of this
financial year but will be a focus in the 2019/20 financial year.
Allied Health was $0.030m favourable due to vacancies in the Child Development
team with recruitment underway.
Outsourced Services were $0.072m adverse to budget due to $0.020m
unbudgeted CREST costs, $0.036m overspend in Women’s Health laboratory
costs and $0.010m from MRI and Starship clinics. A new process of on-charging
laboratory was initiated this year after the formation of the 2018/19 financial
budget and has now been incorporated into the 2019/20 financial budget. The
laboratory costs are a set contracted amount so any overspend in Women’s
Health is offset with underspends in other clusters.
Clinical Supplies were $0.022m adverse to budget mainly due to high demand for
patient consumables in Child Health and blood products in the delivery suite.
10.

HEALTHY AGEING & REHABILITATION

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance.
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Financial - Healthy Ageing & Rehabilitation
Healthy Ageing Result
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Mar-18
Actual

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

590

755

574

182

5,311

5,063

5,097

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(34)
0

590

755

574

182

5,311

5,063

5,097

(34)

1,269

1,187

1,246

58

9,994

10,619

11,036

417

4

14

5

(8)

133

109

49

(60)

1,274

1,201

1,251

50

10,127

10,729

11,085

357

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Provider Payments

62

98

53

(45)

529

575

477

(97)

120

97

98

1

909

997

891

(106)

71

72

78

6

704

703

704

1

1,526

1,468

1,480

12

12,269

13,003

13,157

155

0

6,945

6,945

0

0

60,906

60,989

83

123

76

76

0

1,065

681

681

1

(1,059)

(7,734)

(7,928)

194

(8,023)

(69,526) (69,731)
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Medical

13.9

14.0

13.9

(0.1)

13.5

13.6

14.1

0.5

Nursing

63.4

62.6

60.7

(1.8)

61.8

63.1

64.2

1.1

Allied Health

77.7

81.6

81.3

(0.3)

73.3

76.9

81.3

4.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.6

13.1

9.4

(3.6)

13.4

13.4

9.5

(3.8)

167.6

171.2

165.4

(5.8)

162.1

166.9

169.1

2.2

Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

FTE

Support
Management / Admin

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Healthy Ageing & Rehabilitation result for the month was net expenditure of
$7.734m, which was a favourable variance to budget of $0.194m.
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Revenue
Net Revenue was $0.182m favourable to budget due to additional ACC billing on
prior months. The actual volumes were higher than what was expected so the
net effect was a positive variance to the bottom line. Further work is underway
on refining systems for capturing ACC revenue.
Expenditure
Total Personnel costs were favourable to budget by $0.050m. Of this $0.030m
was attributable to vacancies in Allied Health.
Outsourced Services were $0.045m adverse to budget:
 $0.012m was due to an acute brain injury patient being cared for in a
specialist facility in Wellington. This patient was transferred in December and
returned to MidCentral mid-March.
 $0.034m is due to Health Recovery Beds being incorrectly charged to Healthy
Ageing and Rehabilitation, these will be recharged to the correct cluster next
month.
DHBs acknowledged that the impact from the DHB Nurses MECA upon
community providers and DHBs nationally have agreed to make a lump-sum
payment to each aged residential care provider equivalent to a 0.43 percent
uplift in service level prices for full year 2018/19. The cost to us for this tranche
(March 20th) was $0.154m. A further payment in December 2019 will be for
around the same. The payment in March was offset by accruals taken in
expectation of the payment therefore provider payments were on budget for the
month.
11.

ENABLERS & PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Clinical coded volumes are generally keeping pace with discharges on a monthly
basis.
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Financials - Enablers & Professional Services
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Mar-18
Actual

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

46,236

49,998

48,984

1,014

426,936

(91)

(92)

(174)

82

(902)

440,130 438,004
(910)

(1,582)

2,126
672

46,144

49,906

48,809

1,097

426,034

439,220

436,422

2,798

1,967

1,984

2,146

162

16,299

19,529

19,588

58

49

77

36

(41)

708

563

327

(236)

2,016

2,061

2,182

121

17,008

20,093

19,915

(178)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure

108

131

110

(20)

984

1,292

1,020

(271)

(73)

(79)

(144)

(66)

(809)

(821)

(1,084)

(263)

4,128

4,343

4,344

1

37,840

39,703

39,856

153

6,179

6,456

6,492

36

55,022

60,267

59,707

(560)

Provider Payments

22,501

10,609

10,465

(144)

203,831

90,005

90,249

244

Corporate Services

(1,785)

(1,094)

(1,094)

0

(15,461)

(9,849)

(9,849)

0

19,250

33,935

32,946

988

182,642

298,797 296,315

2,482

Medical

9.0

10.2

12.4

2.3

9.1

10.8

12.7

Nursing

20.5

20.8

23.5

2.6

19.4

22.5

23.6

1.1

4.1

4.7

7.1

2.3

4.2

4.7

7.1

2.3

Net Revenue

FTE

Allied Health
Support
Management / Admin

1.9

30.6

28.2

31.3

3.1

30.4

30.8

31.3

0.6

208.9

223.1

237.0

13.8

211.1

222.0

236.9

14.9

273.1

287.0

311.2

24.1

274.2

290.9

311.6

20.8

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

Revenue
Net revenue was favourable to budget by $1.097m due to funding received from
Ministry for non-budgeted revenue with offsets in associated Provider
expenditure.
Expenditure
Other Outsourced Services were adverse to budget by $0.020m due to nonbudgeted CTAS expenditure $0.041m.
Clinical Supplies were adverse to budget by $0.066m through non-achievement
of IVP savings target with partial savings in other budgeted expenditure lines.
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Financials - Enable New Zealand
$000

Mar-18
Actual

Revenue

Actual

Mar-19
Budget Variance

Mar-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

2,743

3,253

2,637

616

26,242

27,720

22,714

5,006

608

753

648

(105)

5,432

6,101

5,923

(178)

21

30

14

(16)

210

228

133

(95)

629

783

663

(121)

5,643

6,329

6,056

(273)

(3)

11

11

(0)

61

75

95

19

4

6

5

(1)

40

22

48

25

1,903

2,102

1,706

(396)

19,655

19,876

15,586

(4,291)

2,533

2,902

2,384

(518)

25,398

26,303

21,784

(4,519)

50

50

50

0

450

450

450

0

160

301

203

99

394

967

480

487

Medical

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Nursing

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Allied Health

30.3

24.5

31.1

6.6

30.9

26.7

31.1

4.4

Support

14.3

14.4

16.0

1.6

14.4

14.5

16.0

1.5

Management / Admin

65.9

82.3

68.3

(14.0)

66.8

76.1

68.3

(7.8)

110.6

121.2

115.4

(5.8)

112.1

117.2

115.4

(1.8)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

FTE

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

Enable New Zealand made a surplus of $0.301m in March which is $0.099m
favourable to budget.
The March result is largely due to increased income from trading activities and
procurement rebates. There was some concern that the Ministry of Health was
intending to cap Disability Support Services spending for the remainder of this
financial year, impacting those trading earnings. Trading activities include direct
sales through the truncated supply chain model, equipment hire, equipment
refurbishment and some specialist freight deliveries for complex equipment.
While YTD revenue has increased by $5.0m from budget, most of this is offset by
additional costs for ACC Housing modification construction costs and the new
Mana Whaikaha service that received an additional $1.0m in funding for one off
costs. Trading activities and minor cost savings across the organisation have
contributed to the YTD surplus.
12.

CONTRACTS > $250,000

There have been no community provider contracts over $0.250m signed in March
outside of the Funder Annual Commitments Schedule or National Service
Contracts.
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13.

BUDGET DELIVERY RISKS

The 2018/19 budget contains $12.312m in savings required to be managed from
improvement outside of the ordinary operational risks to achieve the budgeted
$4.950m deficit.
The YTD financial statements show indications of risk being realised in revenue
achievement particularly in elective services which have a mitigation plan in
place that will support the volume of services delivered to patients but with only
marginal benefit to the operating result. The March result also reflects an
ongoing under performance in the savings required in the month from Increasing
Value Programme initiatives of $0.337m.
14.

IMPROVING VALUE PROGRAMME

The hospital has experienced high levels of occupancy over Q2 and Q3 as a
result of higher than forecast volumes of patients, which has been exacerbated
by multiple strikes by RMOs. This in turn has impacted the performance of the
Improving Value Programme.
Progress within the Programme continues to show gains in service productivity
savings with both Pharmacy and Timely Care Programmes. Pharmacy has
improved a further $22k whilst Timely Care has decreased by $492k to land at
$24k in bed day savings. The combined YTD savings across the two programmes
is $83k.
System flow:
The overall increase in acute hospital medical admissions has impacted on the
short term bed plan for summer. This has impacted on our ability to deliver cash
releasing savings in the timely care programme as predicted.
A longer term bed model for the hospital has been scoped indicating efficiencies
and better outcomes are possible if a number of new models of care are
implemented. To this end there is a review of the general medical specialty and
investigations into a combined assessment and planning unit for both medical
and surgical patients.
Pharmacy:
The Hospital to Community Pharmacist has completed its first year and continues
to show strong results in cost avoidance savings and better patient health
outcomes. The fourth quarter of the project outlined the prevention of 14
moderate to major harm events, a reduction of 44 bed days and estimated cost
avoidance savings of $64,180. For the total year, they have outlined the
prevention of 75 moderate to major harm events, a reduction of 140 bed days
and estimated cost avoidance savings of $291,351. This continues to indicate
the significant clinical and financial benefits of having dedicated pharmacists
supporting patient care and flow.
The Primary Care Support Pharmacy team have realigned their reporting to
replicate most aspects of the Hospital to Community Pharmacist. The new team
members were appointed in early December 2018 and the team has been widely
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accepted by the general practice teams as an exciting opportunity to achieve
better health outcomes not only in their individual practices, but also across the
population of MidCentral. For the period 1 January 2019 through to 31 March
2019, the team outlined the prevention of 145 moderate to major harm events
(including one critical harm), 162 minor harm events, and estimated cost
avoidance savings of $375,666. The team are working through a reduction in FTE
and new reporting systems to align with the strategic direction set by the Central
PHO and MidCentral DHB.
Workforce Alignment:
Clinical Nurses Specialist:
The CNS project is now at the final stage with the position description complete
and circulated.
Work has commenced with each Cluster to define their senior nursing workforce
and the CNS role is a component part of this workforce. This needs to be right to
ensure developing pathways of clinical care.
As a result of delays, the savings in this project are unlikely to be realised this
financial year. The previous total of $885k savings will now not be achieved. It is
however forecast that the savings will be realised within 2019/2020.
Associate Charge Nurse:
The final version of the position description was signed off and rolled out during
Q3. The rostering review and alignment to CCDM calculations has concluded and
a new roster has been implemented. Savings from these changes begin to be
realised within Q3. It is forecast that $34k cash releasing savings will be realised
within 2018/2019. This is against an original budgeted saving of $56k.
Annual Leave Management:
In Q1 11 percent of our staff had leave balances over 2 years’ entitlement of
annual holidays. At the end of Q2 this figure has dropped to 10.4 percent. Q3
has seen this reduce further to 9.7 percent, against our target of 9 percent. The
overall annual leave accrual has reduced from $409k to $288k. February and
March have both had very positive accrual results. If this run-rate continues the
forecast accrual reduction will be met.
Community Contracting:
For 2018/19, a range of service contracts were identified for potential reduction
or termination. The Cluster teams supported by Strategy, Planning and
Performance have been progressively working through these contracts and a
number have already taken effect. Savings build over time reflecting the notice
period given to providers. Savings to the end of Q2 were $193,041, with
anticipated savings by the end of the year expected to be $505,123.
Outpatients:
As our population changes, the demand for services is also changing in volume,
complexity and approach. Consult rates for outpatient services has increased
5.36 percent over the last two years. The Outpatients Program has been
established to better manage current demand and deliver improved quality and
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consistency of patients’ access and journey through flexible and future focused
outpatient services. This will be achieved by:


Improving the administration and delivery of current services in the short
term.
Developing new system wide, integrated Models of Care, which are personcentred built on the implementation of e-referrals, Health Pathways and
improved scheduling and new approaches to care over the longer-term.



The improvement efforts are focused on ensuring Right Care, Right Place and
Right Time. To achieve this the program is to be split into four key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reducing Paper and Waste
Production Planning
Clinical Governance
New Models of Care

There have been no cash releasing savings identified within this programme to
date. The measure of success will be increased productivity, greater
performance, enhanced patient experience and improved clinician satisfaction.
15.

FORECAST

Due to the realisation of a number of the budget delivery risks and the high
possibility of future negative impacts the forecast financial year end has been
adversely impacted. The current forecast outturn is for a deficit of $12.320m
(but every effort is being made to improve on that).
16.

CASH, INVESTMENTS AND DEBT

16.1 Cash and Investments
Cash and investments at month end were:
Mar-19

NZHP Sweep Balance
Cash in Hand and at Bank
Trust Accounts
Enable New Zealand
Cash Balances
Short Term Investments
147 days to Jun 19
147 days to Jun 19
Total Cash and Equivalents Balance

Rate

Value
$000

2.03%

25,107
4
3,090
397
28,598

3.13%
3.13%

5,750
8,250
42,598

The Trust & Special Funds are held in a separate BNZ account, with some funds
held also held on term deposit with BNZ. These fall outside of the Shared
Banking Arrangement at BNZ which NZ Health Partnerships Limited sweeps daily.
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Surplus liquidity from the Enable operating account is channelled through the
DHB accounts to obtain those benefits.
Cash Reconciliation tables below show how cash has moved during the month
and for the year to date:
Cash Reconciliation

Mar-19
$000

Cash Reconciliation

Cash at February 2019

23,928

Cash at June 2018

Surplus / (Deficit) for mth
Depreciation / Amortisation
Impairment
Sale of fixed assets
Working capital movement
Share of associate net surplus/deficit
Capital expenditure
Term investment
Loan repayment
Trusts movement
Equity repayment
Dividend received from ALSL
Cash Balance at month end

82
1,640
2
4,633
(1,753)
(9)
75
28,598

Surplus / (Deficit) to date
Depreciation / Amortisation
Impairment
Sale of fixed assets
Working capital movement
Share of associate net surplus/deficit
Capital expenditure
Term investment
Loan repayment
Trusts movement
Equity repayment
Dividend received from ALSL
Cash Balance at month end

Year to date
$000
25,500
(7,226)
14,256
77
6,704
(95)
(13,313)
2,500
(185)
219
161
28,598

The DHB’s cash balance, excluding investment and Trust Accounts, is shown in
the chart above. Net liquidity available continues to be more than sufficient in
the near term with steady levels. However, continuing operating deficits and
planned capital investments will reduce the overall liquidity. Current projections
continue to indicate the DHB may require additional funding support beyond a
three year time horizon to allow delivery of the intended capital programme.
The Ministry advice of indicative funding allocation of $30m for the Mental Health
Unit replacement substantially alleviates that risk. The DHB sector as a whole is
experiencing liquidity pressure due to the continuation of operating deficits. At
this time these pressures do not impact MDHB but the resolution is necessary to
enable the collective treasury management / optimisation to remain viable.
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16.2 Treasury Policy and Ratios
Performance and compliance with Treasury Policy parameters was as set out
below:
Actual

Policy /
target

Term deposits

14.0m

$14.0m

Short term borrowings

None

None

Fixed

Fixed

Capital expenditure hedged

None

Conditional

Operational expenditure hedged over $50k pm

None

Conditional

None

< $10.0m

Mar-19
Policy compliance requirements
Liquidity risks

Interest rate risk
Rate
Foreign exchange risk

Counterparty credit risk exposure

16.3 Debt
Lender
EECA

Maturity

$'000

Rate

Type

262

0.00%

Fixed

% of Loans maturing per year

The debt is with the Energy and Efficiency Conservation Authority (EECA) which
has a Crown Efficiency Loan Scheme for the purposes of assisting government
funded organisations to take measures to reduce their energy expenditure. The
loans are used for the purchase and installation of equipment in this regard. The
loans are interest free.
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17. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Report is based on capital expenditure until approved by MidCentral District Health Board.
5.3 Capital Expenditure Report to 31 March 2019
2019
Approved

Strategic Projects
PH Hospital Reconfiguration
Emergency Department
Mental Health Redevelopment (Ward 21)
Substations Replacement
Cath Lab & CSB ReconfigurationRHIP Internal Post Implementation & Remediation
RHIP External
Procedure Room & Additional Theatre
Transition of Care Phase 1
Hospital Operations Centre
MRI Building Work & Other
MRI (Clinical Finance Lease)
Other Board Approvals
National Oracle Solution (NOS)
Radiotherapy Planning Workstation System
ICU & Ward 28 Monitoring Equipment
CAOH Vehicle & Equipment Replacement

500
290
500
3,500
3,700
2,813
2,271
1,400
670
578
1,550
1,400

Prior
Years

YTD

373

290

2,132

3,970
2,129
1,734

627

578
1,550
1,400

573
1,440
578
692

4,720
238
1,180
1,000

Enable

1,650

Balance Management Delegation

3,060

952

8,049

MRI on Finance Lease Future Periods
CAPEX to be Reprioritised and or moved to 2019/20
Total CAPEX Plan

33,730
8,049
41,779
-1,400
-8,049
32,330

Allocation
Buildings
Clinical
IT
Vehicles
Total

16,160
7,716
9,400
454
33,730

2,913
479

YTD

Remainder
18/19

7
2
466

640
37
1,999

500
76
463
4,103

206
165

1,077
1,169

239
1,154

35
247

753
632

Total

0
663
0
6,102
0
2,129
1,734
0
0
1,205
1,550
1,400

692

573
1,440
0
692

1,811
238
1,164
320

4,724
238
1,643
320

1,440

Management Delegation (over $250k)
Commercial Support Projects (Including Seismic)
SSU Tracking System
IT Replacement Assets & Projects
Medical Imaging equipment

Reprioritisation of CAPEX to manage to Budget Allocation
Total
Prior Year Approvals and CAPEX underway June 2018

Spend

23

81
1,436
151

271
2
141

1,967
105
1,375

Year
End
Spend

Total Reconciliation
Year
End CAPEX in
Forecast
Outer
Spend
Years

Total

670
452
918
0

500
716
500
6,102
0
1,316
2,323
0
670
1,205
1,550
0

500
716
500
6,102
0
1,316
2,323
0
670
1,205
1,550

492
4
578
541

573
1,440
578
692

573
1,440
578
692

573
1,440
578
692

5,196
133
1,910
1,000

7,163
238
3,285
1,000

7,163
238
3,285
1,000

7,163
238
3,285
1,000

3,700
393
449
1,400

1,400

500
716
500
6,102
3,700
1,709
2,772
1,400
670
1,205
1,550
1,400

169

169

10

169

1,481

1,650

1,650

1,650

1,321

2,273

178

1,722

2,207

3,929

3,929

3,929

1,753 13,313

-9,130
12,987

-9,130
26,300

-9,130
26,300

9,130
0
16,472 42,772

18,806 26,855

Note that substation costs
are in the process of being
re-estimated and the
consequent adjustments
to other investments
updated.
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In order to accommodate emerging needs for capital expenditure several planned
projects have either been deferred where the impact was low, or re-prioritised
where other more pressing projects have required acceleration. The following
section sets out the projects deferred and the projects introduced or accelerated in
the current capital expenditure plan:
Sources and allocation of funding approvals for the
year are:

Deferred
Amendments to Planned Expenditure
Costs
Enable NZ - Approved Capital per Governance Group
Radiotherapy Planning workstation approved
Adjustment to Management Delegation
MRI (Including Building being funded by extra plus Finance Lease)
Total
Original CAPEX
Amended Total

Increases
Approved
420
-60
-360
2,950
2,950
30,780
33,730

Outstanding CAPEX Approved but not spent as at 30 June 2018
2018
Prior Years
Total

6,893
1,156
8,049

Commentary
The Hospital Operations Centre Project was closed from the beginning of March
2019 and is expected to be within approved budget. There are further opportunities
to enhance the value of the MIYA platform that will be proposed for a subsequent
project.
The following Commercial Support Projects are progressing:





Laundry Main switchboard fire cell work will be finished within first quarter
2019. This is a cost share with Allied Laundry as part of our landlord
responsibilities.
On-going upgrading of fire systems across the site, this programme will flow for
the next three years.
Work on the substation replacement project timeline 18-20 months.
Seismic Work continues, Education Centre Stage 1, 2 completed and Stage 3
planned completion in April 2019. CSB Roof Plant Business Case being
developed. Work is also continuing on Block A panels.

Work is on track regarding Webpas Remediation Phase 3, plan is to complete
shortly, then to be followed by upgrades to WEBPAS 10.14 and planned upgrade to
the Regional Radiology Information System.
MRI project. Building is on track for May 2019 to meet tight timeframe, currently
48 percent complete.
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18.

FINANCIALS BY DIVISION

Mar-19
$000
Funding Division
MidCentral Provider
Enable NZ
Governance
Total DHB

19.

Month
Actual

Budget

Variance

Year to date
Actual

Budget

Variance

Last year

Annual
Budget

917
(1,334)
301
198
82

517
(503)
203
(57)
159

400
(831)
99
255
(77)

9,275
(17,669)
967
202
(7,226)

4,982
(8,346)
480
(276)
(3,161)

4,293
(9,323)
487
478
(4,065)

4,179
(10,488)
394
1,147
(4,768)

5,078
(10,174)
589
(444)
(4,950)

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Committee:






note that this report was endorsed by the Finance, Risk and Audit Committee
23 April 2019 for consideration by the Board
note that the result for March 2019 was a surplus of $0.082m, which was
$0.077m adverse to the budget
note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.226m being $4.065m
adverse to budget
note that the potential year-end financial forecast is for a deficit of $12.320m
which is $7.370m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash is $42.598m at 31 March 2019 which is an
improvement of $4.669m over the prior month.

Steve Tanner
Financial Planning Manager
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Endorsed by

Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
Finance Risk and Audit Committee
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6 May 2019

Subject

Finance Update Report For MidCentral DHB – February
2019

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Board:






note that this report was endorsed by the Finance, Risk and Audit
Committee on 23 April 2019 for consideration by the Board
note that the result for February 2019 was a surplus of $1.210m, which was
$1.172m adverse to the budget
note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.308m being $3.987m
adverse to budget
note that the potential year-end financial forecast is for a deficit of
$12.320m which is $7.370m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash is $37.928m at 28 February 2019

Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned to the DHB’s strategy and key enabler, “Stewardship”.

COPY TO:

Finance & Corporate Services
MidCentral DHB
Heretaunga Street
PO Box 2056
Palmerston North 4440
Phone
+64 (6) 3508911+64
Fax
+64 (6) 355 0616
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Glossary
ACC
BIP
BSCC
CAFS
CAPEX
CCDM
CME
CPAP
CSB
CSTS
CWD
DHB
ED
EECA
ENT
FSA
FTE
GST
HAR
HCA
HO
HWFNZ
IDF
IVP
LOS
MCH
MCP
MDHB
MECA
MoH
MRI
NGO
PCT
PET
PNCC
RCTS
RHIP
RMO
RRIS
SMO
WebPAS
YTD

Accident Compensation Corporation
Business Improvement Programme
Breast Screen Coast to Coast
Child, Adolescent and Family (Mental Health) Services
Capital Expenditure
Care Capacity Demand Management
Continuing Medical Education
Continuous Positive Airway Pressure
Clinical Services Block
Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support
Case Weighted Discharge
District Health Board
Emergency Department
Energy and Efficiency Conservation Authority
Ear, Nose & Throat
First Specialist Appointment
Full Time Equivalent
Goods & Services Tax
Health Ageing & Rehabilitation
Health Care Assistance
House Officer
Health Workforce NZ funding
Inter District Flows
Improving Value Programme
Length of Stay
MidCentral Health
MidCentral Health Provider
MidCentral District Health Board
Multi Employer Collective Agreement
Ministry of Health
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Non-governmental Organisation (usually non-profit)
Pharmaceutical Cancer Treatment
Primary Emission Tomography
Palmerston North City Council
Regional Cancer Treatment Service
Regional Health Informatics Programme
Resident Medical Officer
Regional Radiology Information System
Senior Medical Officer
Patient Administration System
Year to Date
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1.

PURPOSE

This report is provided for information and consideration by the Board. This
report was endorsed by the Finance, Risk and Audit Committee on 23 April for
the Board’s consideration.
2.

SUMMARY

The performance for the DHB is shown in the chart below:

The MidCentral DHB result for the month of February 2019 was a surplus of
$1.210m, which was $1.172m adverse to the budgeted surplus of $2.382m for
the month. This brings the year-to-date result to a deficit of $7.308m, with the
DHB now unfavourable to budget by $3.987m.
The major contributors to the adverse budget variance for February were
personnel costs, other outsourced services, clinical supplies and patient transfer
costs.
For the year to date, significant impacts on overall financial performance have
been the unfunded portion of the nurses MECA settlement in excess of budget
$0.621m; the increase in summer acute case volumes in excess of trend has also
driven an increase in Clinical Supplies expenditure of $0.903m, compounded by
insufficient pricing efficiencies; the net impact of lost margin from non-achieved
Elective Initiative revenue of $3.044m including the effect of RMO strikes; and
Improving Value Programme budgeted savings not achieved of $1.093m.
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In arriving at the budget of $4.95m deficit for the year several key risks were
identified. Realisation of these risks to date is as follows:
Budget Risk Area

Elective Initiative Revenue
Achieving External Revenue Targets
RHIP Cost pressures
Containing Clinical Costs
Achieving Efficiencies & Improving service changes
Demand in Mental Health
Reducing Reliance Outsourced Personnel
Future MECA Settlements less Mitigations
Total

Annual
Realised % Realised Forecast
Budget
Risk YTD
Risk Year
Risk
End
2,380
3,044
128%
(3,844)
700
155
22%
(45)
300
265
88%
(450)
750
2,230
297%
(3,345)
1,330
2,654
200%
(3,154)
400
560
140%
(840)
1,330
2,157
162%
(2,657)
5,500
2,447
44%
(3,670)
12,690
13,511
106%
(18,004)

There has been some lessening of the acute demand pressure over recent weeks
but the significant risks around electives, MECAs, strikes and savings initiatives
are currently ongoing. These are consistent with the year-end forecast of
$12.320m deficit, with downside risk continuing. Meanwhile every effort is being
made to reverse that trend and achieve a better result.
Income and Expenditure for the month of February 2019 and year-to-date:
$000

Revenue
* Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

50,393

54,016

52,981

1,035

409,562

(870)

(957)

(934)

(23)

(7,228)

49,523

53,059

52,047

1,012

402,334

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance
426,083 425,705
(8,113)

378

(8,337)

225

417,970 417,368

602

Expenditure
Personnel

16,899

18,517

17,275

(1,242)

140,253

150,261

147,628

(2,632)

Clinical & Other

5,093

5,600

4,697

(903)

43,042

45,475

41,531

(3,944)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical

4,773

5,082

4,986

(96)

41,752

43,200

43,265

65

21,212

22,761

22,803

42

181,330

187,408

188,941

1,534

47,976

51,960

49,762 (2,198)

406,378

426,344 421,365

(4,978)

1,547

1,099

2,285 (1,186)

(4,044)

(8,373)

(3,997)

(4,376)

212

111

14

634

1,066

677

389

1,759

1,210

2,382 (1,172)

(3,410)

(7,308)

(3,320)

(3,987)

Provider Payments
Total Expenditure
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
Enable NZ Contribution
Surplus/(Deficit)
Favourable to Budget

97

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

Revenue was favourable in February due to the recognition of additional non
budgeted revenue. Favourable variances were across IDF revenue in both Cancer
and Acute & Electives, non-budgeted MoH revenue connected to the additional
nursing costs through the CCDM nursing recruitment plan, Pay Equity and Capital
adjuster revenue and a favourable ACC wash up. This has been partially eroded
by shortfalls in Elective Initiatives in the month.
Total expenditure is $2.198m adverse to budget (excluding Enable NZ) primarily
due to Personnel (including outsourced personnel), Outsourced Services, and
Clinical Supplies. The main adverse variances were recorded in Acute & Electives,
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Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support, Mental Health, Healthy Women and
Children and non-achievement of Improving Value Programme savings.
Total Personnel costs are adverse to budget mainly due to RMO costs in Acute
and Elective, Healthy Aging and Healthy Women and Children, Outsourced
personnel adverse in Acute and Elective and Mental Health.
These adverse variances are driven by nursing specialing, initiatives not securing
required savings in the month, CCDM recruitment, patient volumes and SMO and
RMO relocation costs. Ongoing Allied Health vacancies partly offset those.
The ongoing systemic pressure on personnel costs is primarily from the RMO
schedule 10 impacts and the unfunded MECA increases.
Clinical Supplies adverse variances occurred primarily due to overruns in Acute &
Elective and Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support. The adverse variances are
largely caused by the increased costs of additional discharges, CWDs and FSA
Referrals compared to the same period last year with some offset from lower
Implants and Prostheses due to lower electives. In addition there was increased
use of infliximab, avastins, PCT and compounding costs.
Outsourced services overruns occurred primarily in Acute & Electives, these
adverse variances were largely from the use of an external exam reading service
due to the vacancies in Radiologists.
Infrastructure and Non-Clinical adverse variances occurred primarily in the
Enablers due to non-budgeted Capital Charge expenditure. This was fully offset
by related non budgeted revenue.
Efforts to improve revenue and contain costs are being focused on theatre
throughput and Crest utilisation for elective revenue, together with containing
personnel costs and clinical supplies expenditure in the Acute and Elective
cluster.
Major changes from budget to actual for the month drove the result as follows:

Comments on the performance elements and underlying issues are included in
the Cluster sections.
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Total available cash balances at 28 February 2019 are $37.928m, compared to
$37.875m at 31 January 2019.
3.

VOLUMES SUMMARY – ROLLING TOTALS

3.1

Community Services Volumes

Note: these totals exclude Mental Health
Community referrals for FSA for February 2019 were lower than the same time
last year, a reversal from December 2018. The impact of the WebPAS system
implementation and go-live last year is evident in the data as staff were
preparing for the new system and maintaining business as usual at the same
time. February 2019 saw an increase of 214 referrals from the January 2019
total of 2,331 (revised) to 2,545 referrals which is a truer reflection of demand
changes than the disrupted data from the prior year.
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3.2

Secondary Services Volumes

CWD volumes in Secondary Services track very closely year on year generally
with minimal significant variation in either volume or acuity at a total DHB
secondary level.
February CWD resulted in a 7 percent reduction from January.

Inpatient Discharge volumes were also tracking closely to prior months but
variances have been recorded since December where discharges have exceeded
last year’s volumes by 19 percent, 13 percent and 9 percent respectively.
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Overall expenditure for the month of February is 10.54 percent above this time
last year and up from the 4.95 percent reported for January.

ED presentations were very similar to the previous month at 3,626.
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February’s acute medical admissions remained similar to January. This does not
consider acute surgical admissions which is a factor in the Bed day usage
percentage calculation below.

Bed day utilisation across the Hospital increased in February after decreases
since November. Higher than expected bed day usage has been recorded in
Medical wards due to the high volume of patient admissions experienced in
February. This has driven up the bed day usage across the hospital against that
forecast for February. Overall bed day utilisation across the hospital is now at a
similar level to February 2018.
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4.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

[Amounts are in $’000 and adverse numbers are in brackets]
Statement of Financial Performance
$000

Total Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

50,393

54,016

52,981

1,035

409,562

(870)

(957)

(934)

(23)

(7,228)

426,083 425,705

49,523

53,059

52,047

1,012

402,334

16,453

17,994

17,131

(863)

136,408

146,380

146,375

(6)

446

523

144

(379)

3,845

3,880

1,254

(2,627)

16,899

18,517

17,275

(1,242)

140,253

150,261

147,628

(2,632)

(8,113)

378

(8,337)

225

417,970 417,368

602

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services

1,649

2,082

1,639

(444)

13,996

16,007

13,919

(2,088)

Clinical Supplies

3,444

3,518

3,059

(460)

29,046

29,468

27,612

(1,856)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Provider Payments
Total Expenditure
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
Enable Contribution
Surplus/(Deficit)

4,773

5,082

4,986

(96)

41,752

43,200

43,265

65

21,212

22,761

22,803

42

181,330

187,408

188,941

1,534

47,976

51,960

49,762 (2,198)

406,378

426,344 421,365

(4,978)

1,547

1,099

2,285 (1,186)

(4,044)

(8,373)

(3,997)

(4,376)

(212)

(111)

14

(634)

(1,066)

(677)

389

1,759

1,210

2,382 (1,172)

(3,410)

(7,308)

(3,320)

(3,987)

(97)

FTE
Medical

330.8

326.7

357.5

30.8

331.3

336.3

356.0

19.7

Nursing

997.7

1,032.4

967.2

(65.1)

989.2

1,008.3

992.8

(15.5)

Allied Health

376.1

388.8

27.8

Support
Management / Admin

19.9

376.2

379.7

407.5

30.2

29.8

31.3

1.5

30.4

31.1

31.4

0.2

423.6

450.3

439.2

(11.1)

428.8

444.4

440.5

(3.8)

2,158.4

2,228.0

2,204.1

(23.9)

2,155.8

2,199.8

2,228.2

28.4

Favourable to Budget

408.8

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

Statement of Net Revenue and Expenditure of Clusters and Enablers
$000

Actual

Feb-19
Budget

Variance

(10,273)

(11,774)

(10,037)

(1,737)

(91,263)

(92,446)

(86,202)

(6,245)

Women & Children's Health

(1,722)

(2,336)

(2,230)

(106)

(15,439)

(19,303)

(19,218)

(85)

Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support

(1,753)

(2,283)

(2,293)

10

(15,238)

(19,008)

(19,014)

6

(813)

(7,214)

(7,100)

(114)

(6,022)

(61,187)

(61,197)

10
1,005

Acute & Elective Specialist Services

Healthy Ageing
Primary, Public & Community Health
Mental Health & Addictions
Enablers
Enable NZ
Total Revenue
Favourable to Budget

Feb-18
Actual

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget

Variance

(647)

(4,869)

(5,049)
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(5,061)

(44,555)

(45,560)

(2,299)

(3,463)

(3,265)

(198)

(20,246)

(27,981)

(27,419)

(561)

19,053

33,038

32,259

779

149,224

256,108

254,614

1,494

212

111

97

14

634

1,066

677

389

1,759

1,210

2,382

(1,172)

(3,410)

(7,308)

(3,320)

(3,987)

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

The DHB result for the month of February 2019 was a $1.210m surplus, which
was adverse to the budget by $1.172m.
Across the Clusters and Enablers, Acute & Electives (revenue and expenditure),
Mental Health (expenditure), Healthy Aging and Rehabilitation (expenditure),
Healthy Womens and Children (expenditure) and unachieved Improving Value
Programme savings recorded the largest adverse variances compared to budget.
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Those variances were partially offset by a favourable variance in Primary, Public
and Community Health (revenue), Cancer Treatment and Support (revenue) and
Enabler (revenue).
Net revenue was $1.012m favourable to budget in February primarily from
revenue associated with non-budgeted Capital Charge revenue, other revenue
for reimbursement of costs and community provider contracts. The Capital
Charge revenue is fully offset by a matching Infrastructure adverse variance for
Capital Charge.
Total Expenditure was $2.198m adverse to budget due to variances in Personnel,
Other Outsourced Services and Clinical Supplies with favourable offsets from
Enable NZ.
Personnel costs, including Outsourced Personnel, were $1.242m adverse
primarily due to Acute & Elective $0.477m, Medical Specialist Services to cover
vacancies and ACC leave, one on one patient care and locums in General
Medicine, General Surgery and Anaesthetics. Additional personnel costs occurred
in Enablers from strike costs and non-achieved savings.
Other Outsourced Services were $0.444m adverse for the month due to
outsourced radiology reading services covering Radiologist vacancies in Medical
Imaging $0.128m and Mental Health $0.206m primarily from locum costs
covering seven vacancies in Ward 21, Tararua team, Acute Care team, PN team,
CD role and Star 1.
Clinical supplies were $0.460m adverse primarily in Acute & Electives $0.260m
due to service contracts in Medical Imaging, patient volumes, Instruments and
Equipment repairs costs and other smaller variances. Cancer Treatment and
Support was $0.229m adverse due to PCT costs which had a corresponding
revenue offset as well as instruments and Equipment costs.
Enable NZ provided a favourable contribution of $0.014m.
Personnel
The Personnel costs of MDHB are shown in the following table:
$000

Feb-18

Feb-18

Actual

Feb-19
Budget

3,582

4,494

3,781

(713)

29,491

31,589

31,913

323

205

320

63

(257)

1,856

1,843

561

(1,281)

3,787

4,814

3,844

(970)

31,347

33,432

32,474

(958)

1,815

1,732

1,932

200

15,128

15,604

15,829

226

118

(1)

8

9

646

615

75

(540)

1,933

1,731

1,941

209

15,774

16,218

15,904

(314)

6,511

6,696

6,496

(201)

54,652

57,994

56,788

(1,206)

31

115

28

(87)

612

821

248

(573)

6,542

6,811

6,523

(288)

55,265

58,815

57,036

(1,779)

4,545

5,071

4,922

(149)

37,138

41,193

41,845

652

93

90

45

(45)

730

603

369

(233)

Actual

Variance

Actual

Actual

Year to date
Budget Variance

12 month
Trend

SMO
Personnel
Outsourced Services
Total SMO
RMO
Personnel
Outsourced Services
Total RMO
Nursing
Personnel
Outsourced Services
Total Nursing
Other
Personnel
Outsourced Services
Total Other
Total Personnel
Favourable to Budget

4,638

5,161

4,967

(194)

37,867

41,796

42,214

418

16,899

18,517

17,275

(1,242)

140,253

150,261

147,628

(2,632)

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%
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Total Personnel costs are adverse to the budget mainly due to SMO costs in
Acute and Elective, and Mental Health which reflect the impact of covering the
RDA strikes.
Statement of Financial Position
`
$000

Jun-18
Actual

Feb-19
Budget

Actual

Variance

TOTAL ASSETS
Non Current Assets
Current Assets
Total Assets

213,881
70,501

212,757
64,548

223,094
49,546

(10,337)
15,002

284,382

277,305

272,640

4,665

201,480
5,950
76,952

194,174
5,891
77,240

198,161
5,804
68,675

3,987
(87)
(8,565)

284,382

277,305

272,640

(4,665)

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Non Current Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Total Equity and Liabilities

The main variances in the Balance Sheet for February 2019 compared to budget
are due to an underspend in capital items and a higher than expected level of
creditors creating a negative variance in Non-Current Assets and Current
Liabilities and generating additional Cash on Hand in Current Assets.
Statement of Cash Flows

$000
Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities
Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Net increase / (decrease) in cash
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Closing cash and cash equivalents

Jun-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget

Variance

13,428
(16,956)
(894)
(4,422)
29,922
25,500

6,601
(7,988)
(185)
(1,572)
25,500
23,928

888
(6,406)
(185)
(5,704)
23,501
17,798

5,713
(1,582)
4,131
1,999
6,131

Overall Cash Flows reflected a favourable variance to budget of $6.132m at 28
February 2019. Operating cash flows are favourable due to higher than expected
revenue received and lower than budgeted expenditure. Investing cash flows are
adverse to budget reflecting lower acquisition of assets than anticipated in the
budget and lower than expected cash drawn from investments for operating
expenditure. Investing cash flows are also impacted by liquidity decisions, with a
different mix of term deposits and cash on hand than planned.
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Statement of Capital Expenditure
$000

Feb-18
Actual

Capital Expenditure
Land
Buildings
Plant, Equipment & Vehicles
Information Systems

Total

YTD
Feb-18
Actual

Feb-19
Budget
Variance

Actual

563
44
26

751
160
425

1,250
1,204
750

(499)
(1,044)
(325)

6,613
2,879
932

633

1,336

3,204

(1,868)

10,424

Actual

4,481
3,138
3,941

Year to Date
Budget Variance

8,750
3,530
5,250

(4,269)
(392)
(1,309)

11,560 17,530

(5,970)

Capital Expenditure continues to show an underspend for the month
predominantly in Plant & Equipment and year to date in Buildings as projects
progress at a different rate to that expected in the budget.

5.

PRIMARY, PUBLIC & COMMUNITY HEALTH

Financial - Primary, Public & Community Health
Primary, Public & Community
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

722

876

653

223

6,128

5,661

5,289

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

372
0

722

876

653

223

6,128

5,661

5,289

372

1,072

1,058

1,041

(16)

8,600

8,486

8,707

221

0

0

0

0

10

5

3

(3)

1,072

1,058

1,042

(16)

8,610

8,491

8,709

218
(133)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services

21

107

94

(13)

161

824

691

Clinical Supplies

149

150

139

(11)

1,245

1,238

1,244

6

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical

129

143

137

(5)

1,172

1,184

1,216

32

1,370

1,457

1,412

(45)

11,189

11,738

11,860

122

Total Expenditure
Provider Payments
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

0

4,288

4,290

2

0

38,479

38,990

511

90

74

73

(1)

763

592

580

(12)

(738)

(4,943)

(5,122)

179

(5,824)

(45,147) (46,140)

993

FTE
Medical

3.9

3.3

3.9

0.5

4.0

3.6

3.9

0.3

Nursing

79.9

73.2

73.3

0.2

81.1

71.8

74.8

3.0

Allied Health

69.3

66.7

71.3

4.6

69.2

66.6

70.2

3.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

17.6

17.8

14.6

(3.3)

16.6

17.2

14.6

(2.6)

170.7

161.0

163.1

2.1

170.8

159.2

163.5

4.3

Support
Management / Admin

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Primary, Public, and Community Health result for the month was net
expenditure of $4.943m, which was favourable to budget by $0.179m.
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Revenue
Revenue was $0.223m favorable to the budget primarily resulting from the AprilJuly District Nursing ACC invoiced revenue being higher than estimated.
Expenditure
Total Personnel was $0.016m adverse to the budget primarily in District Nursing
as a result of $0.011m Night Service Review monthly savings not being realized
until the night service actually finishes in April, as well as adverse sick leave. This
was partially offset by vacancies in Dental Therapists.
Other Outsourced Services was $0.013m adverse due to high lab use in specialist
Sexual Health services. Clinical Supplies was $0.011m adverse driven by high
demand for dressings in District Nursing.
Internal cost containment focus continues within each service.

6.

MENTAL HEALTH & ADDICTIONS SERVICES

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance.
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Financial - Mental Health & Addictions Services
Mental Health
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

24

15

32

(16)

342

611

243

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

368
0

24

15

32

(16)

0

611

243

368

1,935

1,899

1,985

86

16,523

16,581

16,929

348

105

233

27

(206)

1,187

1,271

242

(1,029)

2,040

2,132

2,012

(120)

17,710

17,852

17,170

(682)

134

132

108

(24)

1,135

1,084

949

(135)

13

18

14

(4)

122

131

125

(6)

136

158

126

(33)

1,279

1,287

1,123

(163)

2,323

2,440

2,260

(180)

20,246

20,354

19,367

(987)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Provider Payments
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

0

1,039

1,037

(2)

0

8,238

8,295

57

163

4

4

0

1,379

31

31

0

(2,462)

(3,467)

(3,269)

(198)

(21,283)

(28,012) (27,451)

(561)

FTE
Medical

24.1

19.8

24.6

4.8

24.0

22.0

24.4

2.3

Nursing

160.1

173.1

153.5

(19.6)

158.1

163.8

156.4

(7.4)

55.2

52.3

64.0

11.7

58.1

49.1

64.0

14.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

38.5

36.6

34.3

(2.3)

39.6

36.3

35.1

(1.2)

277.9

281.8

276.4

(5.4)

279.9

271.3

279.9

8.6

Allied Health
Support
Management / Admin

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

Mental Health
Mental Health & Addictions result for the month was net expenditure of $3.467m
which was adverse to the budget by $0.198m.
Revenue
Revenue was $16k adverse to the budget primarily due to HWFNZ being lower
than expected.
Expenditure
Total Personnel was $0.120m adverse to the budget. SMO medical costs were
$0.068m favourable and locum costs $0.184m adverse covering seven vacancies
in Ward 21, Tararua team, Acute Care team, PN team, CD role and Star 1.
There were $0.016m additional SMO costs due to the strike. RMO medical costs
were $0.008m adverse with the recruitment of two additional HOs to cover the
roster safely and to provide night shifts to replace the call back overtime system.
Nursing was $0.019m adverse and Nursing Bureau costs were $0.023m adverse
to budget. Nursing costs included a significant redundancy saving this month
due to staff being redeployed and resigning.
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There was high demand in Ward 21, Star 1 and the Acute Care team with
funding received for the two additional staff employed in the Acute Care Team as
part of the MECA Hot Spot review.
Allied Health was $0.070m favourable due to challenges recruiting with some
hard-to-fill vacancies being reviewed for utilisation across the continuum of
services.
Outsourced Services were $0.024m adverse mainly due to the continuing
demand for a third bed at Capital and Coast.
7.

CANCER SCREENING, TREATMENT & SUPPORT

Activity
For the CSTS Cluster the key activity measures that impact most significantly on
financial performance are IDF volumes, mainly through linac attendance and cost
weighted discharges, and BreastScreen activity. The following graphs show
performance year to date for these indicators, measured by revenue and
purchase unit, as well as performance for the previous financial year.
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Financial - Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support
Cancer Screening Treatment & Support
$000

Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

1,230

1,466

1,130

336

10,533

11,747

10,465

1,282

(401)

(608)

(460)

(148)

(3,500)

(5,133)

(4,108)

(1,024)

829

858

670

188

7,034

6,615

6,357

258

1,484

1,564

1,556

(8)

12,269

13,032

13,081

49

1

0

3

3

52

44

27

(18)

1,485

1,565

1,559

(6)

12,320

13,076

13,108

32

Other Outsourced Services

491

523

453

(70)

4,322

4,551

4,160

(391)

Clinical Supplies

501

516

435

(81)

4,708

3,966

3,884

(83)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical

105

120

99

(21)

921

882

880

(2)

2,582

2,723

2,545

(178)

22,271

22,476

22,032

(445)

Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue
Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel

Total Expenditure
Provider Payments

0

417

417

(0)

0

3,146

3,339
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328

160

160

0

2,795

1,286

1,284

(2)

(2,081)

(2,443)

(2,453)

10

(18,032)

(20,294) (20,297)

3

Medical

34.7

36.9

37.2

0.3

35.3

37.5

37.0

Nursing

52.3

53.5

51.5

(2.0)

52.0

51.5

52.2

0.7

Allied Health

60.7

60.1

60.5

0.5

59.8

60.5

60.5

(0.0)

Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

FTE

Support
Management / Admin

(0.6)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

29.3

29.4

30.6

1.2

29.8

29.2

30.6

1.4

177.1

179.8

179.8

(0.1)

176.9

178.8

180.3

1.5

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Cancer Screening, Treatment and Support result for the month was net
expenditure of $2.443m which was favourable to budget by $0.010m.
The business case for the new linacs was presented to the February Board
meeting and approved. Both new linacs will be operational by 31 December
2019 and reduce the frequency of costs from unscheduled outages.
In March the newly appointed Planning and Integration Lead will review the CSTS
clinical and provider contracts looking to improve efficiencies. Of note the CSTS
cluster not only holds contracts with external providers for maintenance, support
and services but also is the ‘external provider’ for other DHB’s.
Revenue
Net Revenue for the month was $0.188m favourable to the budget improving the
year to date position to $0.258m favourable to budget.
IDF revenue was on budget for the month, maintaining the year-to-date position
at $0.066m unfavourable. Paid to target IDF revenue (set against the national
IDF targets) has been achieved with the $0.066m adverse due to the
underachievement against additional budgeted revenue of $0.848m for the year.
IDF revenue is demand driven, however a forecast based upon activity for the
last financial year indicates a recovery to budget by year end. There has also
been steady improvement from September 2018 and this is shown in the Cancer
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IDF Revenue Chart above. BSCC year to date revenue is $0.185m favourable to
budget in line with an expected increase in uptake.
Expenditure
Overall total Personnel was $0.006m adverse to the budget. Medical personnel
costs were $0.031m adverse to budget due to the RMO strike costs. Allied Health
personnel were $0.024m favourable to budget due to savings from vacancies.
Outsourced Services were $0.070m adverse primarily due to Hawkes Bay
accrued outsourced costs. Clinical Supplies were $0.081m adverse due to
purchase of a mammography detector ($0.088m) and infrastructure $0.021m
adverse due to Linac Business Case, image audio and patient meals.
8.

ACUTE & ELECTIVE SPECIALIST SERVICES

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance.
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Financial - Acute & Elective Specialist Services
Acute & Elective Specialist Services
$000

Feb-18
Actual

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Year to date
Budget Variance
Actual

Feb-18
Actual

1,479

877

1,533

(656)

6,776

10,270

12,690 (2,421)

(375)

(276)

(316)

40

(2,918)

(2,162)

(2,822)

659

1,104

601

1,217

(616)

3,858

8,107

9,868

(1,761)

7,398

8,275

7,799

(477)

62,497

66,846

65,631

(1,214)

238

198

70

(128)

1,742

1,728

629

(1,099)

7,636

8,474

7,869

(605)

64,239

68,574

66,260

(2,313)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Provider Payments
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

797

920

705

(215)

6,565

6,758

5,869

(889)

2,559

2,611

2,310

(300)

21,058

22,125

20,657

(1,468)

348

(0)

3,260

3,085

3,109

24

11,233 (1,120)

95,121

100,542

384

348

11,376

12,353

95,896 (4,646)

0

22

22

(0)

0

12

175

163

395

723

724

1

3,221

5,783

5,796

14

(12,497) (10,761) (1,736)

(94,484)

(10,668)

(98,229) (91,998) (6,231)

FTE
Medical

198.5

197.6

219.5

21.9

202.4

205.6

218.3

12.7

Nursing

502.2

520.7

479.4

(41.4)

496.3

510.5

492.0

(18.4)

98.6

112.7

108.0

(4.7)

100.5

108.2

107.9

(0.3)

103.3

110.6

97.3

(13.3)

101.5

108.6

97.7

(10.9)

941.6

904.1

(37.5)

900.7

932.9

915.9

(17.0)

Allied Health
Management / Admin

902.5
Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Acute & Elective Specialist Services result was adverse to budget by
$1.736m in February.
Total impact of the RMO strike was $1.016m for the cluster.
Revenue
Net Revenue was adverse to budget by $0.616m. The Elective Revenue shortfall
for February was $0.786m and IDF inflows were $0.168m over target. The
industrial action had a severe impact on the Elective delivery with surgery
cancelled on the 4 strike days as well as all large cases each preceding day, so a
total of 6 days in February. With only 20 working days in February this is 30
percent of available surgery days impacted by this action. Given the Elective
procedure run rate on operating days this contributed $0.984m of lost Elective
revenue for the month of February.
Work has occurred with Crest regarding outsourced as a matter of urgency in
order to fast track this key initiative in increasing elective throughput this
financial year. There has been agreement reached for Orthopaedic and some
General Surgery procedure prices. This requires final sign off by both parties
under variation of the existing Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT) contract for outsourced
procedures.
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Expenditure
Personnel was adverse to budget by $0.477m for the month.
There was $0.456m of payments to SMOs for Strike cover some which related to
January, this was partially offset by $0.104m of savings in RMOs due to nonpayment of strike days. There was a $0.076m one off payment for SMO
retirement.
There was $0.155m savings in Medical Imaging due to Radiologist & RMO
vacancies however this was offset by the Teleradiology service. There was also
$0.073m of approved but unbudgeted positions in the cluster with job sizing
across several specialties, additional ACC staff (WebPAS) and a Nurse
Practitioner in the Emergency Department (ED).
The savings plan for vacancy management and Hospital Aid redeployment was
also adverse by $0.084m and $0.031m respectively due to demand on the
Wards. The occupancy rate for February was second highest over 12 months at
104 percent.
Outsourced Personnel was $0.128m adverse to budget. Locum use was $0.035m
adverse with locums being utilised in ED & Anaesthetics to cover vacancies.
Recruitment continues for permanent SMO and RMO vacancies and to support all
SMOs have annual leave plans in place.
Specialing hours was $0.064m adverse with 2,144 specialing hours in February;
this is a 30 percent increase above the yearly average. We had a marked
reduction in January but have increased again in February driven partly by some
complex patients who even with Mahi Tahi (family staying with them), required
specialing and at times security to assist. One patient required 5 weeks of
specialing and security assistance.
Outsourced Services were $0.215m adverse to budget due to Everlight
radiologist usage of $0.179m which was driven by a high number of out of hour’s
requests which attract a higher rate. As at February YTD Everlight costs has been
$0.040m over and above Medical savings. ED continues with increased demand.
The presentation demographic has not changed, i.e. age, ethnicity, triage level,
geographic location etc., with presentations being from across our population.
The challenge is to respond to these increased presentations and meet our
performance expectations.
MRIs were also over spent by $0.037m.
Clinical supplies were $0.300m adverse to budget. The budget did not allow for
any unit price increase and it is this factor that is driving the higher cost of
consumables as upward cost pressures are not being sufficiently offset by gains
from national procurement.
Although the Elective volumes were down ward occupancy was very high for the
month at 104 percent. This drove additional clinical supply costs in the following
areas:


Patient consumables were $0.026m adverse to budget which was volume
driven.
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9.

Minor equipment purchases and disposable instruments were adverse by
$0.041m and $0.024m respectively; this was related to a larger number of
higher cost equipment used in theatres.
Respiratory was also $0.020m adverse as the increased use of CPAP
machines continues.
$0.130m is related to flight transfers and 50 percent of these transfers were
cardiac patients as we continue to see increased volumes in this specialty.
The new contract for helicopter transfers also took effect this month with
$0.015m additional flight costs relating to this.

HEALTHY WOMEN, CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance.
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Financials – Healthy Women, Children & Youth
Womens & Child Result
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

266

449

437

11

1,190

3,355

3,475

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(120)
0

266

449

437

11

1,190

3,355

3,475

(120)

1,685

1,742

1,708

(34)

13,464

14,459

14,795

336

4

25

2

(23)

65

250

19

(231)

1,690

1,767

1,710

(57)

13,529

14,709

14,814

105

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Provider Payments
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

49

174

121

(54)

470

1,151

915

(236)

166

212

207

(5)

1,861

1,850

1,850

(0)

83

92

89

(2)

768

771

799

28

1,988

2,245

2,128

(117)

16,629

18,481

18,378

(104)

0

540

539

(0)

0

4,176

4,315

139

494

7

7

0

4,176

58

58

0

(2,216)

(2,343)

(2,237)

(106)

(19,615)

(19,361) (19,276)

(85)

FTE
Medical

46.4

41.1

45.8

4.8

43.0

43.0

45.6

Nursing

121.2

128.4

124.8

(3.6)

120.9

124.8

129.1

4.4

11.8

11.8

16.5

4.7

11.5

14.2

16.5

2.3

Allied Health
Support
Management / Admin

2.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.4

18.5

15.9

(2.6)

16.4

17.8

16.1

(1.7)

194.8

199.7

203.0

3.3

191.8

199.8

207.4

7.6

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Healthy Women, Children & Youth result for the month was net expenditure
of $2.343m, which was an adverse variance to budget of $0.106m.
Revenue
Total Revenue was $0.011m favourable to the budget due to the Starship Flight
reimbursement for Quarter 2 being $0.012m higher than estimated and Women’s
elective revenue being $0.013m over target. This was partially offset by
$0.011m under achievement of Women’s colposcopy revenue.
The ability to undertake Gynecology elective surgery is being impacted by the
number of theatre sessions available to the team and emergency and elective
Caesarean Section requirements, however the team have met revenue for
elective surgery this month despite this.
Additional out-placed Gynecology lists at CREST have been run from November
to February, which has improved the current revenue position and will assist in
achieving year-end target with Women’s elective revenue which are now only
$0.022m behind target year-to-date.
The team are also utilising any additional lists they are offered within internal
theatres to try to continue to improve the revenue position for the year.
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Expenditure
Total Personnel was $0.057m adverse to the budget. Medical personnel costs
were $0.072m adverse to budget. The SMO strike costs for Jan and Feb were
$0.082m for Child Health and $0.027m for Women’s Health.
The Women’s RMO Medical Review savings of $0.042m were not achieved,
however this was offset with the savings in RMO costs due to the strike.
Women’s SMO and RMO locums were $0.023m adverse. Nursing was $0.039m
favourable to budget due to more leave taken than anticipated and staff being
sent to other wards. Allied Health was $0.026m favourable due to vacancies in
the Child Development team with recruitment underway. RMO training is over
budget by $0.047m, this is due to the number of training RMO’s and the
significant level of training required. This position is likely to show an increased
deficit at the end of the year.
Outsourced Services were $0.054m adverse to budget due to unbudgeted CREST
costs of $0.037m and high demand for labs in Women’s Health. Clinical Supplies
and Infrastructure & Non-Clinical were both close to budget.
10.

HEALTHY AGEING & REHABILITATION

Activity
The following graphs show performance year to date for the key indicators
impacting financial performance.
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Financial - Healthy Ageing & Rehabilitation
Healthy Ageing Result
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

448

506

532

(26)

4,720

4,308

4,523

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(216)
0

448

506

532

(26)

4,720

4,308

4,523

(216)

1,068

1,196

1,145

(52)

8,724

9,432

9,790

359

9

6

5

(1)

129

96

44

(52)

1,077

1,202

1,149

(53)

8,853

9,527

9,834

307

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services

49

64

49

(14)

467

477

424

(53)

Clinical Supplies

50

117

89

(28)

789

900

792

(107)

Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Provider Payments

85

67

71

4

633

631

626

(4)

1,261

1,450

1,359

(91)

10,742

11,535

11,677

143

0

6,270

6,273

3

0

53,960

54,044

83

110

76

76

0

942

605

606

1

(923)

(7,290)

(7,176)

(114)

(6,964)

(61,792) (61,803)

11

Medical

13.8

14.3

14.1

(0.2)

13.5

13.5

14.1

0.6

Nursing

62.7

63.0

61.3

(1.7)

61.6

63.1

64.6

1.4

Allied Health

76.5

79.2

81.3

2.1

72.8

76.3

81.3

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.3

13.0

9.5

(3.5)

13.5

13.4

9.6

(3.8)

165.3

169.5

166.2

(3.3)

161.4

166.4

169.6

3.2

Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

FTE

Support
Management / Admin

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

The Healthy Ageing & Rehabilitation result for the month was net expenditure of
$7.290m, which was an adverse variance to budget of $0.114m.
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The Aged Residential Care Nursing MECA and pay equity payments for Home and
Community Support Services are likely to negatively impact on the HAR bottom
line. We continue to work to better understand the impact on HAR and possible
remediation strategies.
Revenue
Net Revenue was $0.026m adverse to budget due to reduced ACC revenue. This
reduction in revenue has been an ongoing issue and we are doing a deep dive to
understand the causes of this. Preliminary work does show that there could be
potential for more revenue especially around recouping late, lost or unclaimed
revenue. However, this will need well understood standardised processes and
guidelines. This is currently in hand with the finance and corporate team.
Expenditure
Personnel was adverse to budget by $0.053m. $0.072m was attributable to SMO
cover during the RMO strike.
Outsourced Services were $0.014m adverse to budget due to an acute brain
injury patient that is in a specialist facility in Wellington. This patient was
transferred in December and expected to require treatment until mid-March. The
monthly charge for this is $0.016m.
Clinical supplies were $0.028m unfavourable due to a higher than expected
Botox costs as well as orthotics costs. Botox costs seem to relate to increased
procedures by our outsourced rehabilitation specialist from Auckland so we
expect this to stabilise
The Orthotics issue is more difficult to unpack as this consists of consumables
secondary to orthopaedic review (ankle boots).
DHB’s acknowledged that the impact from the DHB Nurses MECA upon
community providers and DHBs nationally have agreed to make a lump-sum
payment to each aged residential care provider equivalent to a 0.43 percent
uplift in service level prices for full year 2018/19. The cost to us for this tranche
(March 20th) is circa $0.159m with a further payment in December for around the
same. This payment will be a cost to the HAR budget.
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11.

ENABLERS & PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Clinical coded volumes are generally keeping pace with discharges on a monthly
basis.
Financials - Enablers & Professional Services
Enablers
$000

Revenue
Pass Through Revenue
Net Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

46,224

49,828

48,664

1,164

379,873

(94)

(73)

(158)

84

(810)

390,132 389,020
(818)

(1,407)

1,112
589

46,130

49,754

48,506

1,248

379,063

389,314

387,613

1,701

1,811

2,259

1,897

(362)

14,332

17,545

17,442

(104)

88

61

36

(24)

659

486

291

(195)

1,900

2,320

1,933

(386)

14,991

18,031

17,733

(299)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure

108

163

109

(54)

876

1,161

910

(251)

(64)

(105)

(136)

(31)

(737)

(742)

(940)

(197)

3,863

4,153

4,116

(38)

33,725

35,360

35,512

152

5,808

6,531

6,022

(509)

48,855

53,810

53,215

(596)

Provider Payments

21,212

10,185

10,225

39

181,330

79,396

79,785

389

Corporate Services

(1,631)

(1,094)

(1,094)

0

(13,676)

(8,755)

(8,755)

0

20,742

34,132

33,354

779

162,553

264,862 263,368

1,494

Medical

9.4

13.7

12.5

(1.3)

9.1

10.9

12.7

Nursing

19.3

20.6

23.5

2.9

19.2

22.8

23.6

0.9

4.0

6.0

7.1

1.1

4.3

4.7

7.1

2.3

Net Revenue

FTE

Allied Health
Support
Management / Admin

1.8

30.2

29.8

31.3

1.5

30.4

31.1

31.4

0.2

207.3

224.5

237.2

12.7

211.4

221.8

236.9

15.1

270.2

294.5

311.5

17.0

274.4

291.3

311.7

20.3

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget
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Revenue
Net revenue was favourable to budget by $1.248m primarily due to funding
received from a reimbursement of costs for resourcing an external provider and
for Ministry non budgeted revenue with offsets in associated Provider
expenditure.
Expenditure
Other Outsourced Services were adverse to budget by $0.054m due to nonbudgeted CTAS expenditure $0.041m.
Clinical Supplies were adverse through the non-achievement of IVP savings
target $0.055m. This was partly offset by favourable variances in sterilising
consumerable recharges and favourable to budget variances for instrument &
equipment costs and patient appliances costs.
Financials - Enable New Zealand
Enable
$000

Revenue

Feb-18
Actual

Actual

Feb-19
Budget Variance

Feb-18
Actual

Year to date
Actual
Budget Variance

2,337

3,535

2,474

1,061

23,499

24,467

20,077

4,390

522

673

612

(61)

4,824

5,347

5,275

(73)

19

26

14

(12)

189

198

119

(79)

541

699

626

(73)

5,014

5,545

5,393

(152)

10

8

11

2

64

65

84

19

4

5

5

(0)

36

16

42

26

1,570

2,712

1,736

(976)

17,752

17,774

13,880

(3,894)

2,125

3,424

2,377 (1,047)

22,865

23,401

19,400

(4,001)

50

50

50

0

400

400

400

0

162

61

47

14

234

666

277

389

Medical

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Nursing

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Allied Health

30.4

25.1

31.1

6.0

31.0

26.9

31.1

4.2

Support

14.3

15.3

16.0

0.7

14.4

14.5

16.0

1.5

Management / Admin

65.7

80.5

68.3

(12.2)

66.9

75.3

68.3

(7.0)

110.4

120.9

115.4

(5.5)

112.3

116.7

115.4

(1.3)

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel
Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure
Corporate Services
Net Expenditure

FTE

Favourable to Budget

Unfavourable to Budget but within 5%

Unfavourable to Budget outside 5%

FTE Below Budget

FTE Higher than Budget but within 5%

FTE Higher than Budget

Enable New Zealand made a surplus of $0.061m in February which is $0.014m
favourable to budget.
The favourable variance in revenue and the adverse variance in Infrastructure &
Non-clinical Supplies is due to realignment of timing differences between revenue
and expenditure in Mana Whaikaha (https://manawhaikaha.co.nz/) the new
prototype of the transformed disability support system in operation from the
beginning of October 2018.
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Where revenue is ahead of budget in Enable NZ, as is the case for the YTD,
operating costs increase proportionately with the revenue growth due to the pass
through nature of the premises modification contracts Enable delivers and the
new transformed disability support system.
12.

CONTRACTS > $250,000

There have been no community provider contracts over $0.250m signed in
February outside of the Funder Annual Commitments Schedule or National
Service Contracts.
13.

BUDGET DELIVERY RISKS

The budget development and review processes for 2018/19 resulted in significant
reductions in budgeted costs, some of which have inherent risks should the
circumstances arise. In tensioning the budget, the capacity to absorb shocks
reduced and the financial risk increased. In addition, many of the savings in the
budget have an element of that risk attached to them and a substantial collection
of potential financial risks were identified during the budget process.
In total the budget contains $12.312m in savings required to be managed from
improvement outside of the ordinary operational risks to achieve the budgeted
$4.950m deficit. This amount represents the budget delivery risks for 2018/19.
The YTD financial statements show indications of risk being realised in revenue
achievement particularly in elective services which have a mitigation plan in
place that will support the volume of services delivered to patients but with only
marginal benefit to the operating result. The February result also reflects an
ongoing under performance in the savings required in the month from IVP
initiatives of $0.337m.
14.

BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT

The Increasing Value Programme includes five main streams of work in 2018/19.
These streams and progress to date are:
Pharmacy:
As a result of the move to PHARMAC management of the pharmaceutical budget
the financial benefit of our project is unlikely to accrue directly to MidCentral as
PHARMAC transitions to managing overspends/underspends across the DHB’s.
We will continue to work towards optimising medications, reducing inappropriate
medicating and achieving better health outcomes for our patients irrespective of
whether that provides an immediate cost saving. Pharmacy will outline if any
savings can be realised when the results are reported yearly by PHARMAC. The
original budgeted cash savings for 2018/2019 will not be achieved.
Workforce Alignment:
The tangible savings of this programme projected for this year are unlikely to be
fully realised.
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Significant progress has been made in aligning nursing resource to need and
examining the best use of specialised nursing staff. The broader work of aligning
workforce design to models of care will proceed over a longer timeframe as it is
critical to ensure that the models of care reflect thinking about future demand
and effective means of servicing that.
Patient flow benefits:
Delays in completing the initiatives associated with this work stream have
pushed any savings realised to later in the financial year although the reduced
LOS benefits are helping to offset demand from acute volumes, however these
are not able to be realised as cash savings.
Models of Care Benefits:
System wide approach to long-term conditions management, internal hospital
efficiencies, and supporting older people with frailty and transitional care. Higher
than expected ED presentations and Acute Admissions have adversely impacted
upon the deliverable savings. Many of these initiatives have longer term effects
which will be hard to identify as cash benefits.
Benefits Realisation – e-pharmacy:
The benefits from e-pharmacy include a reduction in stock held in wards and
consequent loss from out of date stock wastage. The tools on their own cannot
deliver this, but coupled with the approach to efficiency from Hospital Pharmacy
staff, have produced worthwhile gains as previously reported.
15.

FORECAST

Due to the realisation of a number of the budget delivery risks and the high
possibility of future negative impacts the forecast financial year end has been
adversely impacted. The current forecast outturn is for a deficit of $12.320m up
from that previously forecast of $9.25m. This revised forecast is $7.370m
unfavourable.
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The forecast does not include the impact of any further strike action, the as yet
unquantified cost of changed interpretation of the Holidays Act or any potential
impairment of non-tangible assets.
16.

CASH, INVESTMENTS AND DEBT

16.1 Cash and Investments
Cash and investments at month end were:
Feb-19

Rate

NZHP Sweep Balance
Cash in Hand and at Bank
Trust Accounts
Enable New Zealand
Cash Balances
Short Term Investments
147 days to Jun 19
147 days to Jun 19

Value
$000

2.05%

20,664
4
3,099
161
23,928

3.13%
3.13%

5,750
8,250

Total Cash and Equivalents Balance

37,928

Enable New Zealand funds are held at the Bank of New Zealand where the
related transaction facilities are operated. The Trust & Special Funds are held in a
separate BNZ account, with some funds held also held on term deposit with BNZ.
These fall outside of the Shared Banking Arrangement at BNZ which NZ Health
Partnerships Limited sweeps daily. Surplus liquidity from Enable is channelled
through the DHB accounts to obtain those benefits.
Cash Reconciliation tables below show how cash has moved during the month
and for the year to date:
Cash Reconciliation

Feb-19
$000

Cash Reconciliation

Cash at January 2019

23,875

Cash at June 2018

Surplus / (Deficit) for mth

1,210

Surplus / (Deficit) to date

Depreciation / Amortisation
Impairment
Sale of fixed assets
Working capital movement
Share of associate net surplus/deficit

1,446
11
(1,197)
-

Depreciation / Amortisation
Impairment
Sale of fixed assets
Working capital movement
Share of associate net surplus/deficit

Capital expenditure
Term investment
Loan repayment
Trusts movement
Equity repayment
Dividend received from ALSL

(1,336)
(62)
(19)
-

Capital expenditure
Term investment
Loan repayment
Trusts movement
Equity repayment
Dividend received from ALSL

Cash Balance at month end

23,928

Cash Balance at month end

Year to date
$000
25,500
(7,308)
12,616
75
2,069
(95)
(11,560)
2,500
(185)
229
87
23,928
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The DHB’s cash balance, excluding investment and Trust Accounts, is shown in
the chart above. Net liquidity available continues to be more than sufficient in
the near term with steady levels. However, continuing operating deficits and
planned capital investments will reduce the overall liquidity. Current projections
continue to indicate the DHB may require additional funding support beyond a
three year time horizon to allow delivery of the intended capital programme.
The Ministry advice of indicative funding allocation of $30m for the Mental Health
Unit replacement substantially alleviates that risk. The DHB sector as a whole is
experiencing liquidity pressure due to the continuation of operating deficits and
capital investment requirements as previously reported.
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16.2 Treasury Policy and Ratios
Performance and compliance with Treasury Policy parameters was as set out
below:
Actual

Policy /
target

Term deposits

14.0m

$14.0m

Short term borrowings

None

None

Fixed

Fixed

Capital expenditure hedged

None

Conditional

Operational expenditure hedged over $50k pm

None

Conditional

None

< $10.0m

Feb-19
Policy compliance requirements
Liquidity risks

Interest rate risk
Rate
Foreign exchange risk

Counterparty credit risk exposure

16.3 Debt
Lender
EECA

Maturity

$'000

Rate

Type

262

0.00%

Fixed

% of Loans maturing per year

The debt is with the Energy and Efficiency Conservation Authority (EECA) which
has a Crown Efficiency Loan Scheme for the purposes of assisting government
funded organisations to take measures to reduce their energy expenditure. The
loans are used for the purchase and installation of equipment in this regard. The
loans are interest free.
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17. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Report is based on capital expenditure until approved by MidCentral District Health Board.
5.3 Capital Expenditure Report to 28 February 2019
2019
Approved

Strategic Projects
PH Hospital Reconfiguration
Emergency Department
Mental Health Redevelopment (Ward 21)
Substations Replacement
Cath Lab & CSB ReconfigurationRHIP Internal Post Implementation & Remediation
RHIP External
Procedure Room & Additional Theatre
Transition of Care Phase 1
Hospital Operations Centre
MRI Building Work & Other
MRI (Clinical Finance Lease)
Other Board Approvals
National Oracle Solution (NOS)
Radiotherapy Planning Workstation System
ICU & Ward 28 Monitoring Equipment
CAOH Vehicle & Equipment Replacement

500
290
500
3,500
3,700
2,813
2,271
1,400
670
578
1,550
1,400

Prior
Years

YTD

373

290

2,132

3,970
1,645
1,813

627

578
1,550
1,400

573
1,440
578
692

Management Delegation (over $250k)
Commercial Support Projects (Including Seismic)
SSU Tracking System
IT Replacement Assets & Projects
Medical Imaging equipment

4,720
238
1,180
1,000

Enable

1,650

Balance Management Delegation

3,060

Reprioritisation of CAPEX to manage to Budget Allocation
Total
Prior Year Approvals and CAPEX underway June 2018

Spend

MRI on Finance Lease Future Periods
CAPEX to be Reprioritised and or moved to 2019/20
Total CAPEX Plan

33,730
8,049
41,779
-1,400
-8,049
32,330

Allocation
Buildings
Clinical
IT
Vehicles
Total

16,160
7,716
9,400
454
33,730

479

952

8,049

0
663
0
6,102
0
1,645
1,813
0
0
1,205
1,550
1,400

YTD

35
313

663
35
1,534

137
153

871
1,004

68
168

718
385

81
1,413

3

151

500
83
465
4,568
3,700
774
809
1,400
670
487
1,165
0

500
746
500
6,102
3,700
1,645
1,813
1,400
670
1,205
1,550
0

500
746
500
6,102
3,700
1,645
1,813
1,400
670
1,205
1,550

492
27
578
541

573
1,440
578
692

573
1,440
578
692

573
1,440
578
692

1,400

Total

500
746
500
6,102
3,700
1,645
1,813
1,400
670
1,205
1,550
1,400

692

1,476
238
965
320

4,389
238
1,444
320

235
16
51

1,864
103
1,234

5,299
135
2,051
1,000

7,163
238
3,285
1,000

7,163
238
3,285
1,000

7,163
238
3,285
1,000

159

159

7

159

1,491

1,650

1,650

1,650

1,136

2,088

141

1,345

2,584

3,929

3,929

3,929

1,336 11,560

-14,049
14,770

-14,049
26,330

-14,049
26,330

14,049
0
15,449 41,779

17,672 25,721

9

Remainder
18/19

573
1,440
0
692

1,440

2,913

Total

Total Reconciliation
Year
End CAPEX in
Forecast
Outer
Spend
Years

Year
End
Spend
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In order to accommodate emerging needs for capital expenditure several planned
projects have either been deferred where the impact was low, or re-prioritised
where other more pressing projects have required acceleration. The following
section sets out the projects deferred and the projects introduced or accelerated in
the current capital expenditure plan:
Sources and allocation of funding approvals for the
year are:

Deferred
Amendments to Planned Expenditure
Costs
Enable NZ - Approved Capital per Governance Group
Radiotherapy Planning workstation approved
Adjustment to Management Delegation
MRI (Including Building being funded by extra plus Finance Lease)
Total
Original CAPEX
Amended Total

Increases
Approved
420
-60
-360
2,950
2,950
30,780
33,730

Outstanding CAPEX Approved but not spent as at 30 June 2018
2018
Prior Years
Total

6,893
1,156
8,049

Commentary
The Hospital Operations Centre Project closure is planned for the beginning of
March 2019 and will be within approved budget. There are further opportunities to
enhance the value of the MIYA platform that will be proposed for a subsequent
project.
The following Commercial Support Projects are progressing:





Laundry Main switchboard fire cell work will be finished within first quarter
2019. This is a cost share with Allied Laundry as part of our landlord
responsibilities.
On-going upgrading of fire systems across the site, this programme will flow for
the next three years.
Work on the substation replacement project timeline 18-20 months.
Seismic Work continues, Education Centre Stage 1, 2 to be complete December
2018, and Stage 3 planned now March 2019, this is due to unanticipated
remedial works. CSB Roof Plant Business Case being developed to go to the
Board around $700k. Work is also continuing on Block A panels.

Work is on track regarding Webpas Remediation Phase 3, plan is to complete
shortly, then to be followed by upgrades to WEBPAS 10.14 and planned upgrade to
the Regional Radiology Information System.
MRI project - building consent was received late February, construction stream on
track for May 2019 to meet tight timeframe.
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18.

FINANCIALS BY DIVISION

Feb-19
$000
Funding Division
MidCentral Provider
Enable NZ
Governance
Total DHB

19.

Month
Actual

Budget

Variance

Year to date
Actual

Budget

Variance

Last year

4,258
(2,984)
61
(125)
1,210

2,880
(528)
47
(16)
2,382

1,378
(2,455)
14
(109)
(1,172)

8,358
(16,335)
666
4
(7,308)

4,465
(7,843)
277
(219)
(3,320)

3,893
(8,491)
389
223
(3,987)

4,766
(9,435)
234
1,025
(3,410)

Annual
Budget
5,078
(10,174)
589
(444)
(4,950)

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Board:






note that this report was endorsed by the Finance, Risk and Audit Committee
23 April 2019 for consideration by the Board
note that the result for February 2019 was a surplus of $1.210m, which was
$1.172m adverse to the budget
note that the year-to-date result is now a deficit of $7.308m being $3.987m
adverse to budget
note that the potential year-end financial forecast is for a deficit of $12.320m
which is $7.370m adverse to budget
observe that total available cash is $37.928m at 28 February 2019

Steve Tanner
Financial Planning Manager
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For:
X

Decision
Endorsement
Noting

To

Board

Author

Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services

Endorsed by

Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive

Date

7 May 2019

Subject

Enable New Zealand Limited – Annual Reporting
Requirements

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended:
•

that pursuant to section 211(3) of the Companies Act 1993, the annual report
of Enable New Zealand Limited for the year ended 30 June 2019 shall
incorporate the financial statements and auditor’s report thereon and
exclude information specified in any of the paragraphs (a) and (e) to (j) of
subsection of that section.

Strategic Alignment
This is a statutory reporting requirement.
Glossary
DHB – MidCentral

COPY TO:

Finance & Corporate Services
MidCentral DHB
Heretaunga Street
PO Box 2056
Palmerston North 4440
Phone
+64 (6) 350 8911
Fax
+64 (6) 350 0616
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1.

PURPOSE

This report seeks a decision from the Board regarding annual reporting
arrangements for Enable New Zealand Limited, a shelf company wholly owned by
MidCentral DHB.
2.

BACKGROUND

Enable New Zealand is an operating unit of MidCentral District Health Board. Prior
to 2002 it operated as a wholly owned subsidiary company of the DHB – Enable
New Zealand Limited. With the formation of District Health Boards in 2001, the
Government looked to reduce the number of separate companies operating within
the sector. Consequently, Enable New Zealand Limited was decorporatised in
2002, with this function becoming an operating unit of the DHB.
3.

DISCUSSION

When Enable New Zealand Limited was decorporatised in 2002, the name “Enable
New Zealand Limited” was maintained as a shelf company This means that it must
comply with the requirements of the Companies Act 1993 in respect of annual
financial returns.
In previous years, Enable New Zealand Limited’s shareholder, being MidCentral
DHB, has passed a resolution to exempt its subsidiary from the requirements of the
Companies Act 1993 pursuant to section 211.
Under clause 211(3) of the Companies Act 1993, companies are required to provide
specific information, as follows, in their annual reports unless the Shareholder
determines otherwise:







changes in the nature and scope of business
interest register details
details of directors and directors’ remuneration
number of employees with remuneration over $100,000
donations
audit fees

As this information is contained in the annual report for MidCentral DHB (the parent
organisation), Enable New Zealand Limited has received an exemption in the past.
It is proposed that this practice continue for the 2018/19 financial year.
4.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:


that pursuant to section 211(3) of the Companies Act 1993, the annual report of
Enable New Zealand Limited for the year ended 30 June 2019 shall incorporate
the financial statements and auditor’s report thereon and exclude information
specified in any of the paragraphs (a) and (e) to (j) of subsection (1) of that
section.

Neil Wanden
General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
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MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
Minutes of the Health & Disability Advisory Committee meeting held on 30
April 2019 at 9.00am at MidCentral District Heath Board, Board Room, Gate 2,
Heretaunga Street, Palmerston North
PART 1
PRESENT
Karen Naylor (Chair)
Diane Anderson (Deputy Chair)
Adrian Broad
Anne Kolbe – via teleconference
Barbara Cameron

Barbara Robson
Michael Feyen
Oriana Paewai
John Waldon
Vicki Beagley

IN ATTENDANCE
Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive
Celina Eves, Executive Director, Nursing & Midwifery (part meeting)
Claire Hardie, Clinical Executive, Cancer Screening Treatment & Support (part meeting)
Cushla Lucas, Operations Executive, Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support
Dave Ayling, Clinical Executive, Primary, Public, Community Health (part meeting)
David Andrews, Acting GM, Enable NZ (part meeting)
David Sapsford, Clinical Executive, Acute & Elective Specialist Services (part meeting)
Debbie Davies, Operations Executive, Primary, Public, Community Health
Judith Catherwood, General Manager, Quality & Innovation
Lyn Horgan, Operations Executive, Acute and Elective Services (part meeting)
Sarah Fenwick, Operations Executive, Women, Children & Youth (part meeting)
Scott Ambridge, Acting Operations Executive, Mental Health & Addictions
Stephanie Turner, General Manager, Maori & Pacific
Syed Zaman, Clinical Executive, Healthy Ageing & Rehabilitation (part meeting)
Vanessa Caldwell, Acting Clinical Executive, Mental Health & Addictions
Carolyn Donaldson, Committee Secretary
Barb Ruby, Manager, Quality Improvement & Assurance (part meeting)
Doug Barnes, Programme Director (part meeting)
Jonathan Howe, Communications Officer (part meeting)
Kelly Isles, Project Manager (part meeting)
Comms: 1
Public: 2
Media: 1
1

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

1.1

Apologies

Apologies were received from Members Dot McKinnon, Ann Chapman, Brendan Duffy,
and Nadarajah Manoharan. Di Anderson apologised for leaving early.
1.2

Late Items

Unconfirmed Minutes
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There were no late items.
1.3

Conflicts and/or Register of Interests Update

Karen Naylor noted a possible conflict of interest for item 2.7, section 4.4 Gynaecology
Primary Care Event of the Uru Pa Harakeke – Healthy Women Children and Youth
Cluster Report if there was any discussion on this item.
1.4

Minutes of the Previous Meeting

It was resolved:
that the minutes of the previous meeting be approved as a true and correct
record. (Moved Michael Feyen; seconded Vicki Beagley.)
1.5

Matters Arising from the Minutes

Reference was made to the minute noting members had attended the vigil for victims of
the Christchurch terror attack, noting staff had also been present.
2

PERFORMANCE

2.1

Enable New Zealand Report for March 2019

David Andrews, Acting General Manager spoke to this presentation.
Key issues covered included:
-

Who they were
Services provided eg Auckland Housing Services, professional advisory services and
local services like Mana Whaikaha.
Current disability sector – One in four people have identified as having a disability or
impairment, and it is higher for those over 65 years.
What the future will look like and some current trends – Enable will have to change
to a customer driven service as their customers will have access to their own
disability funding and make their own decisions.

The effect of Mana Whaikaha’s work enabling customers to have choices and control
over their funding would have a wide impact on individuals and the service. It would be
a long term change process. Mana Whaikaha was a prototype in MDHB, but it was the
start of what would be rolled out to disability services.
The report was then considered. The ability to manage the changes in service provision
was discussed briefly, noting the response to Mana Whaikaha had been larger than
expected. Scorecard and financial reporting was commented on, with a suggestion that
perhaps some of the “business as usual” information could be incorporated into the
scorecard rather than in the appendix.
The Acting General Manager advised they were seeking clarification from Medsafe in
respect to one of the actions required for the recall of the old style bed levers. Enable
was also working with MSD in Auckland to ensure consistency with this recall.
The Acting General Manager advised he had sought advice on the impact of the new
therapeutic regulations that would come into force shortly, on medical devices that
Unconfirmed Minutes
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Enable produced. It was anticipated it would either be seen as low risk or excluded by
Regulations that would come in following the Bill.
The issue of waiting times to see a Connector once the process was established and
future meetings with customers was raised. Members were advised that as the system
became established, meetings would occur in accordance with funding packages unless
other issues arose. Customers would be triaged before going onto a wait list, and
contact would be kept with the family to see if there was anything that could be done
differently. This would keep their information current. Customers also had the option of
proceeding themselves, they did not have to use a Connector.
There was discussion about other waiting lists and how they could be reported. It was
noted that there was a waiting time within DHBs for assessment as well as the waiting
time within Enable itself.
The Committee discussed whether the Enable report should be consistent with the other
cluster reports in terms of financial reporting, and also whether the scorecard should
include a wider range of measures than just Mana Whaikaha’s. Members felt as
governors that they should have oversight of the whole Enable business including
financial information, in a similar format to the other clusters, ie what was provided to
FRAC. Management noted the feedback, and would consider them when preparing the
next report.
It was resolved:
that the Enable New Zealand Report for March 2019 be noted.
The following two papers were discussed together.
2.2
2.3

Uru Mātai Matengau – Cancer Screening, Treatment & Support Cluster
Report for February and March 2019
Adolescent and Young Adult Cancer Services

The Clinical and Operations Executives spoke to these reports.
Improving the environment for AYA patients would be part of the redevelopment plan
for PNH, and making some small but pertinent changes would make a difference for this
group.
It was noted that the current vacancies were covering parental leave. The three offers
of employment made last month were to overseas candidates. More flexible
opportunities were being offered to enable people to return to work.
The intention of presenting a business case to MDHB mid-year for an outreach linac site
in Hawkes Bay in partnership with MDHB was noted.
It was resolved that the Committee
endorse the progress made by the Uru Mātai Matengau – Cancer Screening,
Treatment & Support Cluster in 2018/19;
note the progress in developing the Health and Wellbeing Plan; and
endorse progress on implementing the recommendations from the 2018 audit
against the Adolescent and Young Adult National Standards.

Unconfirmed Minutes
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2.4

Uru Arotau – Acute & Elective Specialist Services Cluster Report for
February and March 2019

The Operations Executive spoke to this report noting the progress made with the
improving valueprogramme, the positive feedback regarding General Medicine from the
College and moving patients from ED to a medical ward quicker was helping improve
patient flow.
A number of clinics would be held during the industrial action planned for five days
commencing 29 April 2019. No major surgery would be done but there would be some
smaller surgery undertaken as most of the theatres would be working during the week.
It was suggested a summary on the industrial action and its impact including the
financial impact, would be helpful to members. Management advised this information
had been covered in the last report, but an update on the situation could be included in
the next report. Management also advised that for the previous day, 52 percent of the
RMO workforce had come to work. Facilitation talks were scheduled for next week.
Management also pointed out that the ability to catch up post-industrial action was
limited by the available theatre resource.
It was resolved that the Committee
endorse the progress made by Uru Arotau – Acute & Elective Specialist Services
Cluster in 2018/19
note the improving value programmes of work continue to be progressed, namely
Takatū and Medimorph which includes Frailty and Transfer of Care.
Barbara Cameron joined the meeting.
2.5

Uru Kiriora – Primary, Public and Community Health Cluster Report for
February and March 2019

The Clinical and Operations Executives spoke to this paper, noting the enrolment
strategy continued, with increased options to enrol people. It was noted the Ora
Konnect work in the Highbury area was driven from the community, and therefore there
would be some diversity with how the community aligned itself and worked. This was
not necessarily something MDHB wanted to control and new programmes take time to
develop and make connections.
David Sapsford left the meeting.
Comment on the service plan for Child and Adolescent Oral Health noted the inclusion
of comments from the stock take and cultural review and the inclusion of the
recommendations in the service plan. It was noted the reporting back on the service
plan to this Committee had not been determined yet. The feedback also touched on
how teams in each respective geographical area would work, as this would provide
some continuity of care.
The strategies for improving the cervical screening results were noted. Funding grocery
vouchers had been highly successful in terms of supporting particularly Maori women to
access screening.
Concern was expressed about Levin being selected to accommodate refugee
resettlement from next year, particularly as it was felt there was a housing problem
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already in the area. The CEO advised that within the population based formula, there
was provision for the DHBs that provided services to refugees. Providing services for
refugees was a work in progress and it had to be remembered that these people came
from tragic backgrounds.
A question about the evaluation of afterhours services was raised and it was noted by
management that this progressing and further work was required before it was
concluded.
It was resolved that the Committee
endorse the progress made by the Uru Kiriora - Primary, Public and Community
Health Cluster in 2018/19
note the patient story in the Primary Care Support Pharmacy programme
note the enrolment update
note the progress in transitioning the District Nursing Service care delivery
configuration
note the Child and Adolescent Oral Health Service Plan
2.6

Uru Rauhī – Mental Health & Addictions Cluster Report

The Clinical and Operations Executives spoke to this report noting progress with
recruitment, Health and Wellbeing planning and planning the single stage business
case. Members were pleased with the initiatives reported and asked for continued
feedback on these new approaches and initiatives.
Members commented on the revised dashboard format:









The background leading to the current format covered a number of important issues
including an external review, actions arising from the Erica Hume Report, a focus on
Ward 21 and the community mental health teams and trends, so members were
alerted to any increasing risks.
The current report read like an annual report, and whilst this wasn’t bad, the
Committee required an easy to read dashboard that alerted them to any trends or
risks.
The response to the Government’s Inquiry into Mental Health and Addiction released
on 4 December 2018 was awaited, but it would take some time to work through the
40 recommendations in the report.
It may be premature to agree to the current dashboard.
The report was easy to read, and it included how NGOs were performing.
It was good to see what was happening eg in person centred care.
The usefulness of the national Marama reporting system would be discussed at a
national meeting shortly.

Barbara Ruby joined the meeting.
The issue of seclusions particularly the number of Maori being secluded was raised.
Management advised there was a combination of reasons why seclusion was used and
what contributed to it. The Clinical Executive said it would be interesting to track the
numbers following the amendment of the smoking policy to include vaping, but a
reduction in seclusion figures was expected. In addition, there was an increased
number of staff on at particular times in the day so alternative mechanisms could be
used. Certain types of situations required more than two people, but there was not the
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staffing available. The CEO suggested it would be helpful to show some numbers as the
table in the report only contained percentage figures.
Management advised members that going forward there would be an improvement in
this reporting with a move away from the “clunkiness” of the current one size fits all
format.
The Clinical Executive asked for specific feedback so there was clear direction
particularly about information that was missing from the revised format. As data had to
be collected in order to demonstrate trends, she suggested a quarterly format would be
appropriate.
It was agreed the feedback would be taken on notice. Trends needed to be visible so
members could question variances.
It was resolved that the Committee
endorse the progress made by Uru Rauhī, Mental Health & Addiction Services
Cluster in 2018/19.
note the proposed revision of the dashboard information designed to align with
other cluster reports, provide more meaningful information and reduce
duplication
acknowledge ongoing feedback and ongoing refinement of reporting.
A refreshment break was taken at this stage.
2.7

Uru Pā Harakeke - Healthy Women, Children & Youth Cluster Report for
February and March 2019

The Operations Executive spoke to this report. She apologised for the absence of the
Clinical Executive, who was overseas at the moment.
Management advised the total budgeted midwifery FTE was 47.6, however within that
figure there were 11 FTE of nurses. The Operations Executive advised they had
recruited an additional 6 FTE registered nurses on temporary contracts over the usual 5
FTE, who only worked in the postnatal ward.
The Committee noted the positive achievements in the family violence work and within
the child health forum.
It was resolved that the Committee
note the ESPI position for the Cluster
note the integrated work being undertaken in the Cluster
endorse the progress of Uru Pā Harakeke
2.8

Uru Whakamauora – Healthy Ageing & Rehabilitation Cluster Report for
February and March 2019

The Clinical Executive spoke to this report, informing the Committee that the OPAL Unit
would not be opening in May as advised earlier. It was envisaged it would now open
towards the end of June/July. The unions had raised a couple of issues with the
proposal, which would be addressed and the paper recirculated to affected staff.
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The enrolment of older people in the In Home Strength and Balance programme wasn’t
performing well, this was in part due to maternity leave of the coordinator. That
position had now been filled.
The Advanced Care Planning project would include encouraging people (old and young)
to think about end of life care and where such planning documents should be kept. One
good idea was for them to be kept on the clinical portal for ease of access. This was
preferred by the clinical teams and was the goal.
It was noted the Health Care Support Service providers’ patient management systems
had a robust consent process (including privacy), and that standardising the systems
would enable information to be shared.
The re-ablement model was being used by the HOP team as a pilot to see if it could
support the early transfer of patients from wards to the home setting. Allied Health
professionals would take a more oversight role with a greater contribution from carers
and support workers.
Doug Barnes joined the meeting.
It was resolved that the Committee
that the Committee endorse the progress made by the Uru Whakamauora Healthy Ageing and Rehabilitation Cluster in 2018/19
The media representative left the meeting.
3

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

3.1

Improving Value Programme

The Programme Director, Enterprise Programme Management Office, spoke to this
report, confirming that the original target for savings from the timely care element was
$1.2m.
Celina Eves left the meeting.
Whilst it was difficult to forecast the financial savings for bed day savings, the
Programme Director said the 2018/19 cash savings would be around $500,000 for the
community contracting element of the Programme.
The CEO advised the Finance Risk and Audit Committee had asked for information
around savings under this programme. Ms Cook also advised there would be a change
to the way plans were constructed going forward to separate out savings from the
value of improvement more clearly. Members would be able to see what had been
achieved against both savings and improvement targets.
It was resolved that the Committee
endorse the progress in Service Productivity gains within the Improving Value
Programme
note that the total in budget cash releasing savings targets for 2018/19 of
$4.364m will not be met.
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Lyn Horgan, Sarah Fenwick, Syed Zaman and Doug Barnes left the meeting.
3.2

Review of National Patient Travel Assistance Scheme

It was resolved
that the review of the National Patient Travel Assistance Scheme be noted.
4

STRATEGY/PLANNING

4.1

Cluster Strategic Health and Wellbeing Plans

There was no discussion on this topic. The report was noted and members agreed it
would be discussed at the workshop following this meeting.
5

POLICY & GOVERNANCE

5.1

Committee’s Work Programme, 2018/19

The General Manager, Quality Improvement & Assurance noted an error in paragraph
3.1. The first sentence should read: The work programme sets out all reports scheduled
for submission to HDAC during 2018/19.
The General Manager also referred to the revised Schedule of Matters Arising, which
now contained a column showing where the various matters would be reported.
It was resolved:
that the Committee endorse the progress being made in the delivery of the
2018/19 work programme.
6

LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
7

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

11 June 2019. Apologies for that meeting were noted from Diane Anderson and Kath
Cook.
8

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC

It was resolved:
that the public be excluded from this meeting in accordance with the Official
Information Act 1992, section 9 for the following items for the reasons stated:
Item
“In committee” minutes of the
Health & Disability Committee
meeting

Reason
For the reasons set out in the order
paper of 19.3.2019 meeting held with
the public present
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Confirmed this 11th day of June 2019.

……………………………….
Chairperson
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centralAlliance Update

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:


this report be noted and discussed and;



agree that centralAlliance governance occur by way of an annual joint board
workshop as part of the planning cycle and six-monthly update reports to
both Boards.

Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned to each board’s commitment to collaboration and
partnership of for the benefit of their shard population. It also is aligned to the
centralAlliance Strategic Framework.
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DHBs – District Health Boards
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1.

PURPOSE

This report seeks input and discussion of proposed changes to the governance
arrangements for the centralAlliance. Approval is sought.
2.

BACKGROUND

Over the last twelve months, the governance arrangement for centralAlliance has
involved six-monthly joint board meetings that have alternated between
Whanganui and Palmerston North. In practice this has proved difficult to sustain,
and participation by Board members has dropped off.
Over the years different governance arrangements have been trialled. A
centralAlliance Subcommittee was in place for a period but was also not very
satisfactory. The best engagements between the Boards were the planning
workshops held in Marton which produced the centralAlliance Strategic Framework.
3.

PROPOSED GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS

It is proposed that centralAlliance governance move to an annual joint board
workshop to be held at a convenient location. This workshop would be timed to
feed into the DHB planning cycle – probably late October or November.
The agenda and other workshop arrangements would be agreed by the Chair, the
respective Chief Executives and the General Managers.
It is also proposed that both boards receive a six-monthly update on progress
against centralAlliance priorities.
4.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:


this report be noted and discussed and;



agree that centralAlliance governance occur by way of an annual joint board
workshop as part of the planning cycle and six-monthly update reports to both
Boards.

Craig Johnston
General Manager,
Strategy, Planning & Performance
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Remuneration Committee Terms of Reference

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:


the Remuneration Committee’s amended Terms of Reference be approved
and that they be reviewed in 12 months.

Strategic Alignment
This report is aligned to the DHB’s stewardship and governance responsibilities.
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1.

PURPOSE

This report discusses the Remuneration Committee’s terms of reference.
Amendments to the terms of reference are proposed following consideration by the
Remuneration Committee and the Board.
2.

DISCUSSION

Terms of Reference for the Remuneration Committee have been in place since the
Committee’s establishment. These are reviewed regularly.
Since the last review, the Beattie Varley report was issued which looked into a
number of management and governance decisions by the Counties Manakau DHB.
Amongst other things, this report raised issues around remuneration and conditions
for senior employees. As a result of this review, the Ministry of Health
recommended that all DHBs review the terms of reference for their Remuneration
Committee to ensure they were fit for purpose. (NB: this report was considered
by the Board and FRAC in 2018.)
Previously, the focus of MidCentral DHB’s Remuneration Committee has been solely
on employment issues relative to the Chief Executive. This includes recruitment,
conditions of employment, annual salary review, and performance reviews.
In light of the Beattie Varley report, the Remuneration Committee recommends
that its scope of work be widened to include all remuneration matters relating to
staff employed on individual employment agreements. (NB: the majority of
MidCentral DHB’s staff are employed on Multi Employer Collective Agreements
which are negotiated nationally or regionally.)
At its meeting on 9 April, the Board supported a widened scope, and agreed that
further consideration be given to this matter to ensure the terms of reference were
clear in their intent.
Accordingly, it is now proposed that the Committee’s scope be widened to include:


approval of a Remuneration Policy and Strategy for staff employed on individual
employment agreements, and Annual Remuneration Parameters for this group
of staff



approval of adjustments to the individual remuneration packages of the CE’s
senior leadership team where they exceed the parameters set out in MidCentral
DHB’s Remuneration Policy and Strategy, and the Annual Remuneration
Parameters.

If the changes outlined above are supported, a Remuneration Policy and Strategy
for staff employed on individual employment agreements will be developed over
coming months.
In addition to the Policy, the Ministry of Health requires Annual Remuneration
Parameters to be developed to support the annual remuneration for all staff
employed outside MECAs. These Parameters take into account the Government’s
expectations of employment relations within the State Sector which are issued via
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the State Services Commission annually. These are generally strategic in nature
and reflect the Government’s priorities, such as closure of gender pay gaps,
affordability and good faith bargaining. The Parameters also to reflect the DHB’s
Annual Plan and Budget. The Annual Remuneration Parameters are currently
developed for the CE’s approval, and the Ministry of Health’s endorsement. Under
the proposed new terms of reference for the Remuneration Committee, the
Parameters would require Remuneration Committee approval prior to submission to
the Ministry.
A copy of the terms of reference including the proposed amendments is attached
for the Board’s consideration. All proposed amendments are highlighted.
Given the significant change in scope, it is recommended that the terms of
reference be reviewed in one year.
3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:


that the Remuneration Committee’s amended Terms of Reference be approved
and that they be reviewed in 12 months.

Kathryn Cook
Chief Executive
Appendix:
A.
Remuneration Committee’s Terms of Reference
B.
Letter from Ministry of Health dated 5 September 2018 re Release of the
Beattie Varley Report - Lessons for DHBs (letter only)
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REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
TERMS OF REFERENCE

1.

In accordance with good business practice, the Board shall create a
Remuneration Committee whose members and chairperson shall be as
determined by the Board from time to time.

2.

The terms of reference for the Remuneration Committee shall be:

3.

4.

a.

To provide advice to the Board on employment issues relative to the
organisation’s Chief Executive, including recruitment, conditions of
employment, annual salary review, etc.

b.

To undertake the Chief Executive performance review process on behalf
of the Board, and make recommendations regarding performance targets,
and any resultant issues.

c.

To consider the DHB’s Remuneration Strategy and Policy for staff
employed on Individual Employment Agreements (IEAs) and recommend
them to the Board for approval.

d.

To endorse the DHB’s Annual Remuneration Parameters for staff
employed on IEAS.

e.

In line with the “two-up” approach, consider any recommended changes
to the remuneration packages for the Chief Executive’s direct reports that
exceed the parameters set out in the Remuneration Policy and Annual
Remuneration Parameters.

f.

To develop an annual work plan and timeline for the Board’s
consideration and approval.

g.

To report regularly to the Board on their findings (generally the minutes
of each meeting will be placed on the agenda of the next Board Meeting).

The following authorities are delegated in the Remuneration Committee:
a.

To appoint consultants as necessary to enable the Committee to carry out
its functions and to set the consultants fees.

b.

To require the Chief Executive Officer (or delegate) to attend its
meetings, provide advice and prepare reports as requested.

c.

To interface with any other committee(s) that may be formed from time
to time.

The Remuneration Committee shall hold meetings as frequently as it considers
necessary. It is anticipated that at least two meetings should be held annually.
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5.

For the purposes of the Terms of Reference, “remuneration” is defined as the
total financial and non-financial benefits paid to an employee and includes all
elements in the employment package, such as salary, leave provisions,
Kiwisaver contributions and vehicle.
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:


the Board’s Election Protocols for MDHB Staff and Members Policy be
approved, and that the policy be reviewed in 36 months.

Strategic Alignment
This report aligns to the DHB’s strategy and its key enabler “stewardship”. It
discusses an aspect of effective governance.
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1.

PURPOSE

This report discusses the policy the Board has in place to provide guidance and
support to staff in respect of the DHB election process.
The Board’s support for amendments to the Policy is sought.
2.

SUMMARY

In line with best governance practice, the Board has established a policy regarding
the DHB election process.
The provisions of the New Zealand Public Health & Disability Act 2000 enable staff
to stand for election to DHB Boards. To support this, a policy has been developed
to cover employee and employer responsibilities, as well to provide guidance to all
staff on the standard of behaviour expected regarding the DHB election process.
This policy was established in 2004 and has been regularly reviewed since that
time. The last review took place in September 2017.
While many of the general principles contained in the Policy apply for general and
other elections, the Policy relates to DHB elections only. This is explicitly stated in
the Policy.
Minor amendments to the Policy are proposed, particularly around the use of DHB
resources. The Policy has been strengthened around the non-use of DHB resources
for campaigning purposes. This includes DHB-run social media accounts and this
has been made explicit within the Policy.
A new provision is proposed in respect of the use of DHB resources to support and
encourage public engagement in the election process.
A copy of the Policy is attached, and the proposed amendments are highlighted.
4.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:


the Board’s Election Protocols for MDHB Staff and Members Policy be approved,
and that the policy be reviewed in 36 months.

Jill Matthews
Manager
Administration & Governance Services
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ELECTION PROTOCOLS FOR MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH
BOARD STAFF AND MEMBERS
Applicable to: All MidCentral DHB Staff

Issued by: Board
Contact: Principal Administration Officer

1.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy is three-fold:
i.

To provide guidance and support to staff who wish to stand for membership of a DHB
Board.

ii.

To provide guidance to staff on the standard of behaviour required of them regarding the
election of DHB Boards.

iii.

To ensure MidCentral District Health Board maintains the confidence of its communities
and owners by acting professionally and impartially during the DHB Board election process.

2. SCOPE
2.1

This applies to all employees, contractors, Board and Committee members of MidCentral
District Health Board.

2.2

Employees shall be deemed to be representing the organisation when they are writing as a
member of staff; are wearing the organisation’s uniform and/or identification card; or can
be associated with the organisation, ie are using a Board vehicle.

2.3

Board and Committee members shall be deemed to be representing the organisation at all
times, unless they expressly state otherwise, or the circumstances clearly indicate otherwise.

2.4

This policy does not apply to general elections although the general prinicples are similar.
Protocols around general elections are as set out by the State Service Commission’s
guidelines for the state sector and its employees.

3. POLICY
3.1

MidCentral District Health supports its population, including staff, to participate in the
election of its governing Board as candidates and/or as voters.

3.2

People have the right to access MidCentral District Health Board’s services and facilities
without harassment. This includes political harassment.

3.3

All MidCentral District Health Board staff are required to remain politically neutral
(apolitical) when carrying out their job. This includes interactions with patients/clients and
their families, other staff, Board and Committee members.
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3.4

MidCentral District Health Board staff must do their job professionally and loyally, without
letting their personal interests or views influence their advice or behaviour in the work
place.

3.5

Employees of District Health Board may Stand for DHB Elections
3.5.1

District Health Board employees have a statutory right to stand for election as a
member of a DHB Board (clause 7, schedule 2, NZ Public Health and Disability Act
2000).

3.5.2

If elected, Board Members who are also members of staff, will need to:

3.5.3

3.5.4

i.

ensure they can do their primary job unhindered and without detriment to the
public interest

ii.

ask for and take approved leave without pay to attend to any board business
that occurs in their normal working hours

iii.

be especially diligent and transparent over potential conflicts of interest

MidCentral District Health Board upholds the principles of being a good employer.
In this context, good and reasonable employer means:
i.

making reasonable efforts to enable staff elected as Board Members to take
leave without pay to attend board business, provided that this does not
adversely affect the operation of the organisation

ii.

make arrangements to cover approved absence where practical

As governor, MidCentral DHB’s Board should:
i.

recognise the particular difficulties for DHB employees who are also members
of the board

ii.

pay particular attention to ensuring that conflicts of interest of members who
are also DHB employees are handled appropriately

iii.

avoid as far as possible placing the CEO or board member-employees in
situations where any role tensions could develop or be exacerbated

iv.

not pressure the CEOs to grant leave for board members, recognising that the
CEO is the employer and that s/he has the responsibility for service provision
and employees employment related matters.

3.6

It is important to the reputation and probity of MidCentral District Health Board that no
individual candidates, including staff who are standing for election (or re-election), are
unfairly advantaged through access to DHB resources, including staff time and
communication channels.

3.7

MidCentral staff whose regular duties require writing media releases, letters, speeches and
carrying out administrative tasks for current elected and appointed members are to exercise
extreme care to ensure such activities cannot must not be linked in any way to a political
campaign.

3.8

Staff members involved in an election campaign (either their own or that of any candidate)
should ensure that they identify, declare and manage any conflict, or potential conflict of
interest with their employment at MidCentral District Health Board.
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3.9

DHB resources should not are not to be used for campaigning purposes
3.9.1

No DHB resources (including staff time, computers, e-mail, cell phones, faxes,
stationery, photocopiers, stamps, cards and venues) should are to be used for
campaigning purposes.

3.9.2

No DHB-provided forums or meetings (eg Reference group meetings, DHB forums
and DHB public meetings) should are to be used for campaigning purposes.

3.9.3

This provision applies to all staff, board and committee members, including those
who are standing, or considering standing, for election to a DHB Board.

3.10 DHB information should be available to all candidates on an equal basis
3.10.1 Where DHB information, that is not publicly available, is supplied to a candidate for
campaign purposes, it should be supplied to other candidates as a matter of course.
3.11 DHB-run social media accounts and other communication channels are considered DHB
resources and must remain politically neutral during the election.
DHB publications, website, social media and other communication vehicles (eg: radio
spots) should are not to be used for campaign purposes.
3.11.1 Where communication platforms are provided by or through MidCentral District
Health Board, all candidates should have equal access to them.
3.11.2 MidCentral DHB shall be guided by the Office of the Auditor-General’s Guidelines
for Advertising and Publicity by Local Authorities (also relevant to DHBs) which
states: “a local authority must not promote, nor be perceived to promote, the reelection prospects of a sitting member. Therefore, the use of Council resources for
re-election purposes is unacceptable and possibly unlawful”,
3.12 Board Decision Making during the Election Process
3.12.1 During the election period (opening of nominations to the time the new Board takes
office), the Board shall continue to carry out its duties.
3.12.2 The Board shall put in place arrangements as appropriate to ensure a smooth
transition from the current to the newly elected Board.
3.13 The DHB has an obligation, during the pre-election process, to support public engagement
with the election process. In the execution of this responsibility, the DHB’s resources may
only be used in way which do not give an advantage to any candidate’s electoral campaign.
4. REFERENCES
“Good Practice for Managing Public Communications by Local Authorities”, Controller and
Auditor-General
State Service Commission guidelines re elections
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5.

RELATED MDHB DOCUMENTS
MDHB-7376

Conflicts of Interest -Policy-

MDHB-7377

Secondary Employment -Policy-

MDHB-2002

Communications -Policy-

MDHB-2009

Rights for all Persons Who Access MidCentral District Health Board’s Health
Care Services -Policy-

6. DEFINITIONS
Pre-election period: the three months before election day.
Election period: the start of the pre-election period until a new Board takes office.
7.

FURTHER INFORMATION / ASSISTANCE
Principal Administration Officer, MidCentral District Health Board

8. KEYWORDS
Apolitical
Campaigning
Elections
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:


the amended DHB’s Expense Policy be approved to enable independent
members to be paid travel time where this exceeds three hours during
business hours, with effect from 1 July 2019, and that the Policy be reviewed
in three years’ time.

Strategic Alignment
This report aligns to the DHB’s strategy and its key enabler “stewardship”. It
discusses an aspect of effective governance.
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DHB – District Health Board
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1.

PURPOSE

This report discusses the policy the Board has in place to ensure Board and
Committee members are reimbursed for actual and reasonable expenses incurred
in carrying out their DHB roles.
The Board’s approval is sought for an amendment to the Policy to enable the
payment of travel time to independent committee members who face excessive
travel time to meet their DHB commitments.
2.

SUMMARY

In line with best practice, the Board has established a policy regarding payment of
Board and Committee member expenses.
This policy is aligned to the Government’s Fees Framework
3.

DISCUSSION

The Board’s expense policy was established to ensure a consistent approach was
taken to managing payment of expenses incurred by Board and Committee
members, and that this was in line with Government guidelines.
The policy is reviewed regularly, and at least three-yearly. The last review took
place in April 2018. As part of that review, the Board considered the payment of
travel time for independent committee members who have to travel in excess of
three hours in one business day to attend meetings. (Note: Board members
receive an honorarium payment, but independent committee members only receive
an attendance fee.) At that time, advice from the Centre indicated this was not
possible under the Cabinet Fees Framework given a daily fee was paid to members.
MidCentral DHB applied to the Ministry of Health for its approval for travel time to
be paid to independent committee members, and received its support:
We have concluded our conversations with State Service Commission with
the agreement that the fees framework does allow for payment of
independent members of DHB Board committees who receive a daily fee in
certain circumstances.
Section 69 of the Fees framework states:
Members are not paid for time spent in travel to and from meetings or on
body business, except in instances where a daily fee is paid and the member
has to travel for more than a total of three hours in the course of a normal
business day.
Dot McKinnon has asked that travel time be recognised "where this exceeds
three hours within normal business hours". We have considered this with the
State Service and are in agreement that section 69 can be applied to this
circumstance.
Section 70 of the framework states
In extreme circumstances where considerable time is involved in travel, this
can be recognised by the chair, with the agreement of the monitoring
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agency. In these cases (and particularly where air travel is involved) the
preparation and travelling time need to be considered together for payment
purposes.
Our understanding is that given the geographic nature of your DHB there has
been a need to go to larger centres to appoint members with the necessary
skills, therefore extreme circumstances would apply in this instance.
The Fees Framework applies the criteria that the travel must be incurred within
business hours. Further, it is for travel in excess of three hours.
If travel time were to be paid, the rate per hour would be around $31.25 per hour
being proportionate of the daily fee of $250.
In line with the principles of equity and being moderate and conservative, it is
recommended that the policy be amended to provide for travel time, and that this
apply when over three hours travel in business hours (8am – 5pm, Monday to
Friday) are incurred in attending a meeting of the DHB. This means, travel for
each meeting would be considered on a case by case basis, rather than a blanket
ruling that all travel incurred by any particular member includes travel time.
A copy of the Policy is attached is with all proposed changes highlighted.
4.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that:


the amended DHB’s Expense Policy be approved to enable independent
members to be paid travel time where this exceeds three hours during business
hours, with effect from 1 July 2019, and that the Policy be reviewed in three
years’ time.

Jill Matthews
Manager
Administration & Governance Services
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MDHB’S BOARD & COMMITTEE MEMBERS’ EXPENSES POLICY
Applicable to: Board Members, Statutory
& Other Committee Members
1.

Issued by: Board
Contact: Chairperson

PURPOSE
To ensure that Board/Committee Members are appropriately recompensed for costs
incurred in carrying out their role and responsibilities.

2.

SCOPE
This policy shall apply to Board Members of MidCentral District Health Board,
members of the Board’s statutory committees and members of other committees.

3.

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1

Board Chairperson
The Board Chairperson is responsible for providing guidance on Board expense
payments, and for determining “approved” functions.
The Board Chairperson will approve expense claims submitted by Board Members.
The Board Chairperson will have discretion to make determinations within the
parameters of this policy, such as approving higher cost flexi-fare flights. An
annual summary of discretionary decisions will be provided to the Finance, Risk &
Audit Committee for transparency.

3.2

Board and Committee Members
Members shall submit signed expense claims on the approved form Appendix.
Members shall ensure that expense claims are supported by appropriate receipts,
details of the date and name of function/meeting attended and the mileage
incurred. Where travel time is being claimed members to provide details of the
date and time of the travel undertaken.
Members shall ensure that expense claim forms are submitted regularly, and within
at least 10 weeks of the expense being incurred, and that all expenses relating to a
financial year are submitted in that year.
Members are responsible for any tax arrangements in respect of their DHB
expenses.
Members are responsible for determining what portion of an expense relates to
their MidCentral DHB role and noting this rationale on their expense claim.
Members are responsible for advising if they are using an electric or hybrid car or
motorcycle when carrying out their Board role. Such advice to be provided if and
as required, and as circumstances change.
The Chairperson of the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee will approve expense
claims submitted by the Board Chairperson.
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3.3

Principal Administration Officer
The Principal Administration Officer is responsible for processing expense claims in
accordance with this Policy, and for maintaining a record of Board Members’ travel
kilometres per year. Any issues should be referred to the Chairperson for
clarification.
The Principal Administration Officer is responsible for making travel and
accommodation arrangements for the Chairperson and other members attending
DHB functions.
The Principal Administration Officer is responsible for ascertaining the IRD travel
reimbursement rates in effect at the beginning of each financial year and advising
these to Board/Committee members.

4.

POLICY

4.1

Principles
MidCentral DHB takes a principles-based approach, being that expenditure
decisions:
 have a justifiable business purpose
 preserve impartiality
 are made with integrity
 are moderate and conservative, having regard to the circumstances;
 are made transparently, and
 are appropriate in all respects.
The expectation is that the standard of travel, accommodation, meals and other
expenses are modest and reflect the public service.

4.2

General
Expenses will be reimbursed when a member is responding to a Crown or
MidCentral District Health Board initiated request for attendance.
Members travelling to meetings or on Board business (where the members are
required to be away from their normal places of residence) are entitled to
reimbursement of out of pocket travelling, meal and accommodation expenses
actually and reasonably incurred.
Standards of travel, accommodation, meals and other expenses are modest and
appropriate to reflect public sector norms. The criteria are based on what the
“average person” would consider reasonable.
In any situation where members are unclear as to their eligibility for
reimbursement, they should obtain advice from the Board Chairperson.

4.3

Travel Time
Board members are not paid for time spent in travel to and from meetings or on
Board business.
Independent committee members may be paid for time in excess of three hours
spent in travel to and from meetings or on DHB Board business during business
hours (8am-5pm, Monday to Friday), to attend a meeting of the Committee or
Board. The rate to be applied to be the daily rate (eight hours) pro-rated.
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4.4

Travel Expenses
The specific mode of transport upon which reimbursement is made, must be a
reasonable balance between cost to the DHB and the travel time spent for the
Board/Committee Member.
Where it is necessary to use air travel, the member must fly economy class. The
member should endeavour to secure the least-cost option for air travel.
Reimbursement for the use of private motor vehicles/motorcycles on Board related
business will be in accordance with the appropriate Inland Revenue Department
travel reimbursement rate in place at the beginning of the DHB’s financial year.
Private or rental vehicles should not be used where the cost is likely to exceed the
cost of airline travel, unless special circumstances apply.
Should use of a rental car be necessary for a member to attend meetings or
conduct Board business, budget size vehicles should be used where possible and
practicable.
Travel outside New Zealand requires approval by Board resolution.

4.5

Accommodation
The actual cost of accommodation at hotels and motels and the actual cost of
breakfast and evening meals will be reimbursed on the presentation of receipts.
The cost of in house videos or other entertainment will not be reimbursed.
Telephone calls to home may be reimbursed provided they are kept to a reasonable
level. All non-business telephone calls on hotel telephones will not be reimbursed,
and should be paid direct to the hotel at the time of discharge.
Where a private credit card is used for payment of hotel accounts, the credit card
receipt on its own is not sufficient as a receipt. An itemised GST receipt is
required.
A member who stays privately while on Board business, or to attend meetings, will
not be paid an accommodation allowance but may be reimbursed for reasonable
contribution on production of receipts. If dining out, actual and reasonable costs
for a member’s evening and breakfast meals only will be reimbursed on
presentation of receipts.

4.6

Locum and Business Overheads
Members shall not be paid for any expenses they incur in the management of their
business while they are on Board business, including the use of locums or business
overheads.

4.7

Indemnity Insurance
The DHB will effect insurance for members in relation to liability (other than
criminal liability) for any act or omission in performance or intended performance
of the Board’s functions and costs incurred in any proceeding relating to that
liability or in any criminal proceedings (if those proceedings are successfully
defended, or discontinued).
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4.8

Childcare Expenses
Members will not be paid for child care expenses, except in exceptional situations
such as attendance at meetings called at short notice.

4.9

Communication Costs
Telephone line rental is not reimbursed. Members may claim for any significant
telephone charges for calls that are required to be made for purposes related to the
performance of their duties. Claims must be accompanied by appropriate
documentation.
Mobile phones will not be issued to Board members with the exception of the
Chairperson. The mobile telephone remains the property of the DHB and is only to
be used for matters relating to the business of the Board. Where the Chairperson
elects to use their personal cell phone for Board business, a portion of the
operating fees shall be met by the Board. Claims must be accompanied by
appropriate documentation and the Chairperson’s assessment of what portion is
DHB related.
Any IT equipment issued to members remains the property of MidCentral DHB and
is only to be used for matters relating to the business of the Board.

4.10

Hospitality Costs
The Board Chairperson may need to incur hospitality expenses when acting for or
representing the Board. Should such a need arise, expenses are expected to be in
keeping with the public service nature of the office. Reimbursement of such
expenditure requires sign-off by the Chairperson, Finance, Risk & Audit Committee.
Wherever practicable and appropriate, MidCentral DHB facilities should be used for
providing hospitality to business stakeholders.
It is not expected that other members will incur expenses for hospitality. In the
unusual event that such a need does arise (eg when formally acting on behalf of the
Board or the Board Chairperson) this must be discussed in advance with the Board
Chairperson and be specifically approved by the Board Chairperson.

4.11

Professional Membership Fees
Professional membership fees for members of the Board and its committees shall
not be reimbursed by MidCentral DHB.

4.12

Legal Expenses
Should a circumstance arise where a member seeks independent legal advice on
issues concerning DHB business, this advice will be at the member’s own expense.

5.

DEFINITION
Statutory Committees are those three committees established in accordance with
the NZ Public Health & Disability Act 2000, being the Hospital Advisory Committee
(operating as the Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee), the Community &
Public Health Advisory Committee and the Disability Support Advisory Committee
(operating jointly as the Healthy Communities Advisory Committee Health &
Disability Advisory Committee).
Other Board Committees are those committees established by the Board, being
the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee, the Enable New Zealand Governance Group,
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the Remuneration Committee, the Clinical and Consumer Councils and such other
committees as the Board may establish from time to time and nominate for
coverage of this policy.
Financial year – the year will commence on 1 July ending 30 June of each year
Member – a member of the Board, or of the other Board Committees as defined in
this policy.
6.

RELATED MDHB DOCUMENTS
MDHB-6763 Sensitive Expenditure –PolicyGuidelines for Board Members, November 2001

7.

FURTHER INFORMATION / ASSISTANCE
Chairperson
Chief Executive Officer
Manager, Administration & Governance Services

8.

APPENDICES
Expense Claim Form for Board Member

9.

KEYWORDS
Expenses, Fees
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Appendix

MidCentral District Health Board
BOARD MEMBERS’ EXPENSE CLAIM FORM
Name:
Expenses incurred during the month
of:
(All claims to be supported by a tax invoice as appropriate)

1.

$

2.

$

3.

$

4.

$

5.

$

6.

$

TOTAL EXPENSES

$

Signed by Board Member:
Checked by PAO:
Approved for Payment by Chair:

MDHB\BoardExpenseform

